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FOREWORD 

Purpose: DARPA's mission is to prevent the technological swprise of the United States, 
and to create technological surprise for our enemies. This document provides short abstracts of 
DARPA programs in FY 2008 and FY 2009, and it is a reference for those interested in 
DARPA's research portfolio. To better illustrate the goals of the programs, the programs have 
been grouped into the nine Strategic Thrusts that form DARPA's strategy as described in 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency Strategic Plan (February 2007)t: 

DARPA's Strategic ThrMSts 
1. Robust, Secure, Self-Forming Networks 

2. Detection, Precision ID, Tracking, and Destruction of Elusive Targets 

3. Urban Area Operations 

4. Advanced Manned and Unmanned Systems 

5. Detection, Characterization, and Assessment of Underground Structures 

6. Space 

7. Increasing the Tooth to Tail Ratio 

8. Bio-Revolution 

9. Core Technologies 

An index table in the back of the document helps locate individual programs and cross
references them to Program Elements in the President's FY 2009 budget 

This document is designed to be used in conjunction with Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency Strategic Plan and the Descriptive Summaries in tbe FY 2009 Budget Estimates 
(February 2008).• The Strategic Plan describes, in broad terms, DARPA's current top-level 
strategy. The Descriptive Summaries provide more detail on DARPA's programs . 

t Available online at "hUp://www.darpa.mil" 

• Available online at .. http:/lwv."' .dJJrpa miltbodyfoudg.html" 
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DARPA's Strategic Thrusts 
Through the years, DARPA has continuously refocused its work i.n direct response to evolving national security 

threats aod revolutiooary technological opportunities. In February 2007, DARPA published Defmse Advanced 
Researclt Projects Agency Strategic Plan, which describes how the agency is pursuing ils central mission through 
today's changing circwns~cc:s. That report details the nine strategic thrusts that DARPA is emphasizing today: 

• Robust, Secure, Self-Forming Networks • Detection. Cbaracterimtioo, md 

• Ddection, Pn:ciaioo 10, Tracking. and 
Alsasment of Underground Slnl(;tun:a 

• Spece Destruction of Elusive Targets 
• loacasing the Tooth to Tail Ratio • Urban Area Opcntions 
• Bio-R.evolutioo 

• Advanced Manned and UnmUlDed 
Systems • Core Tec:bnologics 

The followina sectioos con lain brief descriptions of «*h thrust, along with abstracts of programs within them . 

R OBUST, S ECURE, SELF-FORMING NETWORKS 

Tbe DoD is in the middle of a transformation towards "Netwoc:k-Centric Opentions."' The promise of network:
ceneric opentiona is 1o tum information superiority ioiO combat power so tbal the U.S. and its allies bavc betlcr 
information ADd c111 plan and conduct opef'lltions {.,.more quickly and effectively than any ~venary . 

At the core of this concept arc robust, secure:, and self forming networks that must be at least as reliable, 
available, secure, and survivable: as Che weapons and forces lhc:y connect. They must distribute huge amounts of 
data quickly and precisely across 1 battlefield, a theater, or the globe, and deliver the right information to the ript 
place at the right tUne. They must form, manage, defend aod heal themselves so they always function at the 
enormously high speeds that aR. the key to the: lldvantagc:s they provide:; this means that people can no longer be 
ccmtraJ to c:stabUshing, fiWlaging. and administering them . 

Tactical networks must locally link effects to targc:U and be agile, adaptive and venatilc. Strategic and 
operational networks must globally link air, ground, and naval forces for opentional maneuver md strategic strike 
and mable knowledge, undenlanding, and supply throughout the force . 

DARPA is also bridging the gap bc:twec:n these two families of networks to allow strategic and tactical levels to 
rapidly and effectively sbue information and insight. We ~n developing technologies for wireless tactical net~ 
cenlric: wwfare that will enable reliable, mobile. secure, sclf-f'ormina. lid hoc networking amona the various 
echelons with the most efficient use of available spectrum . 

The aoal of the Advao« d HF Co•mu• katioas 
program is to provide always-available, high-rate 
communications at long J'llllgcs for Special 
Operations Force teams using miniaturized 
equipment The program will develop antenna and 
radio t.c:clutology to provide bigb·f'llte 
communications at lorrg rao,gcs using ground wave 
and near-vertical incidence skywave propagation. 

The goal of the Local Am Network droid 
(LANdroid) program is to provide warfightets 

reliable communications in urban seuings by c.reati.ng 
roboeic radio relay nodes 1hat move autonolllOUSly to 
confirure and maintain a communications mesh by 
reasoning about their positions relative to one another 
and relative to the warfightc:rs. LANdroids will move 
as the warfagbtc:rs move. keeping them covered with 
communications throughout 1heir operations, and 
they will be pocket-sized so that warfapla's can 
eany sever-! and drop or deploy tbem as tbey move 
through a givm area. 
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The Nel1 Geaentioe (XG) program goals are 10 

develop both the enabling technologies and lhe 
sy*m concepts to provide dramatic improvements 
in usured military communications 10 support 1 full 
range of worldwide deployme11ts through dynamic 
spectnun access. XO's approach is 10 develop the 
theoretical underpinnings for dynamk access to the 
speclnlm. the te<:bllologies and subsystems that 
enable dynamic access, and the system prototypes to 
demonstrate applicability to Jeaacy and future DoD 
radio fn:quency emitten. The program plans 10 

leverage the technology bue in microdectronics, 
with new waveform and medium access and control 
protocol technologies to constru~ an in&egnted 
syslem. 

The goaJ of the Polarized Rotltion Modulation 
(PZRM) Co•aaalatioas program is to develop a 
new, extremely high dau-mte, point-to-point, or 
point-~multipoint wireless communications 
waveform using the PZRM/Orthogonal SignaJ 
Spectrum Overlay (OSSO) communications concept 
to exploit the presendy unused polarintloo and 
rotation dimensions of radiation. Tbe PZRM 
Communications prognm will investigate the u&e of 
polarization, including OSSO, modulation and the 
ability for oonventiooal radios to catT)I all 
information over the lrmsmitted signal amplitude, 
phase and f'Rquency. A radio with four polarization 
possibilities would transmit four times cbe 
information with all ocher aspects of lhe waveform 

The DAilPA nterfernc:e MaJtiple Accea (DlMA) 
Co••uleatioDt program will develop 1 networked 
radio systcm for voice md d.lt&. The goal of this 
prosrun is 1o demonstrate a network that is 
dynamically controllable usin1 techniques such u 
recootiguration, optimum retOurce allocations tMised 
on mission priorities, and dynamic policies, a.s 
opposed 1o reluively pasaive re.ctions 10 cbaoges by 
the. collliDaCial infrastructure. The program will 
develop and demonstrate a syston based on multi
user detectioo COIICq)tS that can calre advantage of 
overbldcd channels, while openting in an 
environment abseot of infrubucture. 

The Expeditionary Dlltlft• ted Co• .. • Greup 
Syltelll (DCGS) Global Wer .. tlo• Grid (GIG) 
for ExpWtad .. Servlc;e (EDGES) proBJUD will 
provide layered and pcnilta:lt intelligence, 
surveillance aDd reooanaissance of asymmetric and 
irregular warfightc:n in support of Mllriae Corps and 
Special Operations by intelligently interpreting 

held constant. and OSSO enables multiple orthogonal 
signals 10 overlay one another in cbe stme radio 
bandwidth, thmby increasing spectral cmcieocy. 

Tactical implementation of virtual private network 
(VPN) requires openton to Jog into gateways in the 
continc:ntaJ U.S. to connect to eaeh other - 1 problem 
because it can reveal who and where operatots we 
located. The VPN for ad hoc Nttworlu program 
will defme VPN encryption requiremeots, limitations 
of field computing devices {FCDs), and employ 
recent br*througbs in ad hoc networking to enable 
W:ticaJ vPN connectivity. ()pmational requirements 
include tbe need for client-to-client VPN connectivity 
on FCDs with ad boc, peer·to-pecr connet:tlvity. VPN 
for ad boo Networks wiU enable covert ope.rators to 
excba:nge mission-critical information, while 
maintaining cover111ess in the field. 

The goal of the Wlrelt• Network after Nut 
(WNaN) program ia 10 develop and demonstrate 
technologies and system concepts enabling densely 
deployed networks in which distributed and adaptive 
network operations compensate for limitations of cbe 
physical layer of the &ow-cost wireless nodes that 
comprise these networks. · WNaN networks will 
manage node conficuratioos and the topoiOJY of the 
network to reduce the danands on the physical and 
link layc:n of tbe nodes. The tccbnolOJY created by 
WNaN wiD provide reliable 1nd highly available 
battlef1eld communications at low system cost. 

wufllhter req\KIIIts for situation usenmeat data. 
accessing local ta~ical threat data t.es, ·and fusing 
multi-sensor data for ICCUnCc, timely target 
detection, tradcina, and identification. EDGES 
couples the deployment of a dedicaed UA V system 
responaive to these small units with data 
pcepro<laiSiag and featuce extraction to cmable the 
efTICient and timely tt'IDimiss.ion of actiooable 
comba.t infotmation to the troops. Using two-way 
communicatioo.s with wideband readt-back, 
infonnatioo IOd obla"vations rec::eived from the small 
operation unit will be integnted into the EDGES 
information data bese and communicated 10 cbe 
hipcr colllRWlds. 

The goal of the H•h Budwidth Maritillle 
Coa.aalc:adoas propam is to incrc:ue underw.ter 
communications performance (throughput and r10ge) 
by over an order-of-magnitude from what is 
achievable today by developiag and dtploitin& 
nooliDear ~pticaJ IJFO«*CS to eff~eiently translate an 
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. 
arbitrary optical wavefocm from one wavelength 
band to another, which allows use of oommercial 
laser oo·mponeota, signal-processing techniques, and 
advanced photooi.c te(;bJIOioJY in underwater 
communications. 

The Optical A Rlldio Frecf•eacy Co•ltl•ed U•k 
Ex)Mrt.eat (ORCLE) program sccb to improve 
Mttlespace com.muoicatioos by developing combined 
radio mqUIIIIC)' (ltF) &: free spece optiQJ (FSO) 
commUJlications, as wen as oetworlcing tedulologies 
1bal exploit the benefits of complementary piltb 
diversity. ORCLE will develop RF and FSO 
propagation chiOileJ analysis, coding techniques, and 
modeling to include wealbcr, atmospherics, and aero
optics to provide lhe joint force commander auured 
high--data rate communications. Tbe technical 
objective il 1o prototype and Oigbt-dcmoD.nte 
hybrid FSOIRF air-lo-air-lo-ground links that 
combine lhe best attn"butes of both techoologies and 
simulate hybrid network performance . 

The Qaiat Networfdac TecbolltcY (QN1) program 
is a modular, multi-band. network data link program 
focused on closing fhe $CUDJ between four oodes; 
manned aircraft; weapons; tactical unmanned air 
vehicles (UAVs); and air control ground units. The 
propm designs, develops, evaluates, and 
demonstrates robU$t, affordable da&a link 
1echnologics suitable far UJC by we1p0os, tactical 
UA Vs, and air control units. These data links eaable 
precision strike and efficicot machine-to-machine 

The CoiiU'OI Plltae program will improve end-ro-end 
network performance between lhc contmental U.S. 
operating base and forward deployed tactical units. 
Conirol Plane seeks to develop lhe ability for 
individual hCldts to Jearn e.sential clu,ractcristics 
about the network. aJJowing the bos&a to shape the 
network and network lra.fHc to optimize network 
loading, prioritize traffic, and create communities of 
inter"l Additionally, wbeo multiple network paths 
are available, hosts will be able to choose the best 
path/community or simultaneously transmit over 
multiple paths/communities. 

The goal of lhe Data ia Optical Do•aln Network 
(DoD-Network) program is to develop and 
demonltrlte foW" key photooic technologies to meet 
the challenges of eleelrooic data-routing bottlenecks 
in optical networks: (i) aU-optical routing; (ii) all
optical data buffering; (iii) optical logic and circuits; 
and (iv) all-optical (multi-wavelength) regenerators. 
These pbotonic technologies will lead to intelligent 

taractin& apinst time critical and mobile targets, 
support oombat identification of targets, di.ueminate 
tactical UAV and ground IICIIIIOf d8ta, and provide 
bomb impact assessment, 

The Tactical Co•biaed Fiber-Optical & Free
SpliCe Edp Network program .,..m make it possible 
for lhe U.S. miiUry to create a 111J1idly deployable • 
sclf-healiD& tactical wavelengtb-division
muhiplexed fiber-optical network, combined with 
fn:o.space optical and dilectcd ndio frequency 
netwOib. that can provide substantial 
communicationa ~ility to command centers 
deployed in support of forward operating bascs. 
Protocols will be developed to enable the 'connection 
of Ibis network to tactical wireless networks, as well 
u to existma futed networks, allowinJ lhe efi"ICient 
transmission of a combination of internet protoCOl, 
digiul video streams, as weD ., auloa and digital 
radu, elcccronic war!ue. md radio frequency sipals. 

The goal of the Vllulldac die J•fo Opt c ..... 
Opentiac Plchln (VIOCOP) prognm is 1o provide 
a commander with a standardized and logical way of 
depicting tbe impact of infonnatioo opcntions on 
conventional missions. VIOCOP will provide an 
infonnationally rich and succinct visual 
representation of ooo-geograpbic, non-kinetic 
infonnadon operations needed to asseas progress 
during an information operations campaign, as well 
as to understand interactions with ongoing 
conventional opentions . 

aJI-optical networks. The program will focus on 
developing: (i) new pbotonic technology essential 
for photonics to play a signiftcant role in higher order 
processing and routing in optical netWorks; and (ii) 
novel arehitectutes that will fully exploit tho new 
pholonie technology and bring new and iocrea..ed 
functionalities to optical network$. 

The Nut Gaentioa Core Optical Networks 
(CORONE1) progt1101 will revolutionize lhe 
operation, performance, security, and survivability of 
lhe United StaleS' critical inter-nctworkina system by 
leveraging technology devdopaj in DARPA's 
photonics component and secure networking 
programs. The program will transfonn the 
fundamental networking concepts lhat (onn lhe 
foundation upon which future internet hardwiR, 
archilecture, protocols, and applications .,..iJl be built. 
These network-based functions wiU support tbe real
time. fast-reactioo operations of scaior leadersbip, 
major commands and field units. 

3 
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The StrateJk Com .. nicatio• AIMH•ent .. d 
Autysb Syste• (SCAAS) proaram will develop 
new theories, concepls, tools, and systems to 
formulate and assess sound strategic communication 
Slntegies lllld measure their effectiveness in 
communicating with aUies, adversaries, and other 
constitumcies around the wocJd. This capability 
would have dramatic value to Combelant Conunands 
io communicating with divene peoples and 
organiDtions abroad. 

'The Trauustoa. Swltdlill( .. d AppHcadoas f•r 
Nen-Gneradon Core Optical Networks program 

The Adapdn ReCledtvt Middleware Systeata 
(ARMS) program is focusing oo the total sbip 
computin& environment that is used in the DDG-1000 
FuiW'C Surface Combatallt family of ships and 
associated network-cmtric DoD systems. The 
program cn:ated a fully flexible computing system 
and information architecrure that executes all tasks 
and mission applications, optimiud rqudless of lb,e 
health and statna of individual computeR, thereby 
allowina computing workload to be adjusted 
dynmticaUy u mission needs evolve. The program 
will develop automated cenification technology that 
will deliver usured deploymmt of dynamically 
managed computing systems. 

The &oal of the Adv .. ced Speecb Eae.dill( (ASE) 
prognm is to .c;bieve an order-of-magnitude 
reduction of bit rates over currmt stat&-of·the-art 
voice encodcn in noisy military environments. Such 
a reductioo will significantly decrease the probability 
of detection of transmitted signab and will also 
decrease the required 1ranamit energy, thereby 
increasing battery lifetime. ASE wilJ pursue two 
novel appro.c;bes.. One bujlds on multiple, ooiso
immune scnson that have been combined with 
coding algorithms 10 achieve significant 
improvemenll in intelligibility llld quality in hanb 
noisy Cllvironments. The second extr.c;ts laryngeal 
and sublingual muscle signals lbat.-e produced when 
a person generates sub-vocal speccb to provide a 
revolutionary clplbility in situations where stealth is 
of lbe utmost importaoce, or in si~tions where 
acoustic signals ca.nnot be used, such u under water. 

The Cllip ~~~ Atoait Clock (CSAq program 
aims to demot~stra&e a l.ow-power, chip-scale atomic
resonance-hued time-reference unit with stability 
beaer than one part per billion in one second. 

will develop the technology 111d ipplications to 
realize the next-gmer:ation dynamic muld-termit 
network& Ulat can deliver tldvanced inlemd prolo<:ol 
and optical services. This will be ICCOIJ1llisbed by: 
(i) aratJy increuing network capacity lhrouah the 
use of lllOl"e efftcient fiber~ptical transmission 
techniques; (ii) implementilig agile, high capacity, all 
optical switcbiDg platfonns, lllld (iii) developing lbe 
software and b•dware interfaces, u well as the 
migration strategy, 1o mabie new applications that 
can take full adv.otage of dynamic multi-terabit core 
optical networks. 

Possible uaes of Ibis technolo&Y include a time 
refermce unit that c.ao be used to maintain networks 
when the time sipal from a global posi1ioning 
satellite is oot available. 

The Coa.troi-S.Hd Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 
(CBMANET) proara.m will develop ao adaptive 
networking capability that dramatically improves 
performance and reduces life-threatening 
communiution failures in complex communication 
networb. CBMANET wiD exploit recent 
optimization-theoretic breakthrough&, recast 
information-theoretic brc:akthroups, and 
comprehensive cross-layer dc:sip tD develop a 
"network st.ck" from fu-st principles with specific 
aueution to DoD applications, such as multicast voice 
and situation awareness. 

The DARPA Future laf•nutlo• A•uraace 
l•ICWivel will identify promising tecllnologies to 
push the stale of the ut for information usunace. 
Included in Ibis initiative is the development of 
secure. efficient network protocols to ex:ploit 
tomorrow's network-centric technologies, such u 
networked weapons platfonns, mobile ad hoc 
networks, and end-to-end collaboration. 

Tbe DeftaM Ac•t.st Cyber Attaw 011 Mobile Ad 
Hec Nttwerk Systems (OCAMANETS) program 
~ed, prototyped, lllld evaluated defenses that 
sensed failures and attacks on military tactical 
wireless networks and auto-n:configured in real-time 
1o provide continuous service of missioo-aitical 
activities. The ne~tt step of lbe program will be to 
devdop an inlrinsically usurable mobile ad hoc 
netwodt 1o direc:Uy support lbe integrity, availabmty, 
reliability, confidentiality, and safety of mobile ld 
hoc network communications and data. 
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The goel of the Defeasive Aatoao•oas Syste
progrun is to develop novel software that allows the 
military to more closely monitor and identify 
remotcly-coolrOIJed computen (bou) aod bot slaves 
within military utd government networb, as well u 
increase the monitoring capability of our defenders. 

The Oll,.ptioa Toler .. t Networ aw. (DTN) 
program is developing network protocols and 
ioterf..:es 10 existing delivery mccbMisnu to provide 
bigb-ftliability information ddivery using 
communicatioos media that II'C not available at all 
times, such as low earth satellites, unmlbocd air 
vehicle over-flights, orbital mechanics, etc. The 
program is developing a single model for bundling 
information and ensuring iiS delivery, through a 
series of episodic communications links, from 
geaerator to user. 

The goal of the Dyaaak Qaaruttae er co..,.ter
Bued Wor•a progam is to develop defaues for 
U.S. miliW'y networks against large-scale malicious 
code attacks. such as comput«-b.sed wonns, by 
developina the capability to automatically detect and 
inoeulale DoD networks against nevcr-beforc-seeo 
computer-baaed worm attacks . 

The objective of l.he Intrinsically Am~red 

MAN [Ts program is ID develop ut intrinsically 
assunble mobile ld hoc network (lAMANET), 
which will directly support integrity, availability, 
rel~bility, confidentiality, and safety of mobile ad 
boc network (MANE1) comml.lnications and data. 
The broed objectives of the IAMANET program are 
to address intemct-parailigm problems and related 
challenges such as: incteasing the probability tbat. bad 
bdlavior will be detected; increasing work factor utd 
uncertainty for an adversary; and explicitly 
idenrify.ing • mioimal set of critical components that 
tnust be evaluated and protected from life cycle 
attacks . 

The goal of the Malicious Network MltJaa tioa 
program is to reduce malicious nerworks, wbicb are 
now the largest threat facing the Global Information 
Grid (GJG) llld the internet Then: are CWTently 
three to four times as many networked remotely
coolrolled computc:rs (bots) as there are hosts on the 
GIG, which represents a signiftcant denial-of-service 
threat that cutoot be addressed by hardening the GIG 
alone. Jn order to mainlain awareness ud defend 
apinst attacks from bot nerworks, we must aulomate 
the tools we currently use 10 monitor and mitigate 
them. Operational goals of 1his bocnet mitigation 
s)'S'em include the ability to detect, revme eng~. 

and rancdi.ate botnets with over 99 percent aCC\Il'IICy 
UJd withia minutes of decec::tion • 

The Mkro-<Beam Cloek program will extend the 
IICCUrJICY of Otip Scale AIDmic Cloek (CSAq by 
exploiting the precision of nuclear particle transport . 
Major innovations in the miniaturization of 
conventional beun clocb are possible due lo 
miaosale implemeotatioo: microsca.le xenon atom 
IOW'CCS, micromachined permanent mtpetl, aDd 
micromecllanicaJ 11om flwt ddect.ors. This appi'C*b 
will Dot only improve the stability over the existing 
Chip-Scale Atomic Clock, but will further reduce the 
required power. SUdt a comp.c:t. low-power, 
atomically precise clock will enable timc-dcpcndent 
secure communications systems to operate in the 
presence of jamming . 

The Nat6o•aJ Cyber Ruce (NCR) will provide UJ 
eaviroomc:Dt for realistic, qualitative and quaolitative 
~S~CSSmeot of potc:Dtial.ly revolutionary cyber 
n:seardl and development tcclmologies. The range 
must be capable of testing a variety of technological 
thrusts. The goal of the NCR is to enable a 
revolution in the Nation's ability to conduct cyber 
operations by providing a persistent cyber range with 
many capabilities. 

The prevailing method for securing iofonnation 
transmitted aaoss DoD 10d Intelligence networks is 
tbrou&h lbe use of end-to-end encryption, which 
requires frequent sccw-e distribution of encryption 
keys across the network. Quantwn .key distribution 

. could offer this capability aaoss the networlc. 
rcsultiDg in enhanced security from eavesdroppin!J, 
code-brellkina, and spoofing. The objective of lhe 
Qllantull'l Key Distribudoll ever Wide--Arn Fiber 
Opdc Networks program is to develop an md-to-end 
quantum key distribution. capability that works over a 
wide-area fiber-optic network, with the goal of 
demonstrating this capability experimentally over an 
existing DoD wide-area test nerworlt. 

RootkilS are software tools intended to conceal 
running processes, files, or system dlla from the 
operating system. The Reotldt Detecttoa prognm 
will assess the cwtent and emerging state-of-the-art 
roolkit technology, detec1ioo, utd mitigation in the 
conlellt of the .DoD. This program wiiJ establish 
knowledge of future rootkit !rends UJd detection 
mechanisms, and will address the growing threat of 
rootkits to DoD information techooloay systems and 
networks. GoaiJ include identifying trends in rootkit 
developments, anticipating oat generation tllreats, 
aod developing advanced detection and mitigation 
~echniques . 
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The goal of the Sealable Netw•rlt Moehriag 
(SNM) program is to provide nC'IW approa<:bes to 
network-bated mon_i1nring that provide maximum 
coverage of the network (ie., ftom the gateway 
down) with performance independent of the network 
size and computatK>nal coalS that remain a constant 
(or deaasing) fraction of tbe computattonaJ power 
of &be tolll network being defended. This technology 
will provide gateway-and-below (i.e., providing 
IJ'Pf'OXimately 100 pcrc::eot coverace) network traffic 
moai1oriog approaches 1bat scale no more thU'I 
linearly with netWork size. The eod deliverable of 
this program will provide network defense 
1echnolo,ies with performance capabilities orders-of
magnitude bet~« than conventional approaches. 

The Self·Rtte•ra,tive Sy1tenu (SRS) program is 
designing, developing, demonstrating and validating 
arcbjtec:rures, tools, and tecllaiques for faelding 
information systems capable of adapting to novel 
threats, unanticipated wortloada, aod evolving 
sylfem configurations. The program will employ 
innovative techniques like biologically-inspired 
diversity, cognitive immunity md healing. granular 
an.d ICalabJe redWldancy, and higher-level functions 
such u reasoning, reflection and learning to make 
critical future infonnation systems more robust, 
survivable and trustworthy. SRS will also develop 
technologies to mitigate the insider threat. and SJlS.. 
eoabled systems will be lble to reconstitute their full 
fuoc:OooaJ ud perfollDIDCe capabilities after 
expcriencin& .ccidCl'llal component failure, JOftwwc 
error, or a cyber abck. 

The goel of the Slt1ratloa-Aware Pntecellla Edce 
Network Tecll .. lo&lel (SAPIENT) proanm is to 
exploit attributes of bu~UD cognition, such as 
learning and ~elf-improvement. to enable networks to 
rocopizc and automatically respond to situations 
cn<:OUaaed iD tactical military networb, e.g., weak 
sipall, propagation obstructions, message priorities, 
llld ICCWity requin:ments. Tecbnolot.y developed ill 
the SAPIENT program will have military utility 
wbetever 1aclical communicatioas are deployed. 

Spn.d spectrum communication technology 
sipificanlly improves sec..-ity 11ainst a variety of 
network abcks and ideutilicatioo profiles by 
sprcadiog energy over a broad bandwidth, thereby 
providing an adversary with a sipal that is both 
dilf~<:ult to detect and jam. The Spread. Spectn• 

Netwertda1 prognm expands these aame goals by 
lddresaing not just tbe physical layer, but allo tbe 
entire network stack. Similar to frequency-hopping 
spread spectrum, this program will develop and 
demonstrate algorithms that provide hopping between 
internet protoc:ol addresses, and then expand to 
hoppina between different permutations of layer one 
to three protocols. 

The goal of the Syste• fer PlauiDJ lalonutiea 
OpendoDI .. d Noeldaetic Efrecttvnea (SPINE) 
program is to dcveJop: (i) measurement techniques 
10 quantify the effectiveness of Information 
Operations (10) weapons; md (li) a planning system 
to give the combatant commanda' che ability to 
defenlline which eombination of kinetic or non
kinetic weapons they should use during operations. 
SPINE seeks to: (i) improve operationaJ 
effectiveness, operatiooal tempo, tool performance, 
and tool development; (ii) decrease lraining 
requirements; (iii) coable tealable opentions not 
possible today; and (iv) demonslrlte the full potential 
of 10 capabilities. 

The goal of the Tr•atwortlty Syltelllt program is to 
provide foundational trusrworthy computer platfonns 
for DoD. This prognan seeb to develop 
tec:boologies such as novel computer processing 
architec:rures, Mnlware, fumware, or microkemels to 
cuarantee network an.d worb1ation securicy, and will 
initially focus on network-based monitoring 
approacbes that provide maximum coverage of the 
network with perfonnance independent or tbe 
network size. This technology will protect Defease 
system& fioi:D a wide range of 101\w~ problems, 
rmaing from worms IDd TrojlD bones, to bug-ridden 
software. 

The Wlde Area Networlt (WAN) Moaltertac 
program IICICkJ to develop diaeributed network 
monitorina capabilities •d devices that can be used 
eo identifY, clwac:t.crizc, enable, optimize, viaualize, 
aod protect the W ANs that c:ompose the DoD 
coterprilc Global Information Grid (GIG). 1'hil 
program wiU develop advanced capabilitiel to 
monillor tbe WAN• to detect malicious behavior, 
routing problems, or compromised miSSIOn 

captibility. Program goals include improved 
detection and nlse-alarm peoormance over 
coovcntional intrusion detection systems, and 
tealability to the 1.-gc:r networks. 
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DETECTION, PRECISION ID, TRACKING, AND DESTRUCTION OF ELUSIVE 

TARGETS 

For many years, the Deputment of Defen~e bas steadily improved its ability to conduct preeisioo strike against 
~ -~ • ~w. ~ uqw.. ~·\\ W.-.~ W.e ~ tM\, '{ ~ •e \o ~\liNYtt. ~ 
United St.llel' superior precision slrike c.pabilities, lhey eid\cr bave to move, hide, or "blend~in" in cluttered 
environments. 

DARPA is ~dillg by assembling ICDIOn, exploitation tools, and battle maoaaement systems to rapidly 
find, track, and destroy forces that operate in diffecult terrain such as mountains, forests. lftd swamps; ground troops 
that abandon open country for more defensible urban terrain; and . insuraents whose wbole organiation - finance, 
logistics, weapon fabrication, auack - is embedded in civilian activities . 

To do this, we must seamlcssly lay« surveillaoce and baUle managemcmt systems using 1 network of platfonns 
that provide both capable seo.son and effective weapons. We are developing redan that can ICIO wide areas of open 
or foi"Cited terrain and laser detectioo and ruging (LADAR) sensors to obtain bigb-raolution, three dimensional 
imagery of potential targets. We are ellploitio& video, in all n:gjons ofcbe spectrum, fo track elusive targets u tbcy 
move around. By networ01g them togeeher, aod coordinating their movements ad t.uk.iog, we can achieve wide 
are8 coverage, high reaolution. hiP frame rates 10d high revisit rates. ADd we can acl:aieve significant persistence 
by focusing this capability when and where it is needed. 

1be n:sewcll includes three gmeral areas: 

• Stnton to Fiad Taraets; 

• · Sensor Eiplo6tatioo Tooll to ideatify and track lal'Jets~ and 

• S.ttle Manace-.ent Systems 1o plao aod manage lhe use of 5C1lsors, platforms, and weapons 
throughout cbe battlespace. 

SirNiou.To.l'nmTAilGETS .._ 

The Joal of the Aclapdve Focal Pkne Arnya 
(AII'PA) program ia to demonstrate hiah~perfonnance 
focal plane mays that are widely tunable across the 
entire infrared spectrum, thus enabling "hypeupec1r11 
imagiog~oo~a-cbip." The program wiD also aOow for 
broedband forward-Jookina infrared imagina with 
hiah spatial resolution. 

The objective of the Adunc:ed Sea••& 
Tee.......- program is to enable revolutionary 
adv111ces in sensing capability. The program will 
emphasize radical concepts lhat may contain high 
technical risk bul, if enabled, would have 
commensurate high military payoff. Teclmical topic 
areas include: usw-ed command, control, and 
communications; intelligence preparation of the 
battlc:sphcre; and asymmetric lethality. 

The AlltoMmo•s Real-ti.-e Gre•Dd Ubiquitous 
SuneUiaace - Iaaagtn1 Syste• (ARGUS-IS) 
(formerly Advanced Optical Sensing (AOS)) 
progmn will develop the next generation of airborne 

optic.l surveillance systems, while also developing 
and demonstrating the ability to oblaio rvery high 
dyniiDie n111ge, high resolution byper~spectra~ md 
polarimetric information from airborne imagers. The 
program will develop advanced digit.) sipal 
processina to support onboud imqe recoosiruction, 
atmospheric ~o. and system calibration. 

The coal of the Clete Air S.pport TeclllaoleiY for 
Loli..... Ee&ale•e•t (CASTLE) P'"o&ram is to 
develop alternatives to cum:nt, manned systems, and 
explore approaches to provide persistent on~emand 
overhead fire support with gunship-like pr~isi.on, 
tailor«! lethal effectiveness, and unit-directed 
responsive command and control. 

The goaJ of the Co8bat Later Infrared 
Countaweasure (lRCM) Proaetive Survivability 
System (CLJPSS) progmn i.s to enable air 
dominance at low altitude and at nipt against current 
and oear term near inframl and mid-wave infrared 
based lhreats, includinl ow.o portable air defense, by 
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demoascrating an initial. integrated proedi<ve and 
reactive IRCM pod-based night system that 
addresses shorter-range, high duly cycle threats for 
vulnerable low altitude platforms in the near-mid 
infrared wavebands. CLIPSS will pro<vide a near-

' term demonstration and transition of this proective 
c~ability and serve as a pathfinder for the longer 
range, all-band objectives of the Multifuactioo 
Electro-Optics for Defense of U.S . Aircraft 
(MEDUSA) program by providing U.S. airaaft the 
same ability to geolocatt. evade. jam. or destroy 
optically based air defmses. This would evolve U.S. 
capabilities from reactive end-game countermeasures 
eo proactive capabilities that increase threat-waning 
times, deny launch and put electJo.opticaVinfrared air 
defense threats at risk. 

The goel of the O.al Ilea• Lyu program is eo 
enhance the capabilities of the Lynx radar system co 
track slow-moving vehicles mon: accurately. The 
program wiU modify a Lynx I nd.- to crcaJe two 
beams with different phase centc:n, IDd will use 
SJ*e time adaptive processing to detect moving 
targets in the main beam clutter. The objectives of 
this prop-am include improving minimal detectable 
velocity, geolocation accuracy, md achieving low 
manufacturing cost. 

The goal of the Foreulc T•rcet Motloa AaalysJs 
prosnm is 1o develop and demonstrate exploitation 
cools to anal)?% ground moving tarcet indicator radar 
tracb of multiple wsers to sqJar~to militari)y
inCcratina tarJd movemtllt (e.g., infiltrators, 
envelopments, defensive site prepantioo, logistics 
fUPPOrt) from nominal background tralrJC (e.g., 
miliana, coalition operations). The prolfllll wiJI 
develop libraries of movement patterns, IOJic to 
seaerate bypolheses about which patterns are being 
observed, algorithms to correlaie ICDSOI' data to tbosc 
paltems, and mecban.isms to quantitatively score the 
consistency of the data with each h)'p<ldtosis. It also 
includc:a tools to provide sh0f1-tcrm (fiv..,_ lo ten
minute) predictions of target motions, tbenby 
suppot1ioa some forms of predictive threalaaalysis. 

The Gelcer Mede Anlaadle Phetodlede 
(G-.APD) prognm will assist the t.echoology 
transfer for the production of biah-speed, ullra 
sensitive photodetectora to systems requiring 
operation at very low pholon counlll. This will 
support long ru.ge sensors that can detect highly 
ohecuted wacts undu canopy/camouflage. 

The Glowlaa Patla program will develop material in 
an a«<ttI fonn that poasases unique detectable 
cbaracteristica that Cllll be applied unobtrusively on 

various surfaces (such as !tOil, metal, concrete, md 
others). This system will directly ..:!dress the 
challenge of developing a way 10 provide automatic 
and immediate lktcction of change. The concept 
underlying the project is 10 create ID artificial 
homogeneous su.rface that is not visible eo au 
advcn.y, md in which any change in the 
homogeneity can be discovered and repor1ed. 

The goal of the He•llplllerkaJ Array Detector ror 
r .. ct•c (HARD I) prosram is to exploit lhe benefits 
of a hemispherical imaging sutfau by fabricating a 
million pixel detector array on a hemispherical 
substrate with a one centimeter radius of curvature 
using organic semicondoccors and novel fabrication 
slralegies. HARDI will combine this UTaY with a 
single lens to produce a wide 120 degree field-of· 
view, small form factor camera for the visible-near
infr~shortwave infrared bands. 

The latecnted Selltor is Stractue (ISIS) program 
is developing a ICilSOl" of unprecedented proportions 
tbat is fully iotearatcd into a slra~cric airship for 
pe~Sistcnt wicJe..area surveillance, tracking, and 
engagement for hundreds of time-critical air and 
ground targets in urban and rural environments. ISIS 
is achieving radical sensor improvements by melding 
next-generatioo technologies for enormous 
lightweight antmna apertures and high-energy 
density componcats into a highly intearated, 
lightweight, multi-purpose airship structure -
completely c:ruing the distinctioo between paylo.d 
and platform. 

The .LarJe Alft C•vence Sarda-wlltlle-Tnck 
aiH E•pp (LACOSTE) prosram will enable 
pc:rsislcnt tactical-grade ground mo<ving · target 
indication (OMTI) iJt dense urbaD areu. The 
LACOSTE program will provide wide area 
surveillance, simultaneous tracldng. and wget 
eogasement with optical and infnred seneors for 
tactical OMTI operations by developing a 1e010r with 
a very wide r.eld of regard (90-dep-ee cone: angle), 
and a wide iastantaacous field of view that is r1pidly 
scmned in a IICitCh-whiJc>.tract mode - tracking up 
1o 10,000 targeU in aa UJban area. Additionally, the 
LAOOSTE sensor will provide next-generation 
precision tracking to enable engagement oo a large 
nwnbc:r (of the order of 100) targets iJt dCNC urban 
areas within that same field of regard, with • minimal 
penalty on the aeareb-mode area cover~~e rate. 

The Later Geetptttlal Refereaclaa (LGR) system 
will allow pound troops to desip•to taraets for 
eogagCIDCOt by air fon::es where the pilot or 
urunanned air vehiele operator can see the designated 
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spots within the faeld of view of their visible or 
forward looking infnu&d system. LGR would. 
provide nearly insl&ntaoeoua llrget location, 
identifacation, and designation Clpibilitics 10 w~pon 
plltfo101s supporting urban or oth« ground 
opcntions, enabling these assets 10 be immediately 
direc:tcd by dismounted Soldim. LOR tcc:bnology 
could dramatic:ally reduce the time required for 
_,cting existing farepowcr in the form of IDIIl

poNble missiles, light armor, llllb, · artillery IDd 
ground .uack lircnft. 

The Lasers 'lllnqb O.ucls prognm will II9C 

widebMd u.hrubort pulses to Cfthlnce laser 
prop~gation through clauds. Recent analysis by Air 
Force Rcae.rcb Laborltory!HE.X SU8JC8ts algebraic 
vice exponential attenuation of tranaient-like 
eleetromapetic pulses. If lhia is com:ct aod can be 
successfully implemented, this would allow luc:r 
applications at ranges and in environments precluded 
today. 

The M•ltlfulldien EJec:tn..OpckJ for Ddease •f 
U.S. Aircraft (MEDUSA) program will develop 1M 
technologies and systems lo give the U.S. air 
dominance at low ahitude and at nighl These 
technologies will leap-frog reactive end-game 
countetmeasures and enable increased thre.t warning 
times, denial of launch, and put electro-optic/infran:d 
air defense threats at risk. 

The M•ltlpatia Expleltalio• Radu (MER) pr<>gram 
will address radar deficiencies due to discontinuons 
bandwidtb, including reduced lliQge covera&e, denial 
in cenaio geognpbic regions, intcropcnbility issues, 
and reduced ranse resolu.tion. Thia will involve • 
system-wide redesign of ndar optimized over the full 
ndio frequency spectrum, not individual s10ve-piped 
casks, and will integrate spuse bandwidth returns 
(inc:hlding pauive signals of opportu.a.ity), ad•ptive 
tra~~Jminer and waveform diversity, and agile 
frequmcy-diverse hardware. MER will exploit 
multipith bounces 10 detect and track moving targets 
within urban canyons. and atend the area coverqe 
rete of airborne sensors by a &ccor of teo or more 
over physical line-of-sight limits. If sucassful, the 
urb&D coveraee improvement could enable cost
effective airborne surveillance of an area the size of a 
large meo-opolitan region using a handful of airborne 
sensors. 

The Networked Blenk Senten for 
La•1uaceJSpnker Detectio• program will develop 
and demonstrate low-power m1cro-sensor devices and 
n«works for Janguagel~b cletec-tion and 
recognition processing to detect voice activity, 

including speaker ideotification in villages known lo 
be insurgeat recruitment "bot-spots." The system 
will · \IIC ultn-low power ••sn•l 
conditioninglproceasing front-end processors with 
language/speaker recognition algorithms for 
distributed sensor network applic:atioOJ in the 
battlespace. Network.ed bionic sensors will be able lo 
make detections within meters from the t.get, 
providina hilb signal-to-Doise ratio witb sufficient 
rccognition pcrloonaoce in an urban (aon-tdCIIpbonic) 
eovironmenl This program will provide tbc ability 
to discretely monitDr buildings, bum1111 preaeace 
ddeetiooltrackiag in other sensitive areu, enable 
force pt'O(e<:t:ion, and provide battle damage 
infonnation. 

Th.c Nut Geaeraden RF Aatana S)'ltem program 
will develop and demonstrate ao ultra-sensitive radjo 
frequency (RF) receiver made from liabtweigbt, non
reciprocal mat«ials for preciae direction and 
frcqueocy sensing, tunable over a brold frequency 
rage. This system wiD enable signals intellilence at 
Cltteodcd ruges by detecting faint or distut signals 
with accurate incident angle aod frequency 
detcnnination, and wiU provide improvement over 
existing amplifiers and antenna syscems. 

The Polar Bear program will provide a missile 
seeker that uses polarimetric processing and three
dimensional registration with LVget folders to 
generate precision terminal guidance. The system 
will enhance target ideoti.ftc:atioo capabilities aod 
euble precision aim-point selection on the 1&rget by 
sensing polarime1ric long-wave inf"rared signals 
generated by larget and background, deriving the 
surface shapes of tbe target UJd back.p-ouod, md 
matching the target shape to three-dimeasional targec 
foldm. The precision potentially attainable by Polar 
Bear would be suitable for alr.inetic-kill weapon, ·and 
the ten80r coat would be compar.ble UJ existent 
uncoolcd infrared missile sensors. 

The goal of the Rapid Eye progrvn ia 10 develop a 
high-altitude, long-endurance, unmanac:d aircraft that 
can be rocket-deployed from the continental Unikld 
Sia~s world-wide witbio one to two bours to perform 
intelligence, surveillance, recoDIIIlissance (ISR), and 
communication missions. Rapid Eye will provide 
decision makers rapid-reaction ISR and penistent 
communication capability for emerging situations . 

The goal of the Rem.tte Detectlo• of Suspicious 
Vellieles (RDSV) program is to develop and 
dcmonscrate an ultra low-cost, unatteadcd pound 
sensor (UOS) network with long ndio frequency 
coaununicalion ranges and specialized algorithms . 
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The RDSV UGS system provides viailance in wb111 
and rural operatioru at a low cost. mel fearures a 
un1que high l'ldio .ficquency liDk marain that permits 
signals to be transmitted bctwuo buildings and walls 
to command and control radios. in<:luding UA Vs. 
Tbe results of this effort will provide the tactical 
warfighter lhe ability to detect activities of interest 
and ddmninc appropriate oouna of action to 
minimize Joss of life and assist in mission 
accomplilbmeot. 

The Retr.-4i.rfttiYe Ultra-Fast Ac:q.,IJitloa Seasor 
(RUFAS) program will desi&n. conslnlct. and 
demonstrate an X-band noise-<:<>mlating radar with a 
retrodircctive antenna. This effort will research and 
develop a new type of radar seJUOr based on the 
correlations of the Gaussian noise received by an 
antenna amy from a small object located in the far 
field of the antennas and the retrodira:tive re
radiation of the correlated notse. Combining and 
lailorina noilc correlating interferometry IOd 
retrodirective antenna arrays into retrodirective noise· 
correlatin& radar will allow lhe nldar to operate. in 
omnidirectional searc:b mode, which would enable a 
new type of search-mode rad• baving promising 
performaooe in tenns of short acquisition time and 
low probability-of-intercept. 

The Scalable MMW Arellhect•re• for 
Reeo.tlprable Traascehen (SMART) program is 
devdoping an illtegmted, surfaco.emitting panel 
uchieectun for millimeter wave (MMW) transceiver 
arnys. SMART will culminate in a danonstratioo of 
a luJe (at leut 4CJO.demcot), coherem., active 
electronically steerable array IICbieving 11ft output 
power density of live watts per .quare centimeter, 
and a total layer thickness of less than one centimeter 
Taken together, these values would .represent a vastly 
greater "functional density" (e.g., power density, 
expressed in watts per cubic ceotimeja) th.IUl 
.:bievable with current MMW architectures, without 
compromiling performance in other areu (e.g., 
receiver noise fiJUre) . 

The goal of tbe Seuiag ud Esp .. itattea of Urban 
MoVUI (SE-UM) progJa1D is developing techaology 
for the detection of dismounted troops in combat 
situations using airborne radan. SE-UM is 
developing tbe capability to detect, classify, track md 
recognize, the bcbavioT of human bcinga using rad11r 
data. S,peciticaiJy, SE-UM will exploit these data by 
detecting e1ICh individual, classifying the individual 
as humm and acQlrding to speed and gait, tracking 
many illdividuals (forward and bac.kwuds in time), 
aod automatically ~gnizing common, Ulomalous 
and sipificant actions/behaviors. 

The Sllort Wan lamred tli•rot~~lt Fee (SWIF) 
aiMI Cleudl program will develop md demOftstrate 
edvmced signal processing and optical imaging 
technology to allow detection of cortisioo and 
grounding lhreats in fog and douds at useful ranges 
(day 1 or nipt). Fog substantially depades 
performance in pm:isioo handling opentions. 
HWJ'UUlS arc able to opcnte successfully with ICIIJOr 
assistance, but situatiooal .wareoas clep"ades 
signifi~tJy with fog. Successful development of 
this technology will restore this sinational aw.reness 
to tactically relevant dis1ancc and time ec:alcs. 

The Spatili lly Processed lmap DetectioD alld 
Raactac (SPIDAR) program is a coherent imaging 
method that allows one to form a large effective 
optical aperture from a set of smaller, lighter 
telescopes, providing for very high-resolution th.ree
dimensiOOAJ and two-dimensional Jadar imagery of 
distant tllrgets with a compact systnn configuration. 
SPIOAR's capability would be very well suited for 
long-range enpaanencs from airborne or ..,.ce
based platforms, and. could signifiCantly enhance the 
current synthetic aptnl!re imaging approaches by 
providing the desired cross-range resolution alon.g lhe 

· axis perpendicular to the direction of travel. 

Laser speckle hu reduced sensitivity to adverse 
turbUICillce-ioduced distortion and offers the potential! 
of providing a vi.ble signal at ranges exceeding rhose 
projected for other actil'e laser systems. The goal of 
the Speckle Explolt•dell for Ea .. aaced 
Rtnaaa .... aee (SEER) prosram is to provide long
range, non-coopcntive idcnti&.tion of 
moving/stationary tugets using inoobc:rent scattered 
laser apeekle refleded olf a llltg•t SUTf~e. By 
extending the operating nmgc of CIUTent active 
electro--optic seoson, SEER will enable friendly 
platforms to stand off beyond the maximum 
operatioa ranse of hostile seoJOn/weapons, while 
performing targeting •d directing weapons againat 
targets. 

The Staadoff Prec:il .. a 1D Ia 3-D (SPI 3-D) 
system will provide commanders with significantly 
improved Jooa-ranae identifiCation of enemy ground 
targets, u well • targeting information 1o auppon 
coordinlte auided weaponry. Employing optics and 
focal plane arrays and gimbals combined with a 
novel Pockels cell range measurement technique, the 
progrmt is developing an affordable aensor package 
capable of high-resolution lbr~iona1 imaaes 
for confu:matory target identification a1 long ranges 
(greater than I 0 kilometers). 
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The Syatlattk Aperture Ladar for Tadkal 
l .. lial (SAL Tl) program is developing IDd 
demonatrating an ailbome synthetic: advanced laser 
rldlr (lldlr) imager capable of producing higb
raJOiution, thrtle-dimeosionaJ imagery at long ranges. 
The SAL Tl approach combi.oes tho long-range 
day/night access afforded .by conveational l)'nthetic 
aperture ndar witb the inlcrpretabiliry of lrigh
raolutioo optical imagery md the Qploit&bitiry of 
threc-dime~~~ioaal imagery, for deploymatl withia a 
tactical-sized pachge. The &edlnical objedive of lbe 
SAL Tl program is to provide a proof-of-coaccpt for 
operation It tactkaUy relevant altitudes and ground 
ranges. 

The aoal of the Ultn-Widt Baad Multi-Fuactlo• 
Pheteak TraD..ait aad Rt~lve (ULTRA TIR) 
Mecllllel program is to develop a widcband 
microwave antenol interface and c::onapooding 
mteaDa elements lhat woold replace the cooventional 
electronic transmit and R>Ceive moduJe..IDtcQna 
combi.nati011. and offer multiple modes of operation 

The A.ll T•Jnp Repository program will develop a 
system ca.pable of ingesting 400 terabytes per day of 
multisen.sor all-source imagery, moving target 
indicltor data, ud signals. The prosram will build a 
fully automated metadata and features exnction 
framework to process all incoming data. and it will 
develop tbe distributed. very Jarae database 
techoolocies required to provide both tbc: raw sentor 
data and extracted features dJILI to a multi-level 
cxploilation usc:r community, which consists of both 
human users and automated agents. 

The AU-Source Tarcet Cbancteriz.ltloa program is 
developing a collection and me•urement capability 
1o characterizie new targets as they emerge on the 
battlefield. The program is developing tools to 
permit rapid uaer intenK:tion with imagery, sensor 
dala, and procesaing results, and provides real-time 
fcedblick to opentors indicatillg wget key features 
and olbcr disaiminates. 

The AudiVIs program seeks to extract high-rate 
(greater than ldlobertz) temporal dala from a foveated 
vision infrared sensor to optimize data processing at 
the pixel level, including data fuJion in real time at 
the pixel level. This approach coes well beyond 
foveated vision and bandwidth sensor compression 
concepts by enabling a low-light SCDsor to not only 
act as an intelligent cueing device but also lo shift 10 
a high frame rate mode. A networked amy of these 

(e.g., simultaneous lransmit and receive, or switched 
mode) with fiber interface to/from either digilal or 
analog beemformer at signifiCIDtly reduced size, 
weight, and power. 

The Velllcle alld DlaiDOuat Exploitadoa Radar 
(V ADO) program will develop an airborne radar 
and an aploitation system lbat uses the radar return 
to detect, track and classify ground moving vehicles 
and dismounts with biah reliability. Tbe radar will 
be deployed u a wing-mounllld pod on lbe Extended 
Rqe MultiPurpose · Warrior and will be 
demoOJtratad in 1his configuration . 

The Wide Bud Gap Se.Ueoaductor Elec:troaks 
for RF App•adoas (WBGS-RF) program is 
developing high-performance. cost-effective high
power electronic devices fbat exploit tbe unique 
propertjea of wide bead gap semicooductors. This 
program aedu to develop moaolithic miaowave 
integraced circuits (MMICs) for- emittioc higb-p(,wer 
microwave and millimeter-wave radiation. 

hieb-f~quenc;y capable low light seru•ors in an urban 
environment will provide autonomous situational 
awareness. 

The Boreal program will develop and demonstrate a 
rapidly deployed, wide-area surveillance system for 
deteclioo, tracking, precJSIOD location. IJld 
engagement of high-value targets uodcr dense 
foliage. The Boreal system would be installed oo a 
high-flying, ftxed-wing aircraft. and would rapidly 
search large areas for faxed- and moving targe1s 
under foliage, ,providing simultaneous ground 
movine target indicator (OMTI) and synthetic 
aperture ndar (SAR). The GMTI will detect and 
locate dismounts and velricles moving under foliage 
and the SAR wiiJ reveal buildings, vehicles and lines 
of communications under foUage. The goals of this 
proanm include demonstrating real-time onboatd 
wide-area GMTI Uld simul•eous SAR and 
achievina precise geolocation (8CVen to teo mett:n) of 
moving dismounts . 

The Dyaamle Tadkal T•rcetlne (D1T) proaram is 
developing sensor control and data fusioo 
tecboologies to fmd, identify, traa, target, and 
destroy mobile, time-sensitive targ~ts . DTT is 
designing and demonstrating a system that will: (i) 
leverace existing natiQOaVtheater intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance (JSR) procesiCS for 
timely Qtraction of critical data; (ii) fuse organic 
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sensor da1a with ISR data from all sources to 
continuously estimate target. loeation, identity, and 
activity; (iii) dynamicaUy task slalldlltr, organic, and 
embedded sensors to fill ISR coverage gaps and 
provide re.levant sensor observation in areas of 
tactical inte~t; and (iv) prooess and manage the 
voluminous daia produced by various sensors in time 
to provide the warfightcr information required 10 
prosecute time-sensitive targets. 

The E:1plolbdoa of 3• D Data (EJD) program has 
developed techniques for rapidly exploiting three
dimensional sensor data. The initial program effort 
consisted of three distinct proc:esses: targel 
aoquisition, target recognition, and modellng. The 
resu'lting soflware tools were integrated into 
operational ground stations processing lhree
dimensional sensor data. 

The Hypenpedral Fn.mi~~g program will develop 
and demonstra.te a system for collecting and 
processing byperspectral da-ta operating as a framing 
sensor, instead of as a line scanner with the 
constraints of current sensors. The system will 
accept wide specnl content ov« hundreds of bands, 
permitting extremely powerful air- and spaoe-bome 
rcconnaiss111ce for real-time wget detection. 1be 
resulting sensor and processing system will provide a 
two to three order-of·magnitude iocreue in the 
combination of area coverage rate and resolution, as 
well as a ooe to two order-of-magnitude decrease in 
sensor system size. wei_gbt. and power consumption. 

The lotep-ated SeasiDe aod Procnsloc program is 
developing and applying novel mathematical 
optimization strategies for integratina SC:OII'ing. 

processing. and information exploitation functionality 
in sensor systems to enhance tbe performance of 
broad cluses of DoD sensor systems and networks. 

The NetTn.ck program will extend and improve 
capabilities for pcnistent !racking and targeting of 
moving vehicles fro.m airbome. radars. Ne~.Traa. will 
networ:k mdm together to gaibcr .. signat\m:s,. of 
vehicles and pas them over the rw:lar network. The 
syslem wilt compare veh.ic:le signatures laken before 

The Adva.aeed Grouad Tactical Battle Maaacer 
program ia developing automated decision support 
tools for Army and Marine tactical commanders at 
!he division level and below. The tools wiO elicit 
skel.etal courses of action through a graphical 
interface with unit commanders, and will extend 

and after confusing events to maintain the track of the 
target. vehicles. Extended long-lenn airborne radar 
tracking will be an important long-range, all-weather, 
capability . 

The River Eye program will provide a new 
capability to predict or assess, in real-time, river and 
estuary conditions to enable speciaJ 10perations 
mission planning and execution. New techniques 
will be developed to indirecdy determine C\ltn:nt 
speed and direction by remotely sensing advection of 
scene feacu:res. Using advanced modeling 
techniques, indirecdy sensed current data will be 
used to extract bathymetry data. 

The TactiCal Sen10r· Network Technologies 
(TSNT) program developed detection, ttaclting, 
identification, IIDd pattern analysis capabilities that 
operate in aJl nodes (fiXed or mobile) within a 
networked. distributed, multi-sensor system. TSNT 
has demonstrated resilience to the failure of any 
node, while maintaining sufficient consistency 10 
support commanders' collaborative tactical planning. 

If a signal is received in the presence of multiple 
scattering. both lhe message and the lo<:ation of the 
transmitter are revealed. If these signals are stored. 
they can b.e matbematicaUy retransmitted to form an 
image of the tnmsmitter. The goaJ of the Time 
Revenal Metlu.CII program i& to develop and exlelld 
this novel approaCh to exploit multiple scattering in 
order to extract an image of a target from the 
surrounding clutier. 

The Urban notoai.c Saadtable Display (UPSD) 
project seelcs to develop and demon.slrale in~tive 
boloJUPhic display .of complex. volumetric threo
dimensional data 10 replace eurrent three-dimensional 
visualization. 1eclmologies that arc either static or 
have limited effective field of view. The UPSD 
project is developing 10 affordable ~dimCIIlsional 
display aystern that operates at full video rate~ 
includes coJor, supports a wide viewing angle, md 
inaeas¢.s display size. Th.e result will be tbe world's 
fust full-motion, three-dimensional imaging 
teebnology system. 

plans by applying advenariaJ ~ning techniques to 
identifY vulnerabilities and opportunities in ihe 
pRldictcd enemy course af action. The program will 
also provide support for combined operations 
employing diamouneed Soldiers, manned platforms, 
and autonomous vehicles. 
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The goal of the lac:reated Co• .. Dd aad Coa1rol 
Etrecd¥eaelt (lCIE) program is to develop lOd 
incorpontc cognitive systems technology into 
operlltionaJ command, control, and intellraence 
systems within each service. DARPA •s cognitive 
syscetn1 programs have been developing the rn.chine 
learning, reuoaing. and human-machine dialoaue 
tccboologies accesaary to cuaae cognitive auiatanll. 
This new technology promises to enable infonnatiQD 
systems to ad11pt - dumg deploymeot, in real time -
to the ch~r~giag conditions chat military commaoders 
confront InfOI'IDaboo sya&ems wilt aufotnlticaJiy 
8djust to new environmen&s llld new users, helping 
commaoden adapt to evolving · situations and 
priorities, Uld accelerating the iocorporation of new 
pmonnel into command opentions. 

The Jolat Alr/Grouad Operadetas: Uaified, 
Adaptive Replaaaiac (JAGUAR) program will 
provide dynamic planning loOis for complex air 
campaip tbat e~loy new air platfocms featuring 
preciSIOD leoiOI'S, pR<:lS10D WNpODI, IOd 
commuoic.tions relays. JAGUAR will use targeting 
information (both for semor tugets and for strikes), 
rules of engasement and procedural con.waints. and 
availability of platforms, weapons. sensors llld 
communications equipment to produce ingress 
rolltes, flight schedules, Uld palrol zones, while 
assuring airspliCe and electronic deconfliction. 

The J.U.t ~~~••• Relteanal prognm is integrating 
high-fidelity, ~baaed combat simulations 
with siiUation assessment aod plaooing tools to allow 
rcbearull or joint miss.ions, wbile put:icipanls ue eo 
rout.e to operations or remain at their home stations. 
Visualization systems permit the warfirhtm to 
interact wilb the simulation in a manner consistent 
with their role in the mi!llion, allowing them to 
p111Gtice and fme-tune mission plans for joint military 
operations and c:nabling comJDIDders and stalf 10 

puticiplle from their current location instead of 1 

training facility . 

URBAN AREA OPERATIONS 

The Netwerlt-Ceatrk Situation Alleltlaeat 
program wiU develop od deploy technologies to 
a11e18 military situations at levels of interest above 
individual iargets. The program uses all-source data 
to reconstruct unit organizations, mission 
rdationlhips, logistics connection&, and 
communicatioN connectivity, aad analyzes data over 
time to infer movement, communication, and supply 
peaema. The objective is to undentaod pok:a.tial 
ca,.biliries and intentions of opposing forcea by 
providiD& pater underscaodiog of opponents' force 
111naCtures, capabilities, and operational pr~~ttices. 

The Predictive A111tytis ror Naval Deployment 
Acttvtdet (PANDA) prosram is developing 
technology to automatically learn normal activity 
models (motion llld emission) fo.r maritime surface 
vessels, autom~lically detect aoomalous behavior, 
provide context modeling to f'CIOive lmown 
catesories of Ulomalies (e.g., due to weatber Uld 
business rule cbqes), and provide alert processing. 
The resulting technology can be exteaded and applied 
to a wide range of applications including ground 
vehicles, troop movement$, and illdividualtargets of 
interest (e.g., suspected insurgenu) 11 the methods 
for lr~Cking those targets improve . 

The Predk1fve Battlespace Awarene11 program is 
developing tools to interactively draw upon a 
distributed network of human apens, allowing them 
10 collaboratively anliclpete en oppone~tt's future 
S~Ctions. The program will enable commanders to 
pro-position sensors, weapons, and information to 

cou.nter the opponent's S~Ctions - 11ipificantly 
enhancing today' s pri.uwily manual, slow, planning 
and analysis processes. 

The Rea&-tlme Advenartal lnteateente aad 
DedsJoa-maklnc (RAID) program is developing 
technologies that will help a tactical comnwtder 1111d 
staff chancterize and predict likely en.emy courses of 
actio.n, relate the history of the enemy' s perfonnance 
10 iu cum:nt and future actions~ and associate these 
predictions with opportunities for friendly action."i 
aod effects . 

Urbu .rea operations can be the most dugcrous, costly, llld chaotic form of combat. Ad veneries seek to fight 
in urban areas as a way to counter U.S. forces' superior detection ud slrike capabilities that work so well against 
fiXed aod mobile targets in open and semi-ooncealcd terrain. By moving into cities, our advenaries hope to limit 
our advaoLages, draw more of our aroops into combat, inflict greater U.S. casualties, and cause mistakes lbat harm 
civilians and neutrals . 
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DARPA programs in Urban Area ()pe111tions are aimed at creating tec.bnology to help make U.S. operatioos in 
cities IS effective as operations in DOD-urban areas by seeking new urban walfve concepts and ll:choologies that 
would make a smaller U.S. fon:e conducting operations in an urban aree more efTec1ive, suffer fewer casualties, and 
inflict less collateral damage. 

If succetsful, these new urban warf1re concepts and technologies would enable U.S fon:es fighting in or 
subilizin&an urbu 1ree to achieve the same or grealcr overall effect as alqer force using loday's t.ecltooiOS)'. 

DARPA's Urban Area Operations thrust includes r~arch in: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

liiiProved Urbaa I•teUiteace, Surveiu .. u, a ad Recoauluaaee to v,utly improve U.S. c1pabilities 
to uadeniand what is going on throughout a complex urben environmc:llt, including the ability to detect 
adverslries hiding in buildings and other structures, and to find bidden explosives or WMO. 

Tagia&, Trad dDI aad Locada1 CapabiUttes to penistendy monitor WSCIS or equipmeat of 
interest; tag, ~nek and locate enemy activities; track and detect weapons fabrication and movement; 
and precisely discriminate threat ftom non.-threat entities against severe bacitground clutter. 

Wnpeaa for Urbaa Operadoaa 1o develop ultra-precise, beyond-line-of-sight infantry weapons for 
use in congested uroan areas. 

AIYIDIIM'tric Warfare Couatermeuures w develop t.ech.noiOJY to detect, prevent, or mitigate 
uymmetric attacks, such as suicide bomber anacks, improvised explosive device auacks, and WMD 
attacks - including ndiological dispersal devi«s. 

Pre- And Pelt..ConOict Capabllldes to model and undcn&and social iftdicawrs that precede the onset 
of hostiliry and conflict. coupled with tools to develop slnltegies to stabilize • urban area and assist 
U.S. civil affairs units. 

C•amaad, Control, Ce•muakatlona, u d lateUileaee (C31) fer Urban Warft& .. tilll to develop 
new app.roaches to all-echekm C3 end new intelligence analysis tools specifically suiled for urban 
operatiom that allow warfaghters to see and undenaand what is happaainJ throughout the urban 
battlespaoe in rc:al time. 

The Acdve Eledro-()ptial Mapplaa aad 
NaYicatla Sr-te• (AONS) prognm wiD provide 
global positionin& system (OPS)-denied naviplion 
and detailed bllilding interior mappina to Soldiers in 
Ulban envWollmc:ata. AONS will employ eleclro
optics for imaao registnltiun and precision r111ae to 
l:r'ack and map a Solda' s position contiauoualy. 
Using imqe-flow methods, a ~ powcr
dfac;ient ~ and optioaallaser radar system will 
track the imagery ftom fnnu>.tO-framc and estimate 
camera po.e and position information 1o provide the 
Soldier a very preci.e determination of cumut 
position, • well u • continuously updalcd map of 
the building or underground facility bcins !ravened. 

capabilitiet that 1re vital for enhanced situational 
undene.ndina and ovenll operational effectiveness 
in .urben combat aod post-collflict stabiliry 
opcntioas. The system wiU cnatc lmowledg~ 
rcprCICiltatioas u an input to • anay of produclS, 
iacludiog auR~nented maps, situational analysis tools, 
and query and anawcr capabilities. 

The Advuced SoW.ier Se...,. laf..,..tlo• Syste• 
aad Tedl•et.u (ASSIST) program ia devc:lopin& 
m inreantcd information system that exploits 
Soldier-worn seoson to SUIJJlent the Soldier's ability 
to capture, report, and llbare information in tbe field -

The A•to Metadata J:![tracdoas pro,gram will build 
a system that automatically (witb no pcnoo-in-1bc
loop) eJtlnlets mcllldata from tenbytes of multi
acnsor imagery 111d aipals per day. Extncled 
metadata will include botb plllifoTm-geoorated 
infOIDIIlioa (classical metlldata) IOd algoridunic:ally 
exlractcd featu.rea and iat.emals. The atrac1ed 
metadala will be produced in a ua:ificcl framework. 
and wiD be auffic;.iently rich, semmtically, to support 
bolb semantic information fusioa and multi
dimeaaional pmficdvc models. The system will 
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provide all of the fUndamental exlncted data required 
for 8dvanced exploitation technology developmenl 

The Brood of Spectrum S•preaaacy (BOSS) 
program will provide actionable situational 
awareness to the warfigbter in complex ndio 
frequency (RF) environments. BOSS makes 
coopcntive use of the computatiooal, 
communications. ~ad sensor capabilities in a so~ 
ddio, ill aurcga1c, to generate breakthrough 
capabilities in the warflihl.cr inowledae of their 
swroundings, with a particular focus on . RF-ricb 
urban operations. 

The Combat Zonet Tbat See (CZTS) \'ICOyant 

improves lhe situatio•l awareness, efTe«ltiveness, 
and safety of U.S . . miJit.y fon:es in foreign urban 
environments by providing sensing Met exteoded 
rcconnaiJUDce capabilities usins video leDIOrs. 

The Diptal Media tdpWtat»o (MEDEX) program 
will develop technology to extract intelligeoce of 
lacticaJ value from digjtal media fouod on computers 
captured in the field of opentions, with goal of 
reducing the exploitation time for digital media from 
moolhs to minutes. MEDEX will develop multiple 
exploitation algorithms that cao quickly index. 
search. and analyze aU digital file types, en~~bling it to 
automatically search content found on computers 
captured in lhe field and identify data of high 
intelligence value. 

The E•pWttac Viltratio111 to MonMer Activities Ia 
S.Jidl•p program will develop procedures and 
sensors to chwactcrize activity inside structures 
buc:d oo acoustic/seismic information. Tbe types of 
infomWion sougbt include number and location of 
personne~ foot traffic, operation of building 
mecbanic:als (e.g., ventilation, cooling, and heating 
systems, and plumbing) as indicators of human 
.ctivity, operation of other machinery, door openings 
and clo.iogs, and speech. Algorithms that infer 
ineemal .. yout of the building from the pattern aDd 
lo<:atiOfl of these activities will be investigated, along 
with fUsing survcinance information from other 
iCilSOI"S • 

The objective of the HiJII Operatiq Temperature
Mid-Wave lafrared (BOT MWIR) program is to 
develop technology for high-speed sampling and high 
spatial resolution infrared focal plane urays that 
operate in lhe mid-wave inCnrcd wavelength region 
without cryoge11ic cooliog. The high sampling speed 
is requin:d for bolh threat detectiOfl and for imaging 
from fast moving platfonns. Technology ,oals ate to 
adJic:ve greater Chao an order-of-magnitude ~uctioo 

in cwrents contnbuting to detector noise in a high 
density, lqe ~rca detector array format of up to 
1280 x 720 elements. 

The M•IHJpectral Adaptive Networked Tacdc:al 
I••P.a Syatea (MANTIS) proaram is developing, 
integrating, 111d demonsntins a Soldier-worn 
vulization system that will provide lhe w.cighter 
with diaitally fused. muiO-spectral video ima&ery in 
m.J-time (from belrnet-mounled IICOSOI'S) displayed 
on a belmet-mounled visor. MANTIS will cuble the 
wad"tghter to see where lh.e enemy caDDO!. givinJ ibe 
warfighter the advantage in operations at night and in 
smoke and fog, and it will provide tbe warftgbter 
with. au~nted reality aod in.cteased siJ.uationa.l 
awareness. 

The goal of tbe SeilmJc/Aco•stlc Vlbratleo 
._.PI (SA VI) program is to develop lhc capability 
to locate both near-surface tunoels IOd laodmines 
wiJb .clive seismic and aooustic sources. These 
systems wiU employ well chlraclcrizcd seismic and 
ec:oustic IOUJ'CCS to stimulate mrgets from a remote 
plllfonn. The intenction of ~be: near-!IUrfiiCC seismic 
waves wilh Wllbels .ad otha- objects will be 
observed wilh a multi-pixel laser inla'ferometcr 
system, and will be used to asseu lhe deplh and 
extent of lbe targets in th.e midst. of natural and man
made clutter. SimiJarly, focused acoustic sow-ces 
will be employed lo remotely stimulate plastic or 
metal antipersonnel and IUltitmk. mines . 

The Saart O.st Seuer Networks Appllled to 
Vrbaa Ara Opendoa1 prosram will provide 
persistent staring reconnaiss.ace, surveillance, and 
tllrr;el acquisition of the lhrce-d.ilncilsiona.l wban 
baulcspace using a dense network of grouttd sensors, 
The system concept consists of ub.lquitous and 
inoonspicuouslow-power. small and easily concealed 
sround eenaora dislributcd lhrousbout the urb
laodsc~pe . The program includes the development of 
uJtra small sensor nodes for euy deployment and 
concealment in • crowded urban environment, and 
data fusion algorithms 10 exploit tbe abundance of 
new infonNitioo provided by a dense wban spatial 
network. 

The goal of lhe Stealthy, Penisteat, Perch aad 
Slue (SPlS) prognun is to develop lhe technology 
to enable an entirely new generation of perch-llld
stare micro air vehicles, based on lhe Wasp platform, 
capable of: (i) vertical lawx:b; (ii) forward Oisbt 1o a 
target; (iii) transition from forward fliaht to hover; 
(iv) vertical laodins at lhe wget site; (v) secure, 
stable attachment to its "perch;" (vi) susc.ined pen:h
and-stare missions, to include data collection; and 
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(vii) at mission's end. SY2S would re-launch from the 
perch and fly home. During perch-and-stare, SP2S 
would perform surveillance IDCI transmit live 
~still images beyond line-of-sight baclt to the 
home b~. utilizing other low altitude UAVs as relay 
links. u required. Anticipated seJ"Vice usem include 
the Army, Marines and Special Forces. 

The goal of the Tenbertz IIU&iD& Focal-Plane 
TedaolecY (TIFl) PJ08rMl is to demoo.slrate large, 
multi-<:len'lCnt (over -40,000 piltels) detector ruclver 
focal plane IIT8ys that respond to radiation in the 
l.enhc:rtz (THz) band. The ICIIIOI' system will be able 
10 opente effectively at standoff range (over 
25 meters) with a high spatia) raolutiorl of less lhan 
two centimeters, limited only by beam difliactioo. 
The imaging receiver will produce a two-dimensional 
image in which each piltel records the ~lative 
innsity of the THz radiation received on the focal 
plane within the appropriate seetioll of lhe field-of
view of the sta~e being sensed. The pfOIVUJl seeks 
tD lcllieve intensity sensitivities u close as possible 
to the thermal beckground limit at room temperature. 

The goal of the H .. dheld 'hr.ocfi..WaU Sy•t~tede 
Apemre Radar (SAR) program is 10 provide a 
synthetic apcrtwe imaging capability of the interior 
of a room by sweeping a small, b.mdbeld system over 
the f1ee of an exterior wall to create an arbjlrarily 
large (synthetic) aperture that improves tbe imaging 
cepebility by compensating for the physical 
propagltioo and dispersion limits of the wall. 

The Nmrerbd £•bedded SystMIS Tedl...a.u 
(NES'D proanm is developiDM robust coordination 
services for networks of small, low-power sensor 
nodes. NEST is building a suite of softw.re ~C~Vices 
to opente UDder extreme re10uree COftllnints of 
power, timing, memory, commuoicatioft, aod 
compumtioo. while simuJtmeously being hiahJy 
scalable and robust. 

The Peniltcat OperatJe .. l Sma~ S."ellaace 
aad E111 .... eat (POSSE) proaram is a-eating 1 

system of systems framework in which a mix of 
surveillance asseta. both operational ud 
developmental, can be coordinated and ~ploited to 
yield pasilteot SUfVeillance of inaurJent 1etivities. 
The prognm foc:ua is on the lnqi theater, using a 
spiral IIJPfl*h designed to imert eahanced counter-
insurgency capabilities Into operational use as soon 
11 possible, followed by . improvements and 

Size, weight, and electrical power rcquimnenls will 
be consistent with poTtability. 

The Urban Rt~~10n18& aad Geospatt.l ExpMitadoo 
TecllHie&Y (URGENT) propam will develop a 
three-dimenaional urbiD objcc:t recognition and 
exploitation system that enables advanced missioo 
planning and situation analysis capabmties for the 
warfighter operating ln. urban enviromnents. The 
program will develop techniques for ihe .-.pid 
exploitation of electro-optic and lidar sensor data to 
recognize urbiJl objeas in 1 city. 

The Vis.ib•ldl•l program is developing technologies 
and systems for new swveillloce caP-bilities to 
detect personnel within buildings. to determine 
building layouts, and to locate wcapoos caches and 
shielded enclosures within buildings. Visibuilding is 
devdoping techniques eo inject and recover probing 
waveforms and to uoravel the complicated multipath 
in the return signals to enable the mappiug and 
characterization of buildings. 

enhancements u they become integrated through a 
domestic testbed. 
The Radar Sape program is a quick-response ~tTon 
t!l provide pre-productioo prototypes of a hand--held 
through-waJJ persoooel detection radar. Radar Scope 
will be able to sense through common waD materials 
lo detect potential enemiee before wufightas aater a 
room or building. l'be fiDII product will be a small 
serasor wid! a simple interface that will weiah less 
than two pouads. iocludin& batteriet. The unit will 
d&ct indivicluals through typie~l ooo-meuJJU: wall 
materials (e.g., conaete, conaete block, adobe, 
wallboard, plywood, etc.) up 10 twelve inches Qlick. 

The ReKae Tn-..ader (RT) propam will 
investiple the use of a unique loc:a]izatioo and 
tracking tecbnolo&Y to provide a veiy low probability 
of deteclion call-for-help signal. The system is 
cxpecled to uae a wide band radio frequency sipal 
wid! low power and extremely low duty cycle. The 
goals of the RT prognm ue to develop 1 small, 
rugged, transponder that provides a call-for-help to 
ftiendly forces. The RT tystcm will operl&e over 
ranges that enable rescue f~ or surveil~ 
syt1lemJ to receive ita signals. It will support accurate 
localiution by rseue forces, and permit transmissioo 
of ideotifyin&, authenticating, and status information. 
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1be objective of lhe Ualque Sipatwre Detectioa 
(formerly Odortype Detection) program is to 
determine whether- lbcre are unique signatures in 
CJNII)ations tblt can be used to identify and 
distinguish specific hlgh-level-of-incerest individuals 
within JI"'Upp of enemy lroops or oomba-.&a, aod, if 
so, to develop enabling teclmoJogy for ddleding and 
idaltifyiag those specific sipaturea. Once the nature 
of a cbemotipal bas beeD characterized, performers 
will determine lhe impact of non-genetic feetors (e.g., 
diet. stress, health, age) on the sipa) to determine 
wbetber it eao be robustly extm:ted from a complex 
aod vuicd chemical background. If an exploitable, 
robust signature is identified, the program will 
develop a detector . 

W~PoNs •·oR Ua&AN 0P£RAl'JONs 

~ part of lhe High Precision Long R.aoae Laser 
Designaaorll.ocatM (HPLD) program. lhc &oal of lbe 
AI W•t•er Slliper Seepe (A WSS) program is to 
«vdop 1 suipcr sight that c:oables lboocers to see 
lhnNgb foa and haze for increased acC\IliiC)' and 
letbiUty in low visibility conditions. This program 
will investigate infrared imaging md advanced on
focaJ..plalle processing technology to achieve 
revolutionary improvements in form fi.ctor, speed, 
cost and accuracy . 

The Clote c .. bat Lethal Recon (CCLR) program 
is developing an agile. low-<:ost. expendable loitering 
weapoolumnmned air vehicle for deployment in 
urban environments that can be used against Don
line-of-s ight targets. The guided munition will be 
capable of striking blrgets from significantly 
expanded avenuft of approach, e.g., over tbc tops of 
buildings 10d around coma-s from a disi&OCe of up to 
1m blocks, depending upon the specific terrain and 
buildings. 

Tbe key objective of the Cr~iad Seator System 
fer Salpen (C·WINS) program is to enable snipers 
to accurately rut targets with lhe rust round, under 
crosswind conditions, at the maximum effective 
range of the weapon. For this purpose, lbe system 
developed must provide a meuure of downrange 
crosswind (wind) aod range to target. This 
information will then be used compensate lhe bullet 
trajectory to offset crosswind and nm,ae relaled 
deviations of the bullet, resulting in substantially 
increased probability of success . 

The EXtreme ACc•nc:y Tuktd Ordaaace 
(EXACTO) (formerly laser Guided Bullet) program 
wm develop mel demonstrate • maneuvering bullet 

The VIdeo Verii\Qt.lea aad ldnt:Ukatlea (VMD) 
program is developing technology to automate 
moving target strike operations for remotely piloted 
aircraft to support both P""ision strike operations 
and mililuy surveillance. VIVID will enable the 
b~ndotT of targeta betwCCil wide area coverage 
iotclligeocc, surveillance, and reconnaiaMOCe 
systems aod local video surveiJIInce plllfonna. The 
fedmology will provide tedmiquea for precision 
mrget idc:ati(JCIIiOil in video, .ioc:Judina (IJllerprillting 
tcclmiques IDd related technology to permit 
re.cquiring previously obsavcd vehicles. 

lhll follows 1 laser beam to an inteodcd target . 
Program technology development includes the design 
and integration of ~actuatiOll ooncrola, power 
sources, IIOd laser sensors into a limited volume (two 
cubic ceotimeten) projectile to withsr.nd 1 higb 
aceeleration environment When integrated md 
CCSiied, this system will make evr:ry shooter with any 
SO-caliber weapon a precision sniper at greater thm 
two-kilometer range. 

The Guided Pr9jtdUea program is developing and 
demonslrating higbly maneuverable gun-launched 
projectiles, and associated fire control and IIUilch 
systems, for employment against critical enemy 
infrastructure md point targets, such as CC)!Jlm.d, 
control md communicatioo nodes md radars. This 
program will d.evelop enabling technologies to give 
U.S. warfiplen the ability to allow weapons 
platforms. such as mortars. 10 receive updated target 
information from other munitions or SCilSC target 
changes on their own. This program wlll leverage 
inoovative !.ow-cost optical seeker techooloJY to 

develop an affordable fuse-guidance pac'kage that 
coovcr1S a conventional 81-millimeter or 120-
millimcter mortar round into • precision-guided 
munition. And the program wiU further extend this 
devdopment to the developmeut of laser-guided 
munition systems wing-dropped from tactical UAVs 
and guidable from tbe on-board laser designaror to 
any target within the field of view of lhe designator. 

The aoal of lhe HJah Prec::lllio• Lone R••ee Laser 
Desianatort'LoHtor (HPLD) program is to develop 
an affordable laser target designator/locator that 
llllows the user to observe, tnck, and designate • 
larget at operationlllly significant rmges. The focus 
of lhis effort is to develop new target-in-the-loop 
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active optics 8pproacbes and novel, high-accuracy 
poinling methods to enable a single opcntor to 
precisely determine the global positioning system 
coordinates of a W'get that is several kilometers 
away. Once precisely determined, the opentor will 
be able to observe, tr~ek, md laser-desi8Jllte the 
tar'Jet using a single device. 

The Maaact• Hydroclyaaa .. c Explolln Mullitioa 
(MABI:M) prognm will dcmoostrale 
magn.e&obydrodynamically fonnr:d metal jets and 
sclf·for&inc peneuaton with signilicmtly improved 
performance over e~plosively formed jels tud 
fragmmts for precision strike against targets such u 
annored vehicles and reinforced slructures. 
MAHBM could be pack_aged into a missile, 
projectile, or other platform and delivered close to the 
target for fmal engagement and kill for stn:uing 
missions sucb u: lightweight activo self-protection 
for vehicles (poemtial defcal mechanism for a kinetic 
enet&Y round); counter-armor (passive, reactive, and 
active); mille oouDtcrmcasures; and mti-&hip auise 
missile ftnal~laycr-of-defcnse. 

The Scalable Predslon Strike (SPS) program will 
levc:rage the innovative low-cost optical seek.er 

The Asyametric M.at.erials for t'e UrbiD 
Betilapaee program is investigatin& a novel class of 
mat.erials that, either by themselves or as put of a 
system, provide as)'1111Detric capabilities iD visible 
signatum, balJistic:lf.ragmenllblast protection, .00 
pmonnel transport. Friendly forces will be able to 
see duoup Ibis material anlJ shoot through it. but 
bostile fon:es will not Asymmetric, or "one-way," 
materials will support basic unit operations such as 
.raWs, cordon and search activities, soap checkpoincs, 
and fire fipts. 

The goal of C••p8ct Dlreea.aal Neutroa 
· S.urc:e/Pbue 11 is to develop a 10ldier ponabJe 

neutron interrogation system for the standoff 
detection of improvised explosive devices and highly 
coriched wu.ium. 

The CHcealed Wnpens Detec:tiH program will 
explore phenomenologies for detecting concealed 
weapons. Imaging-based approaches will be 
developed using an integrated sllicon-bued antenna 
array receiver device to produce whole ndar arrays 
on a singk die. Alternative sensor a~es are 
also being c.x.plored to provide a multi-mode, muhi
smsor solution cargeted at improved discrimination. 

technology from lbe Optically Designated Attack 
Munition prognm to develop an affordable fuse. 
guiclance piCkage tbat oonvens a conventional 81-
millimcter or 120-mill'imeter mortar round ioln a 
precision-guided munitioo wilh a l-3 meter circular 
error probabk a.ccuracy. SPS will funher extend tbis 
development to the development of laser-guided 
munition systems wing-dropped from Clus III/IV 
WUilaiUled air vehicles IDd guidable from the oo
boerd laser delignaaoc to any tarxet within the field of 
view of the designator. 

The Supn-Retelutlea Vlllea Syate• (SRVS) 
proaram will develop and build a field prototype 
Soldier-portable optical syS1.em wilb target 
recognition and identiftcation range significantly 
improved over existing systems. SRVS will c.x.ploit 
an abnoepheric twbuJmce-generated micro-lensing 
phenomenon to generate betier-lhan~ifTr~etion
limited images. Through enUoced resolution 
imaging, SRVS will: (i) extmd taiJet recognition 
and identification to ~isively Jonaer distalees; (ii) 
overcome atmospbc:ric ru.rbulence, wbich now limits 
the resolution of cum:nt optics; aud (iii) incnue 
l.lrget identification confidence to n:duce fratricide 
and collateral damage. 

incorporating x-ray, terahertz, md millimewrwave 
ndar to provide multispecua.J lnmographic 
capability . 

The goal of the C.•nter lmproviMd Explomes 
Laboratorta (CIEL) program ia to develop the 
inthLsuu~ and me1bodology for novel chemo
sensors that wiU identify labs lhat arc building 
improvised explosives with a very high degree of 
specificity and reliability. CIEL will also develop the 
infrastructure and tools for safe handling of 
improvised explosives U1d their midures. 

lbc Crouhaln propam seeks to develop a vehicle 
mounted threat dclection and countermeasure system 
that will detect, locate, and engage shootcn, and 
defeat a variety of threats including bullets, rocket 
propelled grenades, anti-tank guided missiles, and 
direct fired. mortars, both while stationary and 
moving. Threat idmtific;ation aod localization will 
be done in sufficient time ·to enable both auto.malic 
aod man·in·the-loop responses. 

Based on promising results obtained under the 
Crosshain prognrn, the C-S•Iper program will 
dc:velop the capabili.ty 10 detect IDd neutrtlize enemy 
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snipers befo~ they can engage U.S. Forces, with the 
ga.l of delivery of a f~eld tenable prototype suitable 
for experimentation a an inllegrated pArt of the 
DARPA Croasbairs system. The C-Soiper syatem 
will operate day and nipt from a moving military 
vehicle aod provide the operator with sufficient 
information to mab a timely engagement decision. 

The DARPA lbnlwire Ar•er Ot'\'elepmeat 
program is pursuiDg a li,gbtwelgbt compo~ite armor 
that usea the steel wire ~ioforcement found in steel
belted radial tires. If successful, this novel marcrial 
could be a moldable, low--cost. euily manufactulcd, 
lower-weight alternative to cooveotiooal steel armor, 
while providinB the sa.mc or greater protection to our 
wufighters. Initial ballistic teats on ihese new 
materials have demonstrated signifiCUll ldvantagcs 
of this system. 

&plosivcly Formed Projectiles (EFPs) have become 
the "tb.rcat of the future" for insurgent forces as !hey 
can penetrate aJI of today's armored vehicles, 
including taok.s. Since EFPs penetrate largely by 
virtue of their momeotwn, they arc not susceptible to 
simple forms of reactive armor. 1be objective of the 
Dridt of ExploliweJy Fer_.d Projectiltt (DEFP) 
pJ"Oil1UII is to develop a new generation of "anwt 
armor" that combines sub-millisecond sensing and 
processiag with dircclabte explosively driven 
counter-EFP devices to counter BFPs. This armor 
would reduce, ~dirccl, and disperse the penetrating 
elemenla of the EFP to a point suc:b that the base 
armor of a Bradley FiJbting V chicle would not be 
pcrfonted. DEFP seeks to provide this capability at 
an added weight of less than 40 pounds per square 
foot 

The goal of the Dielectr ic: Detecdoe of Ellploii:Yea 
program i.s to develop a system for the detection of 
explosives i.n urban operations by measurina low 
l'rcquency dielectric spec1raJ signat\!Rs through 
clothes, walls, and other non-metallic surfaces. 
Depeading on the size of lhe sensor system, these 
signatures C&O potentially be IDCaSW'Cd al ranges up 
to several meters to enable portal defense 
applications, vehicle inspeclion, and even moni10riog 
of explosive malerials through walls. 

The Effects Based Network Tartetilll program is 
developing technology to identify, determine 
vulnerabilities in, target, aod anticipate worhrounds 
in enemy networks. An aim is to elicit operational 
objectives for uri>m interventions, expressed in lenDs 
of desired and undesired effects. The Lecboology will 
use these objeetives to fmd vulnerabilities in ihe 
networks and then nominate targets 10 maximize 

desired effcc::ts, while minimizing uodelired effecta. 
In particular, the program will focua on radio 
fn:queocy oetwom: identifying traosmittcrs, 
receivc:n, and links between them. 

The ~ely Formed Projectile Ar ... r (EFPA) 
progrun wiJJ develop technologies to protoct milit.ry 
vehicles from EFP weapons It aignificantly reduced 
weight compared to existina aystems, using both 
pusive and reactive elemenla. in innowtive material 
syatems. 

The goal of the Huaa•carried E1plot1Ye 
Detectiea Stud-off S)'lt•• (IIEDSS) .Prost-m is to 
develop • syatem that can npidly identify human· 
carried explosives (HCEs) al a I«Md-off range 
between 50 aod I 50 meters. While alternative 
tcchoologies exist for HCE detection, they necessitate 
close-in sensing, arc expensive, and require extended 
processing times. 

Ire• Curtail~ is an active prolec:tion counter
munition system that could be integrated widt 
Crosahairs to defeat rocket propcUed grenades 
(RPGs). 

The Maaeuver .. d Co•trol on ttte Urban 
Battlefield program will develop new, high-speed, 
lightweight, and portable tools including bar curtc:rs. 
rotMy cuucrs, 5-25 ton spreaders, door jamb 
breakers, deployable personnel t.Tiers, and rooftop 
access devices. The ultimate pro..-m goal is to 
reduce tbe weight of existing access tools by 
80 percent, as well as deliver new and unique 
capabilities, sueh as direct and rapid roof\op access 
and rapidly deployed personnel barriers . 

The Poly..er lee (Traetioa Coatrol for MobUMy 
Auur .. ce) program is developing a polymer-based 
ertirJciaJ ice mat£rial lhat IICbicves effective mobility 
cootrol by the precise md reversible reduction of 
ground l:nletion for a broad range of bot, arid 
eovironmenl.s, sucb as found iD Iraq and Afpanistan • 
A non40xic .reversal agent, carefully matched to lhe 
chemical characteristics of Polymer lee, wiU be 
developed to repidly res10re tnction when applied to 
a Polymer lce--c:oated surface. Most importantly, 
incorporation of the revenal aacnt into wmbat boots 
and tires, to achieve instantaneous traction restoration 
on contact, will provide true asymmetric mobility 
capabilities to our warfightcn. 

The Quan•ttae Toxic UAV Paylead1 program will 
.develop a system which can safely and effectively 
sequester (entomb) toxic chemical and biologicaJ 
agent payloads located on hostile force unmanned air 
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vef\ic:les. While technology for detection. tracking, 
and dcsb'UCtion of these platforms exists, lbe 
destruction step is problematic since the process can 
inadvertently dispa:se the to:~~.ic agent ova- the 
inteodcd (or other) targets. To safely, e-ffectively, 
and .inexpensively sequester chemical payloads and 
transport them to the ground, tbe program is focused 
on the development of a sys&em that inlegntes 
lnteking and detection capabilities with !enUe 
mdbods of entombment (i.e.. quarantine) of Cbe 
.:rive •8ent, 

The goal of the Rececllize lmprovtled Explosive 
Devlcet a.ad RepJrt (RIEDAJt) program is to 
exploit lue.r-based optical techniques to develop a 
revolutionary approach to detect CJ~plosivcs from a 
large distance in sulrsecond time scales with 
significant uee earch rate capability. To a<:hieve 
this goal, RIEDAR wiiJ demonstrete unique, 
combined, compact, high-powa- UV-nanable end 
near-infnred, nanosecond and fenoosecood pulsed 
lasers. These lasen are expected to have broilS 
impact in operational en\lironmeots where hish· 
powa-, compact, tunable laaers enable rapid detection 
of chemical signatures. The program also seeks to 
develop a robust compact laser system capable of 
continuous opention in standard rugged military 
environments in a p.:kage less than I cubic m~ in 
size. 

The Jtevenible Berrien (ReBar) program will 
develop pcnonnel and vehicle b8rriet' tochDolosY that 
is Cll.ttemely li&htweigbt, easy to t:n~Ct. virtually 
impeaetrable, but can be npidly ranoved by U.S 
fon::es. Such tedmology wookl free mill)' penonnel 
CUITCOt!y usipcd to auard • vllricty of hiJb-vahae. 
~-denied areas (e.g., weapons caches, fuel 
depou). An example ReBAR system might consist 
of a rapidly expandable foam that cures within 
minutea lll'ld rapidly dissolves when exposed w an 
agent controlled by U.S. forces. 

The Recket Pnpdlecl Gresade (RPG) Pre-lauadl 
DetectiH aad C•a•c prosram wiU enable the 
developmer~t of an omnidirec:lional, visual, and 
vehicle mounted survc:iD.ance ayatcm for threat 

·-=· -- ~e"·~ ~ .~~~ ·~ . N . .~!>.~ . ... 

The Co.fllct Medellac, Plao•l•a. and O..tcemes 
Espertmeatadoa (COM..POEX) n:eearcb eff'ort ia 
developing technologies to enhance the c:apebllity of 
leaden to plan and cooduct government campAips. 
This inctudea a comprehensive suite of decisioo 
support tools that help leaden widl: (i) visualizing 

detection usina cogrubvl' swann recognition 
technology to rapidly detect and identify the locations 
of attacken wi th RPGs before they are launched. 
Minimizing false alums and falliC positives will be 
key, as will be U'Ue day/night operation and lhe 
simultueous identification of up to five threats. 

The goel of the RPGNets program is to utilize 
specill high-capability nets ID dud, break. or 
otherwise disable rocket propelled gJCMdes {RPGs). 
The defined net systems will be tested in an atensive 
live fare progtam and incorporated into defensive 
systems cun-entJy under development u a low-cost, 
low collateral damage RPG defense mechanism 

lbe goal of the Sonic Projector program is to 
provide the Services with a method of sUJTeptitious 
audio communication It distances over ooe 
kilometer. The Sollie Projector wiD be designed to 
be a man-deploylble system, us.iog high-power 
eooustic transducer tcc.bnology a11d sigoaJ processing 
•lgorilhms which result in no, or uninlellig,ible, sound 
everywhere but at the intended IMgel 

The goel of the St .. d-otr Solid Peaetradnc 
lmaal•c proparn is to detect and identify e:~~.plosive 
threats at a stand-off distance, which is critical to 
force protec:tion, ~ially in urban scenarios. A 
mJcro8ystem approach with multiple, synergistic 
sensor technologies integrated in a compact pacbge 
is critical for widespread deploymcot of tbiJ ten10r 
capability. The mic:rosyslem approach involves the 
idc:ntificat.ioo of significarit attributes from multiple 
non-overilppiag perspectives, such • shape and 
chcmic:al siplmre, It stand-off rugCIJ of fifty metcn 
10, potentially, one hundred mden. 

The goal of the Suvelllaace and Thrnt 
J'llcutnlludoa t. Urbu Eavlro•.-ats program is 
to develop ll}'stems to detect and defclll thi'C8ts 
specific to conflict and stahilizatiop operations in the 
urtlan r.nvirollmcat, iDcloding rwdside bombs, Qr 

bombe, suicide bombcn. snipers, roc:ket propelled 
giCiladea, IOd mortars launc:hed from inside urben 
bouodaries. 

and underltanding the situation and the complex 
opention•l environment they must opc:n.kl in; (ii) 
consb'UCtiq and fJUIIl&gins plans lbat enable the 
commander to synchronize and integrate 
inlc:rdepcodeot effects over 1 long period of time; (iii) 
employins the best sequence of unified .:tiona to 
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produce lbe desired effects; and (iv) generating and 
exploring options and courses of action to understand 
the range of outcomes and appreciate the side effects 
that may occur . 

The lateanted Crisis Early WarnlDI Sytte• 
(ICEWS) program is developine a unifJCd 
informaioo system to support thauer security 
coopen&ion by monitoring, as.5eSSing, and forecasting 
leading indicators of events thlt make countries 
vuloenble to a vaiety of national and intemati01111l 
crises. lCEWS tools will aUow combatant 
commanders and their st.aff to undcntand and 
anticipate conditions that precipitaee instability and 
conflict, while there is still time to influence them, 
and will help anticipate unintended consequences of 
actions takeo to ill.llueoce or remediaae situations . 

Tbe MultiUacual Auto•atJc Doc•meat 
Clullfk:adoa, Autysil and Trau .. tiol 
(MADCA 1) program will address lbe rccuniog 
military problem of understanding the content of 
e~ptured documents and images (including signs and 
graffrti) during tactical opentions, which often 
contain machine printed and handwritten text in 
various combinations and orientations in one or more 
languages. The MADCA T program will 
substantially improve docwnc:nt analysis and optical 
character recognition. integrate it tightly with 
translation technology, and U9emb1e technology 

demonstntion prototypes for f~eld ~rials. MAOCA T 
devices would enable Soldiers to convert these 
documents to readable English io the f.eld. 

The ReaiWorkl progmn provides any U.S. 
warfighter with the ability to open a laptop computer 
and rehearse: a specific mission in the relevant geo
specific temin, witb realistic: physics. R~World il 
oot a simulation; it is a simulatioo builder with 
applicatiooa across the spectn.lm of modem kmelic 
and non-kinetic wllfare. 1Dc prognm is 
con.stn&cting tools that allow warfigbten to rapidly 
and easily build their own missions though the 
inllOdu.ction of new melhodolol)' for building 
simulation software. Because the sys1em will be 
scalable and distributed, warfigbten can ptw:tice by 
themselves, in small groups, or with as many other 
warfigbtcrs u needed for tbe mission over a local or 
distributed r~etwork., and across all relevant platforms 
(dismounts, vehicles. helicopters, fast movers). 

The TraJalnc Superierity program wi.ll create new 
approaches to training our wanion to win in the 
bi&b-tec:boology, complicated. and of\en isolated 
environment of future conflicts. This wm include 
cognitive training systems that incorporate elements 
of huma.n-tutor interactions and the emotional 
involvement of compuier games, coupl.cd with 
feedback from tbe Servic-es' lnining centers. 

COMMAND, ~COMMVNICATIO!U, AND I JO'&LLlGENCE (C31) FOR URJtAN 

w AllftGII'IIftiG 

The goal of the Ceordinalion Decb&en-Stap pert 
A.-ants (COORDINAJORs) program is to 
develop a new class of cognitive systems that learn 
and reason about mission performance, resources, 
and conditions in order lo provide dyniiDJic activity 
coordinllion and decision support lO tbe warfighter. 
The propam seeks 10 dramatically improve lbc 
coordination of warfigbter activity in dynamic 
operational environments, including real-time 
rescbcduling of tasks. resources, and power. 

The ~ Cree• program combines anticipatory 
planning with adaptive execution, providing military 
decision makers with capabilities on the battlefield 
that the IBM computer ''Deep Blue" brings to the 
chessboard. The goal of Deep Green is io explore 
closed-loop simulation ID integrate planning and 
exec\.ltion, and will incotpOrlte continuous learning. 
The l.echoology will abo employ software agents lO 

monitor the execution of the cwret~t operation against 
the plan, identify variations as lhe scenario unfolds, 

and consistently explore the possible furure states of 
the battlefield. 

The Deep Speak program 1s developing new 
networkina, coding. and wavefonn Cechniques thai 
enable communicatioos signals to penelrate 
surrounding buildings and underground facilities. 
Deep Speak will maintain the warfigbters' links 10 

each olber and the global network, thus magnifying 
striking power . 

The MobUe Ndworked M•lttple-l ap•t!M•Ittple
O•tput (MIMO) (MNM) project is pursuing MlMO 
communication systems. which have the potential to 
increase data rates by 10..20 times above current 
sys1ems by using a multipa&h to creale p~nllel 
channels in the same frequency band, thereby 
increasing spectral efficiency. This program will 
demonstrate tbe MNM capability uoder dynamic 
urban non·line-of-sigbt multipeth channel conditions, 
wllcre conventional techniques are degr.ded . 
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Tbe NetworldDC Ill En"RIM E•vlroDtafllts 
(NetiEx) program will create a wireless networking 
tecboology for the mili~ uacr for robust 
conncc:Civity in harsh environments, e.g., arcu prone 
10 mukipath inrerference. sucb as urban settings 
wberc buildings and other sttvctw:es CoiUSe radio 
frequeDc:y energy 10 "bounce" off in-aod..amona the 
buildinpl!llructwa. Net& will suppon 
development of new aod cmerJina seniOr aod 
c:ommuoicatioo systems by devdoping an improved 
physical lay« for networked c:ommuoicatioos based 
on 1 family of new, ultra widebaod devices. 

The Neil Gnentioa Roud111 aiMI Addreaslac 
program seeks to develop networks that usc 
topocrapbically dis1r::ibuted addresses (e.g., 
geopaphically or by orgmit.ational unit). Current 
network routing mdhodo]ogies use internet prot.oc:ol 
(JP) lddJas numbers tbat 8re dilcribut~ with oo 
defmed pattern or mcdrodology. As 1 result, cum:nt 
routiog syst£ms spend large amounts of time and 

computing pow« updating and maintaining tables 
lh.t "point,. to where di.fferatt lP lddreNea are 
located geographically. The dcvelopmeot of new 
network addressing schemes will reduce tbc load on 
routeR, as weU as greatly simplifY router 
confiJUlalion. Thcae netwotb will be a panldigm 
shift iD that oumbered IP addraeea will no longer 
exist, 10d changes to tbc Domain Namin1 Server 
(DNS) Jy'SCem will allow for services 10 mobile users. 

The goel of the ULTRA-VIS program is to develop 
an intcsrated systan d\lt includes • cooformal, see
through. optiall waveguide visor that displays intra
squad commaods, alerts, aod even icons that are 
attached to the wbaD lmdscape 10 provide Army and 
Mirine smal1 unit leaden with the ability to cooduct 
daytime operations in BD urban environmeot. 
ULTRA-VIS will allow the squad le.d~ to baod ofT 
actionable infonnatioo and direct alerts to the squad 
/ fire teams for real-time coU.bontioa without 
ov~to.d. 

AoV ANCED MANNED AND UNMANNED SYSTEMS 

DARPA is working with the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Special Operations Command loward a 
vision of a atrategic and tactical battJespaee filled with networked manned ud unmanned air, ground, and maritime 
systems, and the technologies they need 10 navigate and tight. Unm100ed systems provide autonomous aod 
semiautonomous capahiJities that free Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen aod Marines from the dull, diny, and dangerous 
missions which might now be bener executed robotically. and enable entirely new design concepts unlimited by the 
endUCIDCC and performance of human crews. 

DARPA is ~eeldng 10 improve individual platforms so that they provide new or improved capabilities, such as 
unprecedented eodurmce or survivability, while expanding lhe level ofau10oomy .ad robustness ofrobolic systems. 
A network of collaboming man.ncd and unmanocd systems will be far ~ capable lhan lhe sum of its individual 
components. 

The research in this strategic thrust can be broadly grouped inlo: 

• 

• 

• 

haproved Platform Performance 10 provide new or improved capabilities, such as unp~cdentcd 
endurance or survivability; 

Hiell Level P .. tfona Autoao•y with httreased Minion Co .. ,luity 10 free warfighters from 
missions that might now be betlcr executed robotically; and 

Seanalets Networkill& ltetween MaDDed aDd Uamaaaed Platfor1111 10 improve autooomy and 
robllStness by formills a more tightly coupled combat sysrem that will improve our knowledge of the 
battlespace, enhance our largcting speed and accuracy, increae survivability, and allow greater 
mission flexibility. 

IMrao~_, IU'I'I'Oit)I~AM~ · . ~ ~ 

The Al61 program will exploit a hingeless, rigid
rotor concept openating at the optimum rotational 
speed 10 produce 1 vertical take-off md landing 
(VTOL) unmanned air vehicle (UA V) wilh low disk 

loadin& and low rotor tip speeds, resuhin& in an 
effic ient, low-power loiter, hip-endurance system. 
This unique concept offers the polmtial for 
siJnifiamt increases in VTOL UAV range (more than 
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2000 nautical miles) and/or endurance (more than 
20 hours) . 

The Acoustic Arnys for Torpedo Defense program 
will demonstrate the feasibility of using an array of 
transducers to form a destructive pressure pulse 
capable of disabling an enemy's torpedo. The beam
formed pressure pu:lse must be of sufficient amplitude 
and duration to destroy a torpedo at tactically 
significant ranges. Critically important steps in the 
t.ecbnology development include accurately 
predicting non-linear pressure pulse propagation 
effects 110d com:spo.nding timing delays used during 
pn:ssure pulse generation and beamforming. 

The goal of the Active Rotor prog~ is k» develop 
and demonstrate technologies to greatly enbiOCe 
rotor control and pcrfonnance for a 2S-50 percent 
improvement in endunance, range, and payload of 
e~tisting heli.copters. Tbe Active Rotor program will 
mature the technologies to enable military aircraft 
such ·as tbe DJ.ack Hawk to opt.'f'llte effectively in 
bigblhot conditions, focusing on dcve.lopmeot and 
demonstration of advanced tecbno1ogie~ for 
application to futul'\l platforms, with demonstration 
oa a fielded system to facilitate upgrade of cum:nt 
multi-service rotorcraf\ rotor systems. 

The goal of the Adaptive Morplline Super
Maneuver Aircraft (AMSMA) prognam is to 
derrwnstrate a technology leap forward to a 
gcoemtion--after-next airc.raf\ vehicle concept tbat can 
provide revolutionary military utility in a number of 
applications and missions. The program will employ 
a combination of enabling technologies. including 
asymmetric wing sweep, (ore and aft wing 
translation, and aero-elastic wings with adaptive 
hingeless control actuation. 

Studies conducted under the Adva•ced Aerospace 
Syste• Concepu program will examine and 
evaluate emerging aerQspace technologies and system 
ooncepiS for tqJplicabili!}' to military use, as well as 
the degree and scope of potential 
impact/improvements to military operations, mission 
utility, and warfighter capability. The program also 
analyzes emerg.ing a.erospace threats and possible 
methods and technologies to counter them. 

The Alumiaum Combustor program seeks 10 

develop an energy-dense, air-independent underwater 
pDwer source as a propulsion sysiem for future naval 
undersea warfare systems. This program will 
optimize the design for a small aluminum combusiOr 
and silane fuel treatment process, and will develop 
the auxiliary power system components needed to 

control and sustain operations. In addition to the 
combustor, the aluminum fuel feed subsystem, 
alwninum...stcam separator subsystem, and dosed
loop control !JUbsystem will be designed. built, and 
integrated with a turbine 10 successfully demonstrate 
a power system in a laboratory. 

The goal of the Battlefield Helicopter E.ulator 
(BHE) is to develop a system capable of emulating 
ro10rcraft signatures, compatible with instaUatioo as a 
payload on a small UAV. Tbe system's capability to 
defeat threats with an otT-board system offers the 
oppoi1Wlity to protect a large number of military 
aircraft assets and crews over: long periods without 
aircraft performanc-e impact 

The Cbelllieal Robots program is developing so~ 
Oe:Jdble, mobile objects that can identify and 
maneuver through openings smaller than their static 
structural dimensions and restore their size, shape, 
and functionality afterwards; OIUT)' meaningt\Jl 
payloads; and perform t.asb. CllemBots represent 
the convergence of so:O materials chemistry and 
robotics to create a fundamentally new class of soft. 
mesoscale robots. 

The goal of the Dise-Rotor Compound Hdicepter 
program is to design and demonstrate the 
technologies required for a new type of compound 
helicopter capable of high-efficiency hover, high
speed flight, and seamless tnnsition between these 
Oigbt states. The aircraft would 'be equi,pped with a 
rotating circular wing having blades that can be 
e~tlcnded from ih.e disc edge, enabling the aircraft to 
takeoff and land like a helicopter; transition from 
helicopter fligbt to airplane flight would be achieved 
by gradually retracting and stowing the blades as the 
circular wing assumes the task of lifting . 

Images seen through an air-water interface are 
distor:ted by multiple refnctions from the water 
surface. The Distortion-free Seeing Tbrouch tbe 
A.ir/Water lnterfaee program will develop :high
resolution imaging and image exploitation 
technology to provide new capabilities for detection 
and discrimination of objects, such as surface crafts, 
and underwater objects for signrlicantly improved 
nc:ar-surface operations and safety . 

The Distributed Embedded Prepulsioa prognun 
will explore fully integrated c:nginelwiug designs to 
take maximum advantage of 1 fully coupled 
engine/wing system. Tbe program will conduct a 
series of design, sizing and demonstriltion efforts, 
culminating in either a wind tunnel or flight test of a 
circulation control wing using distri.buted propulsion. 
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The Evapontlve Cooling Tttrblne Blades program 
will develop and demonstrate an evaponative cooling 
system for gas turbine engine turbine blades. 
Evaporative cooling hiS the potential to improve 
engine ~ific fuel consumption by up to 20 percent 
in a technology area where tenths of a percent 
improvement is considered a breakthrough. Blade 
design has been completed, and the upcoming phase 
will esla.blisb effic.iency in a full engine system. 

The goal of the Extremely Lon1 E.ndttnnce 
Un•anned Serfaee Velltcle (ELEUSV) program is 
lo develop technologies that allow a robotic naval 
vessel to operate for years with minimal h\IDWl 
interaction, which would significandy expand naval 
presence and provide potential advantages in counter· 
mine and anti-submarine warfare, emergency 
response and rescue opcntions, BDd intelligence 
gathering. ELEUSV will also investigate unique 
payload systems that would benefit from the 
extended periods of uninterrupted operations. 

The Flber-Optkal Network for Aerospace 
Platforms program will facilitate building or 
upgrading military aircraft and other aerospace 
pl.atfonns with a fiber-optical networking 
infrastructure with many clg)abilities that are well 
beyond l.bose of current copper-based technology. 
Tbe program will focus on technologies that will 
provide advanced capabilities to a multitude of 
military ainnft, shipboard, and aerospace platforms, 
including: (i) scalability in buldwidth. and number of 
cono.ected devices; (ii) immunity to electromagnetic 
interference and cable cross-talk; (iii) reduced cable 
and overall system weight md volume; (iv) increa!Cd 
reliability without an II!Bociated weight or volume 
penalty; (v) ease of integration and future 
upgradeability; and (vi) the ability to carry mixed 
utalog and digital signal fonnata. · 

The .Heavy Fuel Eli1lne1Low FrictJon Ellpne 
program. will deveJop lllld demonstrate a heavy-fuel, 
lightweight, IUJd eff'~eient en,gine fur air vehicles. The 
Low Friction Engine (LFE) is designed to operate 
without conventional pi.slon rings, which ar~ a 
principal c.use of internal combustion engine friction 
.end wb.icb diminish the amouot of usefuJ work that is 
available from an engine. 

The goal of the Helkopter Qwktla& (HQP) program 
is 'to identifY, develop and demonstrate lidvanced 
rotor technologies ibat can dnunaticaJly improve the 
survivability of military rotor systems. wjth miniJ;nal 
negative impact on ped'oanaoce, aff'ordability, 
availability and suitability. A critical elclmeat toward 
ibis goal is to create and demonstrate a physics~bascd 

design. too'lset that enables analytical design of novel 
rotor systems and rotorcraft for reduced acoustic 
susceptibility (detection and recognition) by the 
human threat 

The Heliplane program will design. develop and 
flight test an air vehicle tbat combines tbe vertical 
take-off and landing and low disk loading 
characteristics of a helicopter with the speed and 
efficiency characteristics of a fiXed-wing urcra.fl. 
The Heliplane demonsntor aircraft will be tailored 
to a combat search and rescue mission wilb a 400 
mile per hour c.ruise speed~ a I ,000 pound payload, 
and an unrefueled J'llt;ge of 1,000 miles. 

The goal of tbe lot~rated Compact Entiae Flow 
Patll progn;m is to develop a structurally integrated, 
toed bearing, composite, thrust vectoring nozzle. 
Designed to talce airframe loads through the nozzle 
and built of a high-temptrature cerami.c, this program 
will design, deve lOp, and demonsllate a full-scale, 
flu idic thrust vectoring nozzle in s direct-connect 
engine test. 

The LaiDinar flow Flallt DemoaatntJon program 
will explon tbe development of an extended laminar 
flow wing, with tbe potential for a drag reduction of 
up to 25 .percent compared to a typical fully turbulent 
wing. 

The go.eJ of the Liptwei&a.t Hlcb Eflkie•cy 
Aircraft Power Geaentloa program is to develop a 
lightweight, fuel-efficient .system that delivers up to 
rwo megawatts of electrical p<>wer to support high~ 
energy lasa' weapons on airborne platforms. The 
program will develop and demonstrate a novel power 
generation system capable of providiq full power 
(one to two megawatts at 25,000 feet/Mach 0.8) 
within 0.1-2.0 seconds. and that can operate in a fuel
etT~eicnt stuu:lby mode. 

Tbe Mulfi..M:odal MIHUe program will explore the 
development of &n integrated, networked man
portable weapon system capable of performing 
surfaco-to-surlace. and sw'face-to-air misaions with 
Ill emphasis on extreme precisioa targeting aa:uracy 
in both direct and indirect fire mode3 against multiple 
targets, IUid. beyond line-of-s.ight functionality 
including: (i) lliJlOI'Cd and soft ground vehicles; (ii) 
bunkers; (Hi) penoMCI; (iv) belicoptr:n; and (v) 
unmanned air v.ehicles. The Multi-Modal Missile 
capability ·will integrate a variety of existing 
weapo~system.s fw\.ctions1 and provide both 
moWlled and dismounted Soldiers with ao affordable 
compact system that is lightweight, simple 1o opcr:ate, 
and affordable. 
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The Na110-F18pplng Air Velticles program will 
develop flapping air vehicle technology le.ding to a 
bio-inspin:d flapping and rotary air vehicle with less 
than two-inch wingspan and gross takeoff weight of 
approximately 10 grams or less. Urban tetnin 
operations roqu.ire sensors that can be inserted 
without being detected, md that can navigate in 
diffiCUlt terrain. Small air vehicles that could be 
CIIIJl()Uflaged or that 'blend into the surrounding 
landscape and that c.an navigate intcrion without 
GPS could autonomously cany out a number ofhigb· 
risk missioos cum:ntly done by warfi.gbten. 

The goal of the Oblique Flylag Wing (OFW) 
program is to develop and dcmonstra.te an 
asymmetric flying wing that can vary ita wing sweep 
in night with ina-easing speed to optimize 
aerodynamic performance. The variabl~ sweep is 
achieved asymmetrically, wiih one end of the wing 
swept forward and the Olhcr swept aft. A supersonic 
Ucraft capable of long loiter times would have a 
revolutionary impact oo the battlefield, necc:ssilating 
fewer combat airaaft and fewer taDkcrs to 
accomplish mission objectives. 

The Precision Inertial Navlaadon Systems (PINS) 
program will develop an entirely new class of inertial 
navigation instruments using atomic inertial force 
sensors. These s.cnsors use the quantum mecbanical 
wave-like nature of atoms in the atomic analog of an 
optical interferometer to provide unprecedented 
sensiuvity to accelerations and rotations. The atomic 
sensors will fw:ther be used to measure the local 
gravitational fKld gradient to ensure that instrument 
alignment is properly maintained throughout vebicJe 
maneuver, titus mitigating gravity-induced navigation 
errors. 

DARPA's Proposis program has been developing 
physics-based materials damage models that 
accurately describe datnage accumulation from flight 
operations in both aircraft and engine structures. By 
combining ·ihese models with sensor and usage 
information, Prognosis aims to develop better 
predictive models for specific applications including 
the Navy's EA-68 and P-3 aircnft. tbe F-100 and P· 
110 engines, and the gearboxes in Army and Nary 
helicopters. 

The goal of the Riverine Cr. wier U oderwater 
Vehlde program is to develop unmanned underwater 
vehicle concepts that can travel underwater in 
rivecine 1and shallow water coastal environments to 
carry o:ut surveillance/reconnaissance and 
deployment tasks in denied, sensitive, or contested 
areas. The program will study how to operate an 

uomllllDed submerged craft in .riverine shallow wat« 
an:as (nominaUy at operational environment depths 
less than 40 feet) including rivers, estuaries, and 
harbors involving challenging surface and sub· 
surfiCCI oonditions such as obstructions, turbidity, 
wave action and currents . 

The goal of the Robust Surface a.nd Sub-Surface 
'Navigation (RSN/SSN) program is 'lo provide the 
U.S. warfightcr 1he ability 10 DBvigate effectively 
when ihe global positioning system is unavailable 
dl.IC to hostile action (e.g., jamming) or when blocked 
by structures and foliage. ·The RSNJSSN prognm 
will UJe signals of opportunity and specialized sianals 
from a variery of ground-. air-. and spa.ce-based 
souroes and judiciously placed low frequency radio 
frequc:ocy beacons. These will be received on the 
warfightc:r's for1heomiog software-defmed radios, 
and will use speciafty tailored algorithms to 
ddermine position. 

The SaacUIIaster proga.m is developing a pa.9Sive 
pilot enhancement system that fuses visible, infrared. 
and millimeter wave radiation to enable multiple 
b.clicoptcrs to land safely during severe brown· 110d 
white-out SandBlaster will exploit the low 
attenuation property of dust, fog, 111d soow on 
millimeter wave radiation to develop a pa.ssive 
millimeter wave system that precludes detection and 
prevents interfenmcc, as would be expected from 
multiple active systems operated in close proximity. 
SandBlaster will address four furldamental piloting 
siruatiooal awareness enablers: (i) pilot's ability to 
"see" in limited visibilily conditions; (ii) pilot's 
awareness of heljcopter drift; (iii) pilot's awareness 
of slope of ~rrain; and (iv) display technology 
ma&cbed to mjssion and human factors 
considerations. 

The S•all Combat Vehkle with Robotie 
A•tomatJon program seeks to achieve an optimal 
mix of manned and unmanned technologies in a 
small well prolected, highly deployable combat 
vehicle. 

The SmaU UA V Strike Munitiua pro,gram will 
develop the technologies for a prec:ision-guided 
munition, dramatically reduced in size and cost, for 
application to airborne unmanned systems and for use 
by dismounted Soldiers and Marines. An 
ineJlpensive, low-weight precision-guided munition 
th.at is effective against soft targets (vellicles, 
dismounts, conventional structures) can be utilized 
where expensive precision-guided weapons (e.g., 
Hellftre, intended for armored vehicles) are used 
today. 
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FoUowing the success of shaftless propulsion 
technologies demonstrated in the Tango Bravo 
program, DARPA and the U.S. Navy will design, 
build, and test a large-11cale S11bmariae Sltaftless 
Stern lnmo••ntor to characterize and mitigate 
risks associated with ship integntion into a next 
generation submarine propulsion option. The 
demonstrator .will be built to the minimum scale 
necessary to extrapolate hydrodynamics, powering, 
and acoustics to full-scale performance. 

The goal of the Super-Fast St~bmerced Traupert 
(formerly Underwater E.xpresa) program is to explore 
the application of supercavil&tion tecb110Jogy to 
underwlfc:r vehicles, enabling bigh-spced transport of 
penonnel and/or supplies. Supercavitation places lhe 
vehicle inside a cavity where vapor replaces water, 
reducing the drag due to fluid viscosity by orders-of
magnitude and power requireme~~ts dramatically. 
This program wiU u.se modeling, ~o-imulation, 
experiments and testing to· understand the physical 
phenomena usociated with supercavitation and its 
application to underwater vehicles. 

Combalanl divers CUITC1ltly rely on 1940's-era tools 
(compass and stopwau:b) to conduct hydrographic 
surveys and confirmatory bead~ reports. The poor 
accuracy of these methods was a aignificant risk in 
comba&ant dive missions in World War II, and still is 
ioday. The purpose of thi.a proaram is to develop the 
Tactical Uaderwater Navipdoll Syltelll (TUNS), 
a rapid and accurate handheld underwater navigation 
system using advanced navigation technology for 
comba&ant divers suitable for hydrographic surveys 
and coofumatory belch reports. 

The Tup Br.-vo program is nploring design 
options for a reduced-size submarine with equivalent 
capability of the VlROlNIA Class submarine. The 
implicit soaJ of this propam is to reduce pllltform 
infrastrYct\lre and, ultimately, the cOst or furute 
submarine design and produotion. 

The Uaique PrepuW.O Tecbalq•es program will 
develop a novel underwater propulsion teclmology 
for unmanned underwater vehicles and other 
underwater platforms that require high 
maneuverability at low velocities. The objective of 
the program is to develop a ribbon rm propulsion 
system, the type of propulsion used by electric eels, 
and dm1onstrate the inc:reued low velocity power 
efficiency and maneuverability . of an actual 
underwater platform. 

The goal of the U••anaed Penilteat Paraf•il 
System (UPPS) program is to develop and integrate 

the enabling technologies and system oapiibilities 
required to demonstrate a vehicle with large payload 
and long endurance characteristics capable of Wring 
off and lmding on the back of a small ship. The 
UPPS could be deployed rapidly and would provide 
48-boW'S of continuous organic air-support to small 
ground units or small marine vessels with a 200 
pound surveil~ and communication package. 

The UUV Power 'fedl•olltllet program win explore 
high-risk. high-payoff technologies (hat would 
s ignificantly iDcreue the overall mission duration of 
future unmanned unde.nvatcr vehicles (UUVs). To 
meet this objective, this e1Tort is punuing novel UUV 
power systems, sucb as novel fuel cells and structural 
batteries that have lbo potential for demonsntiog 
energy densities in the range of 1000-1.500 watt
hours per liter. 

The Very Hip Speed Terpede Defense program 
will develop coooepts for U.S. ship defense systems 
to defeat veey high speed (250 knot), rocket-powered, 
super-cavitating torpedoes currently under 
development by other nations. Queued by a ship's 
sonar system, ihe torpedo can be identified and 
localized using a large search volume taser-radar 
llliCking system that can be used ro compute a fuing 
solution. The torpedo will then be engaged by 
specially designed higb-speed projectiles (also super
cavitating) fired from the ship to neutralize the 
incoming threat. 

The goal of the V•lture program is to develop an 
airaaft capable of remaining on-slatioo, 
unintem&pted, for over (lYe years to perform 
intelligence, surveillance, reconoaissiDCe, and 
communication missjoos over an area of interest. 
Vulture would, in effect. be a n:tubble, pcrsislatt 
pseudcHatcllite capability, in aD ain:nft peclcage. 
The program will c:ooctude with a year-loog flight 
demonstration with a fully functional payload. 

Tbe WDM LAN fer Aerospaee Platfor•s prognm 
wiU f~ilitate building or upgrading military airctan 
and other aerospliOe platforms with a fiber-optical 
nctwodc:iog infrastructure. This will have many 
capabilities that are well beyond those of cur:mttly 
used copper-based te(hnology. These new 
capabilities include : scalability in bandwidth and 
number of connected devices; immunity to 
electromagnetic interference (EMI) and cable cross
talk.; reduced cable and overall systm1 weight aDd 
volume:; inaeued rel iability without an associated 
weight or volume penalty; ease of integration tmd 
future upgradeability; aDd the ability to carry mixed 
anaJog and digital signal formats . This will be 
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accomplished by taking full advanta,ge of fiber
optical wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) 
~bnology and leveraging optoeleclronic: and 
photonic integration tedlniquea developed in 
DA~ A photonics components programs. 

The Broad Ocea• Dem.JIIiog program will develop 
and demons.trate system capabilities to counter 
maritime improvi.sed explosive devices (IEDs). The 
program will also explore innovative distributed 
systems that can escort ships and allow them to 
detect, avoid, and if necessary, ncutrali_z.e these 
threats while underway. The program's technology 
development will include surveillance. networks that 
can be rapidly emplaced aod affordably moni!nred, 
improved detection and .neutralization ledmiqlle8, 
and robotic systems that can carry out the search and 
neulralizalion missions with minimal support from 
military ships. 

The goal of the Detect UAV program is to develop 
techniques to detect, uack, and characterize small 
unmanned air vehicles that a.re easily built, 
inexpensive, easy to operate, and offer an asymmelric 
adversary the ability to reach into well-defended 
locations and a~Use potentially large amounts of 
damage. The program includes signal processing 
techniques to; (i) detect small air targets in radar, 
video, acoustic, and passive radio-frequency 
inlerccpts; ( ii) correlate those data with lm.own 
objects (e.g., civilian aircraft); (iU) analyze the 
motion of any uncorrelated data; and (iv) rapidly task 
narrow-field--of-view sensors to collect more-detailed 
daca. 

The Helicopter ALert aed Threat TermlDado.n 
(HAL TT) program will provide Army and 
Navy/Marine helicopters with a way to detect small 
arms &nd RPO atta::ks, improve their abilit:y to 
respond, and provide affordable defeat of RPOs or 
other roclcets . 

The Hetei'Oiflleolit Urban Reconaaissaoce Team 
(HURT) program is developing integrated tactical 
planning and sensor management systems for 
heterogeneous collections of unmanned platfonns 
o~ting in W'ban environments. HURT controls 
multiple unmanned air vehjclcs (UAVs), feeding 
surveillance d.ata to warfighters with handheld 
computers. Warfighters can request infonnation, and 
HURT directs the most suitable UA V to the location. 

The Wideview program will exploit a technology 
used successfuUy by the underwater acoustic 
community, and convert it to give tactical a.CI'ial 
vehicles the. abili.Cy to continuously detect. loa~te, and 
track battlefield sounds (such as sniper firing) over a 
360-degree field of view . 

At the same time HURT C10 control other UAVs, 
maintaining broad area surveillance. 
The LearaJac Applied to Grouad Robots (LAGR) 
program is developing a new generation of learning 
perception and control algorilhml for autonomous 
ground vehicles and integrating thete learned 
algorithms with a highly capable robotic ground 
vehicle. lbe learning methods developed in this 
program will be broadly applicable to autonomous 
ground vehicles in all weight clas.sca and in a wide 
nmge of terrains. Algorithms will be created that 
learn to navigate based on experience aud by 
mimicking human teleoperalion. LAOR is CJtpected 
to develop sys~s that will provide breakthroughs in 
romplex terrain navigation performance. 

The Learning Lowaaolio• (Ll) program is 
addressing specific concerns in legged robotic 
systems. The approach taken here is to learn to 
interpret sensor data and apply Ibis knowledge to 
actuator conlrol to improve locomotion and 
navigation i_n complex environments. Learning 
tecbniques wilJ include (but not be limited to) 
reinforcement teaming and learning from examples. 
These advancemen.ts will open new horizons for 
unmanned military operations, surveilllmce and 
reconnaissance, and dramatically advance the 
capabilities of autonomous vehicles. 

The Leqed Squad SuppOrt System (LSJ) program 
will explore the development of a tettapod platfonn 
scaled to unburden the infanuy squad and, hence, 
unburden the Soldier. LS3 will levmage technical 
breakthroughs of prior biologically inspired legged 
platfonn development efforu to develop system 
designs to the scale and ~follJWice adequate for 
infanlry squad mission appUcations, focusing o.n 
endurance, payload, terrain negotiation, ud human
machine interaction capabilities, .as well as secondary 
design considerations, sucb as acoustic signature. 

Tho Multi Dimeasioaal Mobility Robot (MDMR) 
program is investigaling concepts that usc serpentine 
mobility to achieve new ground robot capabilities for 
search aDd rescue applia~tians. The MDMR system 
will navigate complex ulban tetnin and provide the 
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operalor with real time !mages of its environm.ent in 
applications chat include: overcomina obstacles ·lhat 
are a significant fraction of its length; crossina 
slippery surfaces; ascending poles; climbinJ steep 
slopes; and optically sensing its immediate 
swroundi:Dgs. 

The Sea SbJeJd program will develop an extensible 
automated battle maugement c:tpability to provide 
penisrent surveiUaoce and targeting coverage 1o 
protect naval battle groups against ovcnvbeJming 
threats. Sea Shield will ex1end area proecaion 50-
fold using layered and dlsttibuted sensmg and 
targeting by developing and implementing air, sea, 
and subsurfac.e autonomous, collabor.tive, and self
healing sensor networks. The aulomated battle 
man~&ement system will enable timely and 
coordinlled decision-making information and 
situltionalawareoess for tbe commander. 

DARPA cooducced the Urban Challeace to 
accelerace development of aufODomous ground 
vehicles capeble of uvigat.ing in an urban 
environment and operating safely among other 
vehicles. In ibe Urban Otallenge, unmanned 
autouomous vehicles had to obey traffic laws, avoid 
moving and statio.oary obstacles, complete U-tums 
within road boundaries, negotiate busy iDiencctions, 

The C.ol&.Mntive Netwerked A•tenOIIIOUI 
Vebldn (CNA V) program wiD develop autonomous 
control methods to ClUte a distributed set of 
unmanned undersea vehicles lo self-organize and 
distribute tasks dl.rougb judieious lrulsactioos 
conveyed over a shared communications network.. 
CNA V will provide submersed target delection, 
localization, aod tracking in restrictive littoral waters 
by creating a f~eld of doi.ens or hundreds of vehicles 
thai are connected by aoo.ustic wireless 
communications. The vehicles work coUaboratively 
and autonomously to dck:ot. classify, locali:zr and 
track target submarines transiting the field. 

The goal of the C.IUsion Avo ... nce & Dynandc 
Alnpace C•atrol program is to maximize airspace 
utilization through dynamic military airspace 

enter and exit parking spaces, and find and lravel 
along 10 altemllte rouwe wben che primary route is 
blocked. From a staning field of 35 semifinalists) II 
Urban Cballeoge finalists successfully and safely 
completed a National Qualifying Eventlo .compete in 
the final event on November 3, 2007, in Victorville, 
California. The top three teams that .oomplded tbe 
Urban OtaUenge' s 60 mile COW'IC in six hours or less 
were: (i) Tar1Ul being's ''Boss" of PitiSburgb. 
Pennsylvania, tumc:d in lbe top performance; winning 
tbe $2 million cash prize for ftnt--place; (ii) Stanford 
Racing' s .. Junior" of Stanford, California, won abe S I 
million for second place; and (iii) Victor Tango's 
"Odin" of Blacksbw-g, Virginia. received $500,000 
for finishing third. 

The goal of the Urban Ops Hepper program is 1o 
develop a scmi-aulonomous hybrid 
hopping/811iculaled wheeled robotic platform that 
could ad.lpt to lhe urban environment in real-time and 
provide both surgical lethality aod/or intelligence, 
surveillance, recoMaluance (ISR) to any point of a 
city, wbiJe remaining lightweight. small, and 
expendable. This bopping robot wouJd be lnlly 
multi-functional in that it would negotiate all upects 
of the urban battlefield to deliver ISR and/or lethal 
payloads 1o non-line-of-sight targets with precision. 

management. The goal is for the cWTent Jabor
inlen.aive, buman-a:ruric process to be replaced by an 
automated system lbat efficiently manqes aU objects 
in !be ainpace, including munitions, manned aircraft, 
and unmanned air vehicles. 

The Peniltnt OceaD Surnlllance program 
combines gcolocation techniques, such as the global 
positioniog systc:m, with station-keeping and inln
scosor communication technologies to provide long· 
1erm station-keeping ocean environment sensing 
buoys. These technologies, when applied with stato
of-the-vt undenca warfare sensors, will result in a 
floating fteld of smart sensors capable of observing 
the undersea enviroament ·in an area, including 
de(ecting submarines and other undersea vehicles. 
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DETECTION, CHARACTERIZATION, AND AsSESSMENT OF UNDERGROUND 

STRUCTURES 

Our adversaries are well awan: of the U.S. military's sophisticated intelligence, surveil1111ce, and 
reconnaillllloe assets, aod the global nl8dl of our SIJ'ike capabilities. In response, they have been building deeply 
buried undapouad facilities 1o hide various activities IOd protect them from attack . 

While large, developed facilities have long been f'CCOglli.uJd as strategic threats, there is ioc:rcasing need to find 
and characterize small underground structures. These mctude caves that ~ as hiding pi8CCS IDd tunnels for 
smuggling weapons 111d infiltrators aaou borders. Caves and tuancls provide scc:.m entry into aeositive uas and 
might tmm contain prisons, weapons_laboratories, or nuclear power plants . 

To meet the Challenge posed by the proliferation of these facilities, DARPA is developing a variety of sensor 
tcclmoloaies and sysfl:ms - seismic, acoustic, electromagnetic, optical, and chemical - 10 fmd, characterize, and 
conduct post-strike usessmc:nts of underground facilities . 

The AJnom e TcuHgraplly ui•l Actin 
Elect,_ .. petics (ATAEM) program ia developin£ 
an active electromapetic (EM) system for Ubome 
imasing of subswfaoe structures, such as 
undeqround facilities or perimeter-breaching 
twmels. Tbe ATAEM system illuminates the ground 
with electromagnetic energy and interprets resulting 
distortions of the electric and magnetic r~elds to 
detect 10d characterize surreptitious scructures. An 
integrated system combining active illumination, 
sensing, and detection .proce..'iSing will be developed 
and dernonslratcd on an unattended air system, 

The Crou-Border Tuael (CBT) program is 
developing teclmo1ogies md systems to detect small 
tunnels used to b~acb security paimeten and 
national borders. The program goal is 10 develop 
inoovativc technologies, inspirtd by eeophysical 
exploration techniques, that detect and oharac1erize 
these threat tunnels, while sim'ullaneously slllisfying 
operlllional considerations su.ch as search rate, site 
access, and eJtposure of friendly forces. The CBT 
program is currently performing collections of 
sciamlc and electromagnetic data at a test bed using 
current state-of-the-art sensors from the geophysical 
industry. 

The Fatt-Sc.. Crou-Border Taanel Detection 
program will investigate, develop, and lransition a 
tunnel detection system that focuses on a fast linear 
scan rate, for operationally tractable protection of 
large controlled areas or national borders. Contrary 
to invasive imaging methods, the Fast-Scan concept 
is lO provide rapid detection of anomalous subsurface 
structures consistent with voids. The technical 
challenges include: (i) identification of optimal 
det.ection straiegies, source cbancteristics, and sensor 
geometries; (ii) rejedion of clutter with length scales 

similar to tuMels or response from non-tlueat 
structures (utilities); and (iii) tcchoolOI)' mia,...ion to 
a moving platform. 

The ~-Attkltde Airbom e Setlsor Syste• 
(LAASS) Active EM Payload program proposes to 
mip out the discribution of wiring and voids of 
underground facilities and tunnels by adding active 
electromagnetic imaging to the current LAASS 
passive electromagnetic design. This capabilicy 
would provide the Army, USMC and Special 
Operations Forces critical intelligenoe on the 
rudimentary facilities md caves used as operating 
bases or weapons caches by asymmetric threat forces . 

The p of the Low-Altitude Airborne Seasor 
Systa. (LAASS) Gn•lty Gndint Payload 
program as to develop and demonstrate an airborne 
gravity gradient system, integrated on a suitable 
(unmanned preferred) air vehicle, to det.ec:t 111d image 
underJround facilities/tunnels by measuring the 
sp~~tial chanse in acceleration (Jravity gradient) 
induced by the void which defmes the facility/tunnel. 
This capability would provide the ground forces 
(U.S. Army, USMC. Special Operations Forces) 
critical intelligence for the detection and 
characterization of underground r.cilities or runnels 
that breach controlled an:as or borders. 

The Low-AHitllde Ai.J'borae Se•10r Systea 
(LAASS) program is developing an airborne aensor 
system to ftnd alld charaetc:rize underground facilities 
used to shield and prolect sttal.egic and tactical 
activities, including command 111d control, weapons 
slorage, and manufacture of weapons of mass 
descrucrion. By passively capturing emissions 
associated with underground facility pn:sence and 
operations. and doing so using airborne sensors 
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(aco1J$tic, electromagnetic, gr•vity), LAASS can 
significantly increase our ability to sect. out 
underground facilities and map out their 
VlllnerabiUties and backbone structure. 

The Robust Tunoel Mapp.lag aod Opentloas 
program will investigate, develop, and lnnsition a 
single system that jointly maps underground tunnel 
networks and supports below-ground 
communications and navigation to meet the 
operational needs of ground forces conducting urban 
or counter-UGf operations. The program will 
explore and identify active sensing stnltegies thal, in 
the process of mapping the ex.tent of the tunnel 
network, can simultaneously support internal 
operations. The technical challenges include: (i) 
identification of a single phenomenology 1o meet 
mapping and operational needs~ (ii) dcvelopmcot of 
man-portable sensors for communications and 

SPACE 

navigation; and (iii) technology in~egralion to a single 
system. 

Building on the successes of technology developed 
under the Counter Underground Facilities progrun, 
the Strategically Hardened Fadllty Defnt program 
will continue to develop alternative earth-penetrating 
technologies lo defeat .sera·tegic.al)y hardened targets. 
Because the size and weight of lraditional earth 
peoenting weapons scale exponentially with the 
depth of the targeted facility, current warhead 
penetrat.ion depths are, and always will be 
insufficieot lo reach m:any of these targets. 
Therefore, a strategic capability gap exists, and new 
approaches to earth peoelration and warhead delivery 
are needed. This program seeks to leverage recent 
advances in earth-penetrating technologies for full 
defeat of strategically hardened facilities. 

The national security community, and the U.S. military in particular, use space systems for weather data, 
warning, intelligeoce, communications, and navigation; these systems p_rovide great advantages over potential 
adversaries. American society as a whole uses space systems for many similar purposes, making them an integral 
element of the U.S. economy and way of Jife. 

Thne advantages - and the dependencies chat come with them - have not gone unnoticed, and there is no 
reason to believe they will remain undlallenged or unlested In FY 2002, the Secretary of Defense directed DARPA 
to begin an aggressive effort to ensure that the U.S. military retains ias preeminence in space by maintaining 
unhindered "U.S. access to space andl'rotecting U.S. space capabilities from attack. 

There are fJVe elements in DARPA's space strategic thrust: 

• Access and Infrastructure is developing technology ·1o provide rapid, affordable access to space and 
efficient on-orbit operations; 

• Sltuadooal Aw.reoen wiU provide the means for knowing wbat else is in space and what that 
"something else" is doing; 

• Sp•ce MitsloJI ProtedioD is developing the methods for protecting U.S. space assets from harm; 

• 

• 

Space Mbtioa DeDial is working on technologies that wiU prevent our adversaries from using space 
1o berm the United States or its allies; and 

Spaee.Based Support to the Warfichter is developing space-based recoMaissance, surveillance, 
communications, and navigation to support military operations down on earth - extending what the 
United Slates does so well today. 

The Blaekswift Test Bed pr9gram will develop an 
extended-duration hypersonic lest bed to study tactics 
for a hypersonic airplane that includes a runway take
orr, Mach 6 cruise, and a runway lmding. This at 
bed is an evolution of the reusable Hypersonic Cruise 
Vehicle developed under the Falcon program. Key 

technologies to be demonstrated include efficient 
aerodynamic shaping for high lift-to-drag, 
lightweight and durable (reusable) high-temperature 
materials and thermal management techniques 
including active cooling, aulonomous flight control, 
and twbioe-based combined cycle propulsion. 
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The Fakon program is developing and 
demonstrating hypeiSOllic technologies that will 
enable prompt global reach missions. This capability 
is envisioned 10 entail a reusable hypersonic cruise 
vehicle (HCV) capable of delivering 12,000 pounds 
of payload a.t a distan.ce of 9,000 nautical miles from 
CONUS in less than two hours. The program wiU 
also develop a low~ost, responsive small launch 
vehicle (SLV) capable of launching small sa&cllites 
into low~ and sun-synchronous orbits, providing 
the nation with a new, small payto.d access to space 
capability. 

The goal of the Fast A~Ht Spac.ec:raft Testbed 
(FAST) program is to demonslrate a suile of critical 
technologies required to perform npid orbital 
repositioning in the geosynchronous belt. The 
ultimate goal ofF AST is to demonslrllle technology 
10 enable a high-efficiency, high-power {S().80 
kilowatt). fast-traosfer, roMning saiCUite, which 
would pennit on-demand &ecess to any point on the 
geosynchronous ring or within the high-altitude, 
super synchronous "graveyard" (where derelict 
syslems are regularly repositioned in order to free up 
orbital sloes within the ring), greatJy improving our 
space s ituational awareness capabilities. 

The goal of the Froat-end Robotics Enabllnl Near
ter• DeiHIIttradoa (FRENO) progr1111 is to 
develop, demonstrate and fly robotic manipulllor 
tecbnolocies designed ~ allow int.er.ctioa with 
geosyncbrooous cxbit-based military and commercial 
ap.cecml. cxtalding their service lives and 
permitting satellite repositioning or retirement 
FRENO will combine detailed stereo 
photogrammetric imaging witb robotic multi-degree
of-freedom manipulators to autonomously grapple 
space objects not outfitted with custom interfaces, 
and offers the potential for spacecraft salvage, repair, 
rescue, reposition, de-orbit and retirement, and debris 
removal. 

The goal of the HJallt Ddta-V EsperiiBtot (HiDVE) 
program is ~ design, develop, 10d demonstrate a 

The 81-Static Shield prognm will utilize existing 
~~atellite tracking, telemetry and control (TT&C) radio 
frequeocy illumination beams to create an 
electromagnetic (EM) shield in the immediate 
ytellite vicinity (e.g., .-iJhin a 30 kilometer radius 
from a geosynchronous orbit (GEO) satellite). Using 
the satellite orMi antennas to serve as bi-static 
receivers, reflections from intruder satellites could be 
detected up 10 l 0 kilometers from GEO spacecraft by 

low-mass, low-volume, high dclta-V solw lftcnnal 
propulsion engine suitable for integration with an 
approximately IS kilognun nanosatellite host. A 
HiDVE system will provide small satellites, 
historically constructed without propulsive capability, 
with subsWltial deh.a-V, thereby afTording 
nanosatellites increased orbital range in tlerms of both 
attitude and plane. 

The Mkrosatellite o e ...... tration ScleKe aad 
Tedlaolop Esperimeat Procra• (MIDSTEP) is 
developing advanced technologies, capabilities, and 
space environment characterization required to 
demonstrate - acrosa the continuum from low-Earth 
orbit to the deep space, super geo-$ynchronous 
environment - a suite of advanced, lightweight 
microsatellite technoJogie-S integrated into high
perfonnance microsatellites. 

The goal of the NaaoPayload Delivery (NPD) 
progrwn is to validate the technical feasibility of 
ukra-ligb~ight (1-10 kilograms), rapid-response 
spaceaaft delivery from land, sea, or air-based 
platforms that could be boosted to low earth orbit 
(200 kilometer altitude) in a matter of hours 
following call-up. 

The goal of the System F6 progmn is to demonstrate 
a radically new space system compoeed of a 
heterogeneous network of formation flying or loosely 
connec!Cd small satellite modules that will. workiog 
together, provide at least the same effective mission 
capability of a large monolithic satellite. System F6 
will pM'titioo the wb performed by monolithic 
SpBCea1lft (power, receiven, control modules, etc.) 
IIDd assign eac:h task: iO a dtdkated small or 
microsatellite. This fractionated space system offers 
!he potential for ndueed risk, greater flexibility (e.g., 
simplif~ed on-orbit servicing, rcconfigurability to 
meet ~anging mission needs), payload iaolation, 
faster deployment of initial capability, and potential 
for improved survivability. 

exu-acting the very weak hi-static illumination signals 
reflected off the intruder satellites. Use of existing 
satellite TT&C transmit anla\nas to generale a bi
static EM shield would provide a very importJmt 
situational awareness capability without the need for 
additional on-orbit assets around individual satellites. 

The Lena Vitw program is developing an inverse 
synthetic aperture laser radar tbat will enable the 
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hiab-resolutioo imaging of geostationary satellites 
when roupled to a lqe aperture telescope. Long 
View will develop an optical reference oscillator lbat 
is stable over lhe propagation time to a geostationary 
satellite and beck (about a quarta- of a second), and 
autofocus algorilhms lhat restore image quality that 
has been degJ'Ided due to atmospheric turbulence and 
optical reference oscillator instability over the 
imaging time (about 100 set:Onds). 

The goal of lhe Spau Sit~~atioaaJ Awnenesa (SSA) 
& Cou•tenpace Openttoaa Respoase 
E~tviro•-.elll (SCORE) program is to develop and 
demonslnte an operational framework and 
responsive defense application to enhance the 
availability of vulnetable commercial space-based 
rommunicatioos resources. SCORE will correlate a 
wide range of operational support and space system 

SPACE MIS~ION PROTECTION 

The RAJ) Hard by Desica program is developing, 
characterizing. and demonsttating microelec1ronic 
design tecbnologies to enable fabrication of radiation 
hardened electronic compooeots using leading--edge, 
commercial fabrication facilities. The program is 
pursuina development of design-based technologies 
lhat wilt enable pure commercial fabrication 
technologies to attain radiation hardened electronics 
equivalent to lhose from dedicated foundries. 

The effects of High Altitude N~tclear Detonations 
(HAND) are catastrophic to satellites, generating 
magnetically tripped charged particles that produce 
10 enbaoced radiation environment that would 
immediately degrade low earth orbitina (LEO) 
spacecraft capability and rault in their destruction 
within a few weeks. The Sleicht of HAND (SOH) 
program is a proof-of·concept demonarration of lhe 

. . 
SPACE-liARD SUPPORT TO 1'IB WAJtnG.BTZa . -

The goaJ of the MEO Sy•tlaetk Apemre Radar 
(MEOSAR) program is to dev.elop techniques to 
identify moving targets aod extract them from lbe 
dala prior to imaging to avoid streaking cauaed by 
lheir motions. MEOSAR will develop ~liable 
automated detection of moving targets within SAR 
imagery using a double thresholding process in 
interferometric phase and amplitude, a detection 
technique that can be readily reversed to excise the 
moving targets from the clutter (i:maae) backgroWld. 
The program will develop improved motion detection 
and removal algoriihms, demonstrate lheir 
perfonnaoce on simulated and airborne data, and 

ground user data to rapidly identify threat activities, 
propose miti&atina rountenneasures, and verify lhe 
effectiveness of selected responses. 

The Space Sun-eiUanee Telescope (SST) program 
will develop and demonstrate an adv~nced ground· 
based optical sy5tem to enable detection and trad:ing 
of faint objects in space, while providing rapid, wide
area search cap~bility. A major goal of the SST 
prosram is to develop the technology for large, 
curved focal pl~ un.y senliOIS to enable an 
innovative telescope design that rombines high 
detection sensitivity, short focal length, wide field of 
view, and rapid step-and-settle to provide orden-of· 
magnitude improvements in space surveillance. This 
capability wm enable ground-based detection of un
cued objects in deep space for purposes such as 
asteroid detection and space defense missions. 

technology and techniques to rapidly rmtigate the 
HAND-enhanced trapped radiation wilhin days of a 
HAND event, before LEO spacecraft capabilities are 
degraded. 

The purpose of lhc ULF Wave Study program is to 
develop and demonstrate methods for controlling and 
optimizing signal generation of ultra·low frequency 
{ULF) waves u well u controlling propaption to 
develop the poteDtial for use u a commUDication 
method. This will lead to a quantitative 
understanding of the outstanding i98oes related to 
ULF generation and global propagation appropriate 
for transition from research to fJCid implementation. 
The ULF program win provide necessary 
understanding of HAARP generated ULF waves that 
will lead to lhe development of ULF for applications 
of significaoce to military operations. 

develop an architectural concept for a MEOSA R 
system. 

The goal of the Novel Satellite CeiDmaakltioas 
(NSC) program is to develop a multi-user satellite 
communications system that allows ground-based 
UICrS with handheld radios to commWlicate with the 
satellite at hiah data rates, even when the users 1re 
close to multiple jammers and/or located in urban 
(i.e., severe multi-path) settinp. NSC will 
ICCOmplish this through novel signal processing, 
communications. 10d coding techniques. 
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INCREASING THE TOOTH TOT AIL ItA TIO 

U.S. forces are on a transformation patb to operational units that are .rapidly deployable, flexible and effective 
across a range of missions, from combat to stability operations. .Deployed forces require a robust and extensive 
support infrastructure that is growing even larger. The support infraslructure (the "Tail") holds back the ability of 
tl:ie operational units (the Wfooth'') to deploy rapidly and be wi1hin the decision loop of enemy forces . 

As informatio"n and communications increase in importance to modem combat and stability operations, more 
personnel are needed to operate the computm, software applications, and networks that support the front-line 
forces. New information technology offers an opportunity to increase lh.e existing forces' lootb 1o tail ratio by 
reducing the number of personnel required for support operations and making them available for other duties as 
needed by the Combatant Commanders. 

From the pctSOIIIIl computer to the lnlemet md beyond, DARPA hu been a key catalyst behind m:w:h of the 
information revolution. Information Technology (IT) is a powerful tool for warfigbters because it increases ·their 
tooth to cail ratio: IT is a substitute for layers of bureaucracy that would otherwise be needed to process information 
and hmdle the routine chores required for many warfighting tasks, while enabling warfighters to do things they 
never could before. 

DARPA is continuing this tradition, focusing on revolutionary new information technologies lhat will help the 
QS. military make better decisions faster and with fewer support personnel. 

There are three major themes in this strategic thrust: 

• Coplttve Computba& is reducing manpower by providing information systlems that "bow what they 
are doina" and em learn; 

• High Productivity Comp~atiag Sy1tems are speeding up the development and deployment of new 
weapon systems by more complete and rapid design and testing; and 

• Laaauage Proca~~ing is improving our global operations by providing local know ledge and 
interaction with the local population by removing language and culture buriers through superb 
macbfne language trmslation, thereby reducing the need for human translators . 

Tbc goal of the Accelerated Learnloc program is to 
identify non-invasive interventions that increase the 
speed of pr~rcssing from novice 1o expert in key 
military tasks. These may include, but are not limited 
to, neurophysiologicalty-driven training regimens, 
neurally optimized stimuli, and stimulatory/ 
modulatory interventions. 

The ability to make real-time changes 1o fielded 
military systems is a conc,em. The introduction of 
instructable computing woul.d permit non
programmers to reprogram hardware in real time in 
the field. The Boetstnpped Letlrniag program will 
develop the core tcc:bnology for sucb field-trainable 
military computing systems. This will directly 
address lhe growing need for real-time lactical 
reprogramming of military hardware and software 
systems. Bootstrapped Learning is essential for 

autonomous military systems that witt need to 
understand not only what ID do, but why they are 
doing it, and when it is appropriate to stop. 

Finding and integrating the right fragments of 
inform.ation from disparate data sources is a lang
stand.ing challenge for heterogeneous, legacy mili1ary 
information syst.ems. The Data Intecratioa and 
E.xploitatioa SystEm tb11t Learns (DIESEL) 
program will develop a new suite of information 
integration techniques that can learn to automatically 
ingest and understand new information systems as 
they occur, and ID semi~automatically map/integrate 
those new systems intu the existing information 
environment DIESEL's superior information 
int.egration capability will give warfightcrs the right 
infonnation they need at the right time, resuhing in 
better and faster decisions. 
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The Educatt.a DomillaDee program will provide the 
fint Digital Tutor to interact with each student 
individually, thereby optimizing lheir learning pace 
and knowledge. Ultimllely, the program will 
demonsaate its superiority against the schoolhouse 
and their best humlll tutors in a challenge cup. 

The f'nadadoaal LarDIDI Tecbaolol)' program 
seeks to develop advmc:ed machine learning 
techniques lhat will enable cognitive systems to 
continuously learn. adapt. and respond to new 
situations by drawing inferences from past 
experience ~nd existing information stores, resulting 
in military systems that ue more, robust, self· 
suff'ICient, and require minimal or no platfonn
specific customi7..ation. The program wiiJ develop 
hybrid learning lecbniques to create copitive 
syscems capable of learning military stracegy, 
leveraging large amounts of prior knowledge, 
iDCXKpOrating external guidance, and applying prior 
knowledge in real time to tbe naturally changing 
environment- all witbout programmer intcrvcotion. 

The (ate,rated Lcarni111 program is creating a new 
computer leaming pandigm in whicll systems Jearn 
complex worlcflows from warfighttrs, while the 
warfi&hters perfonn their regular duties - a capability 
that current machine learning technologies do not 
bave, The program is focused on military planning 
c.uks sucb as air operations center planning and 
military medical logistics. This learning technology 
would make it possible to create many different types 
of mitilary decision support systems that 11*11 by 
watching experts, rather lhan relying on hand
mc:oded lcoowledge, which is expensive and error~ 
prone. 

The Know What Is to Kaow Subtyste• (KWIKS) 
program is developing a support tool that, during the 
execution of a military operation, autonomously and 
continually lraeks the state of what is known about 
die environment (and bow well), and the forms and 
priorities of additiooal collection needs to achieve 
mission objectives with fewer frieodJy casualties and 
lower colla~«al damage. KWlKS will provide 
substantially automated assistance to the cum:nt 
(laborious and non·real4ime) process of collections 
planning, which currently includes manual steps such 
as analysis of external context, enemy and neutral 
goals md capabilities, and assessment of known 
threats. 

The Kaowledae Repraentattoa alld R•so•i•t 
Tecbaoloc program is developing technologies to 
acquire, integrate, and use high performance 
reasoning strategies in knowledge--rich domains to 
provide DoD decision makers with rapid, relevmt 
knowledge from a broad spectrum of soun:es, sucll as 
text, tbat may be dynamic and/or inconsistent. This 
research will explore new compul.ational models to 
enable commaod md control systems to use 
coru:eptual represelltatioos to pcrfo~m visual-spatial 
reasoning and to assist the commander in 
understanding and analyriog complex battlefield 
scenarios. 

The cost of haodcrafling information within the 
narrow confines of ftrSt order logic or other artificiaJ 
intelligence (AI) fonnalisms is prohibitive for many 
applications. .Machlae Readint addresses these 
issues by replacing tbe expert and associated 
knowledge en&ineer witb un-supervised or self
supervised learning systems, systems that "tad'' 
natural teJCt and insert it into AI knowledge hues, 
i.e., data stores especially encoded to suppon 
subsequent machine reasoning. 

The PenoDaH:zed AMistaat tllat Learns (PAL) 
program is developing integrated cognitive sysiems 
that act u personalized executive-style assistants for 
military commanders and decision--makers. PAL is 
creating a new 1eneration of machine learning 
technology that will enable information systems to: 
automatically adjust to new environments aJid new 
users; help com.maoders adapt to new er~em:y tactics, 
evolving situations md priorities; accelerate the 
incorporation of new personnel into command 
opentions; aod, make more effective' use of 
resources. 

The Tranlfer Learnhrc prognun is developing 
technologies that will enable a milit.ary syscem, either 
autonomous or assisting a human, to function in 
novel operational scenarios by adapting and applying 
wbaa it bas leemed from training scenarios and 
previous operational experieuce. The system would 
act effectively and appropriately in novel situations 
with little training. In order to acquire, reatructure, 
and apply task and domain knowledge in novel 
domains, the program uses techniques such as 
learning by analogy, task chunk.ing, deliberative 
techniques such as impasse analysis, md constructiQg 
modular, hierarchical and dynamically composable 
knowledge representations. 
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The goel of lhe multi-agency HicJI-Productivity 
Co .. pudnc Syate., (HPCS) ·program is to develop 
revolutionary, flexible, and well-balanced computer 
architectures Chat will deliver high performance with 
s•gnificantly improved . productivity for a broad 
spectrum of applications. The HPCS technology 
development pllft has three phases that extend to the 
end oflhis decade. The three phases are: (I) concept 
design study; {II) research and deveJopment; and (ID) 
system development. resulting in large-sca.le 

The Eiploihdoa Laacua1e Tedanolo&Y fer 
GeoiNT (geosplllial intelligcmc:e) prognm will build 
a system to: (i) excnct and Hnguistically confirm 
terms aad labels of geographic significance from 
graphica~ textual and audio sources; and (ii) to 
associate and verify the extncted infonnati.on against 
features extracted from imagery. Both extraction and 
1380Ciation will be performed aaoss multiple 
languages, and the program will develop necesS81)' 
database and query technology to suppon raptd 
access 110d sean:b. 

The Global Autoaomous IAJ11u•1e Explokatioa 
(GALE) program is revolutionizing the exploitation 
of bolh speech and text in multiple languages, wbich 
i6 currently slow, labor-intensive, 110d limited, by 
providing, in an integrated product, automated 
traos.latioo of foreign speech IDd te:xt, aloog with 
content djslilJalion. GALE wiD eliminate the need 
for translatioD and subject matter experts 8l every 
mililllry site where foreign laJliUige broadcast media 
and web-posted content information is obtained. and 
will enhance opeo~urce intelligence and 
local/regional situational awareness. Earlier DARPA 
wod in foreign language processing yielded au initiaJ 
integrated architecture concept for speech 
lrlnscription and lext translation, resulting in near 
edit-worthy text. Cootinuing work under GALE will 
produce a fully mature integrated an:bitecture and 

Bso-REvoLUTION 

prototypes. In November 2006, the HPCS program 
moved into !he !bird and fmal phase, in wbicb two 
vendon will complete the designs and technical 
deve.lopmcnt of very large (pet:ucale) productive 
supercomputen, demonstrating prototype systems In 
2010..2011. If successful, HPCS wilt enable nuclear 
stockpile stewardship, weapons design, cryptanaJysis, 
weather prediction, and other large-scale problems 
that cannot be addressed productively with today' s 
com.puters. 

dramatically improve translatioo accuracy by 
exploiting context aod other clues. GALE is 
addressing unstructured speech sucb u talk show 
conversations and chat room comnu.mications, and 
developing timely, succinct repons and alerts for 
commanders and warf1ghters. 

The Robust Auto111atk TranslaHon of Speech 
(RATS) program will address noisy and hostile 
conditions where speech is degnded by distortion, 
reverbenltioo, and competing convenations. RATS 
wiU build upon advances in GALE technology to 
enhance tb.e capabilities of speech processing to 
enable Soldiers to hear or read c lear English versions 
of what is being said in their vicinity, despite 1 noisy 
enviroom.ent. 

The SpokeD Laquace Ce•muakadeD aad 
TtluWaU.n Syltem fer Tac:tkal Use 
(TRANSTAC) program is developing technologies 
for robust, spontaneous, real· time twO-way tnnslatcd 
speech between our warflgbten and native speakers. 
TRANSTAC addres!eS the issues surrounding the 
nrpid deployment of devices for translating new 
languages, especially languages and dialeds with few 
translators. The swogram will support Arabic diaJects 
spoken in Iraq. 

DARPA's strategic thrust in the life scimces, called Bio-Revolution, is a comprehensive effort to harness lhe 
insights and advances of modem biology to make U.S. warftghters and their equipment safer, more capable, and 
more effective . 
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For more than a decade, the United States and many other nations b.a-ve made enormous investments in the life 
sciences - so much that it has become commonplace 10 say that the world is entering a .. golden age" of biology. 
DARPA is mining these new discoveries for concepts and applications that could enhance U.S. national security in 
revolutionary ways. 

DARPA' s bio-revolution thrust has four broad elements: 

• ProtK'tJaJ Rumaa .Aufls refers lo DARPA's worlc in biological warfare defense (BWD) and combat 

casualty care. Advances in BWD will protect warfightm not only from biological warfare agents, but 
also from the infectious diseases they regularly encounter oveneas. We are also developing advanced 
combat casualty care ~chnologies lo greatly improve the chances of our wounded surviving battlefield 
injwy. 

• Blolol)' to Eahaece MUltary System~ is creating new sysaems with the autonomy aad adaptability of 
living things by developing materials, processes, and devices inspired by living systems. The idea is to 
let natW'l: be a guide IOward better engineering. 

• Maiat8iaing Human Combat Perfor•ance is aimed at maintaining du: wvfighter's peak physical 
and cognitive perfonnance once dq:.loyed, de~>-pite extreme battlefield stresses such as heat aad 
altitude, prolonged physical exertion, and sleep deprivation. 

• Rntoriq Combat CapabDitta after Severe Inj ury describe:s the revolutionary technology DARPA 
is developing lo restore full function al\er severe injuries. Examples include techniques to accelerate 
healing, and revolutionuy new prostheses (or combat BmpUtees. 

The Aeeelented Manufact•rinJ of 
Phar••ce•tlcalt program will create an extremely 
rapid, llexible, and cost~effectiv,e manufacturing 
system capable of producing three million doses of 
Good Manufacturing Proce~uali~ vaccines or 
monoclonal antibodies within 12 weeks. This 
revolutjonary manufacturing platform wiJI have 
e"tnordinary flexibility, allowing for the 
manufacture of vaccines to protect against a wide 
range of vintl. protozoan, fungal, bacterial, and toxin 
antigens. A lcey to the program will be using 
manufacturing facilities that can be rapidly and 
cheaply established and/or used for other applications 
when not producing therapeutics. 

The goal oflbe Blood Pharmtnc program is tD create 
a dooor-less blood supply via the creation of C\I.Stom 
automated cel1 culture systems capable of larg~seale 
blood cell production from progenitor cell sources. 

The goal of the Cbtp-Sclle Micro Gaa Analyur 
program is 10 utilize lhe latest 
microeleetromecbanical systems (MEMS) 
technologies 1o implement sepanation~based 

analyzers (e.g., gas chromatographs, mass 
spectrometers, and poiychromat:or-likc devices) at the 
m.icroscale 10 greatly enhance the selectivi~ of 
sensors to specific species. This will enable 
extremely reliable, remote detection of 
chemical/biological agents. The use of MEMS 

technology should also increase analysis speed and 
allow such comp)Q analyzer systems 10 ~ate at 
extremely low power levels - perhaps low enough for 
operatio.n as autonomous, wireless sensors. 

The Deep Bleeder Acoustic Coaculatkln (DBAC) 
program will develop an autotnated system for 
detecting and stopping internal bleeding. It 
nominally will consist of a "blanket" or cuff, which, 
once placed ovec the injured area, will automaticalJy 
detect (lhroqh acoustic Doppler sensing) and 
cauterize the internal wound using ultrasonics. 

The EJ:treme Chemkal Clothiq program will 
develop a completely new approach to chemical 
protectioo based on an ·impermeable shell and a vapor 
layer with microfJwdic materials and peristaltic flow 
to maintain core temperature during intermittent 
bursts of combat activity. Blending cbaracteristics of 
a thermos and a heat pipe, Extreme Clothing ·will 
enable extended operation in desert, arctic, and high~ 
altitude environments by independentJy conlrolling 
evaporative heat transfer and external sheU 
temperature as core bioheat generation fluctuates. 

The Feedback Regulated AutoMatic Molecular 
Release (FRAMR) program · is developing 
biodegradable self--regulating drug delivery systems 
that will enable feedback·regulated release in 
response to biomarker(s) com:latcd wilh drug 
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efficacy ~d!or toxic icy. These systems will enable 
Soldier self-care through drug delivery methods that 
guarantee, in the combat environment, a therapeutic 
dose while eljminating Lbe possibility of overdose. 

The Femtosecond Adaptl~e Spectroscopy 
Tedlalqan far Remote Acent Detectloa 
(FASTREAD) program will demonstrate the 
capability to detect biological agents at standoff 
distances. The keys 10 this new capability are 
advances in femtosecond lasers, coupled wich 
~;Gherent nonlinear optical spectroscopy, laser pulse 
shaping techniques, and adaptive optics u.sed with 
s1ra~gies that optimize the return signal . The final 
goal of this effort will be to demonstrate sensitivities 
down to 10 agent--containi.llg-pBrticles per liter of 
atmosphere. 

The goal of the Hypendnrptlve Atmaspberlc 
Sa•pliDJ Tecbaology (HAS1) program is to 
develop systems that pennit exhaustjve, accurate, and 
economical collection of atmospheric trace 
!=QDStituents for chemical mapping of urban and 
military euvirunments. The system will demonstrate 
materials, packaging, and extraction technologies 1hat 
sample atmospheric impurities whose concenttation 
ranges from 20 parts pc:r billion to 200 parts per 
million by volume from 100 liter-atmospheres of gas 
in less than. five minutes. 

The objective of the Lone Term Stonge of Blood 
Produm program is to ~tend the shelf life of 
buman blood products through natural means to 

pro~ide medical operations in theater a safe, storable, 
and stable supply of blood and hemostatic agenta. 
Plans include lhe transition of a hum.an plate.let 
product with a shelf life of two years at room 
temperature. 

Tbe goe.l of the MIUtary Medklll I magma program 
is to provide a formidable arsenal of diagnostic tools 
for warfigbtc:r petformance and care by developing 
medical imaging capabilities to support milirary 
missions and operation. The program will 
miniaturize and enhance the capabilities and speed of 
CAT SC8DDers and will devcJop non-invasive imaging 
modalities for use by medics . 

Today's ehemical sensors are unable to combine 
sensitivity (patts-per-lrillion) and selectivity 
(unambiguous identifiCation of molecular species) 
with low false alarm rate. The Mission-Adaptable 
Chemical Sen10rs (MACS) program wiU develop a 
sensor based upon rotational specttoscopy of gases 
thai will have supc:rior capability in all categories, 
with the goal of achieving the highest possible 

sensitivity (parts-per-lrillion) for unambiguous 
detection of all chemical species. MACS will focus 
on size n:duction and simplicity of function to 

achieve portability and simultaneous de.tection of 
hundn:ds of species. 

The NiehHncale program will design, develop, 
iotqrate and demonstrate the enabling technologies 
and system capabilities required to perfQI'm fully 
auton.omous, just-in-time medical response and 
evacuation using an au.tonomous, airborne, man-rated 
platform. The Nightingale system will integrate 
advanced life support capabilities into a small 
unmanned (or optionally piloted) air vdticle that can 
serve as a low-cost, high-availability air ambulance 
deployed forward alongside troops in conlact 

The goal of the PACMAN-V program is to make an 
anificial phagmosome, or "destructive vacuole," 
which can be directed by surface ligands to destroy 
viruses, protozoa, or bacteria . 

Skin, wound, and ca.theter infections are a major 
cause of morbidity and mortality foUowing battlefield 
·numa. The goal of che Plasma Self SteriUzaden 
Medical Devices program is to develop self· 
sterilizing medical devices to reduce post~trauma and 
post-treatment systemic infection in combat medical 
care, The current focus includes CJ.perimeniS to 

determine the eJfectiveness of plasmas against a 
variety of microbes, as well as ro identify the. 
principal mechanism of action for plasma affects. 

The Predktiac Health ·and Disease (PHD) program 
will develop methods to assess whether an individua.l 
will develop a disease before the onset of symptoms. 
While current methods diagnose and treat after ao 
individual reports to a physician, chc goal of the PHD 
program is to use frequmt su111ei11Jnce to detect, 
i.l;ttervene, and eliminate disease before sympwms 
emerge, with lhe 't'ision of maintaining warfigbter 
medical readiness. PHD will develop the tec:hnology 
for a field-portable, point-of-care beahh assessment 
system tha.t is able 'to handle large throughput (I 00 or 
more analyses) in short time sp81l8 (less tba:n 3-hour • 
turnaround) at low cosl This will require a. 
multidisciplinary approach to diagnostics that 
includes, at a minimum, ionovative data analytic 
methodologies coupled with traditional and 
nontraditional medical diagnostics. 

Predidin& Pathogen [mergence is a 
multidi!ICiplinary program that will deploy 
metagenomics. population immunity, and commensal 
(non-pathogenic) colonization as tools to prevent the 
emergence of new human diseases such as Marburg, 
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seve.re acute respiracory syndrome, and avian 
influenza. 

The Preveoti•& Violent Explosive Neurological 
Tnuma (PREVENT) program is aimed at 
protecting 0111 wlltfightm from traumatic brain 
injury resulting from explosions. such as those from 
improvised explosive devices. The goal of the early 
phases of tbis effort is &o identify the physical and 
biological mechanism~ that cause this injury. These 
results will be used &o develop medica] treatments 
and protective couotcnneu\Ues !hat directly address 
the cause of iojwy. 

The Radiatioa Biodni~ry (RaBiD) progr.:n is 
developing technologies for rapid, bigh~pul. 
pooable and low-cost biodosimeCers to determine tbe 
radiation dose to individuals aft« acute radiation 
ellposure. This tcchnoloo wiiJ rapidly identify 
individuals wbo have been exposed to high-dose 
radiation in order to accurately ISSCSS radiation 
exposure levels. 

The Rapid Vaccine AIMSsment program is 
developing an interactive and functional in vitro 
human immune system using tissue engineering. 
This "immune system" will be able to test the 
effiCacy of vaccines against threat agents that, at the 
present time, can only be tesled in animal models, 
thus significantly decreasing the time needed and 
increasing the probability of success for biological 
warfare vaccine development. 

lhc:re are no simple, au&omal.cd respinl&ory support 
devices that ere suhable for the combat medic. 
Breathing emergencies 011 the battlefield either go 
UDtreated or require the full lttmtion of combat 
medics, leaving them unavailable to help other 
casualties. The SAVe: Pertaltle Veadlater 
program deve loped .a automated "Ambu bag" usable 
in thca.tre by the combat medic that is simple to 
opente, safe, rugged, and inexpensive. Since last 
year, the SAVe ventilator has becll dqlloyed with 
combet medics, and is saving Jives today. Because of 
its com.,.ct size, ease of use, and cost, a modification 
of the SAVe is being developed for civilian 
emergencies, such as pendemics. 

The Self-beco•tamaatlol Surfaeee program will 
explore, identify, and. develop creative new material 
technologies for the ultimate purpose of providing a 
surface treatment that is biocidal and exhibits self
cleaning/renewal behavior. The approach will 
involve innovative ways to incorporate biocid.cs into 
various surface treatments that will be used with 

mechanisms of self-cleaning that explore the use of 
hierarchical surface morphology. 

The Sensor Tape program will develop and 
demonstrate a low..c;ost ooo-time-usc low-power 
band-aid sized adhesive-applied blast doaimeter that 
records a~umulative blast effe<:ts for integration into 
combat medical care. 

The Staadotr Triace program will develop remote 
life signs detection technologies to assess the medical 
condition of individuals 011 lbe be.ttlef~eld. at ranges 
of I 0-1 00 meier'S, prior to seodina ill medics under 
fae. This progrwn will develop remote optical, 
infrared. and ndio frequency techniques co monitor 
key life signs, such as respinltioo and heart rate, co 
determine the timiog and mapitude of a potential 
medic.al response. The technologies will be 
evaluated for handheld operations by medics on the 
ground. and on airborne platfonns conducting post
conflict battlefield surveillance. 

The objective of the S•n'MDC Blood Lo• progf'IIIl 
is &o delay the oniCC hemorrhagic shock due to blood 
loss by reducing cellular oxygen demand. This will 
require developing a fundamental undersllllding of 
the mechanisms of oxygen use in cells, as well as the 
degradation mechanisms caused by lack of oxygen 
and how to reduce them. 

Th.e Tbrat Aaent Cle•d Tactical latercept aod 
Ceaat.ermeuare (TACTIC) program will develop 
and demonstrate lbe capability to: (i) npidly detect, 
classify, and identify an airborne chemical warfare 
agent/biological warfare asent battlefield threat at 
staodoff distancn; aod (ii) uae counterme~~SUte~ ID 
neutraliZJe and/or precipitate the thrat before it 
reaches lhe intended caract. Upon successful 
completion of the preliminary design md critical 
design n:views, a prototype I)'Siem will be built to 

demonstrate an effective classificationfldentificarion 
and couotcnneasun system capability iD open-air 
tests. 

The Tnaspel1able M•c•etk ResoDaace IIDAiiDI 
(MRI) progntm is developing an MRl syslem 
capable of field deployment to in-theater combat 
s~pport hospitals for diagnosis and assessment of 
trawnatic brain inj~o&ries to front-line Soldien, Sailors, 
and Airmen. The program will demonstrate a MRJ 
system that weighs less than 800 pounds and has a 
footprint of less than I 0 square feet. The goal is for 
the system to have• a ftcld of view 25 centimelet'S by 
25 ceotimc:tm by 25 centimeters, with 1.5 millimeter 
by I.S millimeter by 1.5 millimeter volumetric pixel 
dimensions, 10d that effectively produces two-
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dimensional axial images in 45 scconds or less (per 
l.S millimeter slice). 

The vision oflbe Tnu•• PINI program is to develop 
a npidly deployable system permitting a remote 
pbysiciao to perform critical acute stabilization 
tM/Qf WEI"* 9C~' \&\ ~ ll:.~v.i"t. mo<k (m 

wouodcd Soldicn in the battlefield wlto might 
otherwise die from loa or airway, be.morrhaac, or 
oCher ~tc injuries, such u a tension pncwnolhorax, 
befon: lbey can be craosponed to a combat hospital. 
The a,ystcm would be UICd whCII the timely 
deployment of proper medical penomel is not 
possible or 100 risky, and the patient canaot be 
evacuated quickly eooup to an eppropril&e medical 
facility. The Pf01J111D bas dernooatnled, for tile first 
time, cbe conduct of a IUfiical procedure oo a human 
phantom uaing ooly a te&erobotic awgcon aod robotic 
surgical uaiatllll ts. 

BIOLOGYTO~~T1 Y.S~ 
Accderated Leami•l: Oper adeoal System• will 
demonJtrate "novice to expert" quantitative tracking 
and l«leeleration in specific opera1ional tasks of 
inlcrest on military populations, aligned wilb current 
service pldDer goals. The program will dcwelop both 
task-specific and task-independent methods and 
stra1egies for Jem~ing acceleration applicable across 
multiple domains. 

The BiHe~alltarizatiol of M•nitiou program wiU 
develop a system for rapid, safe, and effective 
iniiCtivatioo of explosive munitions stockpiles in
place. greatly reducing tbe raw materials available for 
consiructiog, for example, improvised eJ;plosive 
devices. The program will develop chemical and 
biological technologies and control processes to 
rapidly perforate m11nition casinas and alter the 
explosive fill The periontioo and explosive 
altentioo technologies will be integrated into a 
ficldab.le system and teSted against m\U\itions 
stoc.lcpiles. 

TM Blolockll Sen~ory Structure E••lation 
(BioSeaSE) propam is des~gned around the concept 
of understanding biological SCftSory structures 
through advanced characterization, and emulating or 
transferring Ibis knowledge to the aeation of superior 
synthc:tic aenson. This prognm will focus on 
vibration/flow sensing aod thermal sensing, with the 
goal of producing .man-made sensors with the 
e~treme capabilities found io the biological world. 

The goal of the Virtual Autopsy program is to 
develop a new concept in post-mor1em examination 
to complimc:nJ cum:nt procedun:s by increasing both 
the accuracy and speed of performing autopsies. This 
wiiJ make autopsy information available more 
rapidly, while being les.'l invasive. It will also 
ptO'lide in(~ tUl w\ll lead to ~ bdtec. 
underslanding of wartime injuries and, thus, the 
development of improved protective equipment 

The Wow•d Stasis Spray prognun win create a 
nmofiber-bascd aprayablc wound treatment that 
provides; (i) irnmc:diatc pn:ve11tioo of blood loss; (ii) 
antimicrobial activity; and (ill) control of local tissue 
respoDieS including pain aod inflammation. The end 
product wiD be a spray device thai maintains 
therapeutic stability under military operating 
c:ocditions, curies enough product to nat cobic 
square feet, aod is opcnble wilb one Mild. 

The goal of ·tbe BloloclcalJy haaplred Seo10r Arrays 
program is to mimic biological approaches to develop 
smaller scale arrays suiLable for small urun'anned air 
vehicles. The program will explore multipath 
interactions, fn:quency/temponl/spatial relationships, 
and tbe corresponding advanced space--time
frequency signal processing algorithms to develop 
higbly sensitive directional capabilities . 

The C .. alttve Tecl••olo&Y Threat Wanio& 
System (CTlWS) program is developi"8 prototype 
Soklier~portable digital imacinl threat queuing 
systems capable of effective detectjoo nnaes of one 
to ten kilometers against dismo\U\ts and vehicles, 
while simultaneously surveying 1 120-degrec or 
great~;r field-of-view. The procram will b.amess the 
brain's natural c•p•c:ity to rapidly detect threats 
(b11mJm-in-the-loop) with hardware and software 
implemeolations of nCW'Omimetic processing similU' 
to that carried out by the bu.man visual system 10 
create a cognitive system that quickly finds lhreats in 
the environment - with a low number of false 
positives - giving our warfighters more time to mab 
Lactical decisions within the operating environment 

The Enabling Stress Reslst:anee propam will create 
a comprehensive, quantitative description of the 
impact srress has on the brain, including 
neurophysiological, cognitive and behavioral 
measures. This includes understanding sttess 
resilience, effects of inll:nse physical exercise on the 
brain, repeated SU'CSS exposure, maladaptive stress 
response, control over stress, corticosterone stress 
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response, and genetic ideo.tification of novel target 
genes related to the stress response and profile. 

The Naltk Mater:iab program will develop new 
materials that distribute the stiain and power 
capability of hydraulic actuation throughout an active 
material. This will result in 8 material lbaa is truly 
adaptive, i.e .• a material that can change shape with 
essentially infinite degrees of freedom. producing 
large•scale structural shape changes. 

The Neovisionl/Neovition progn.m is pursuing an 
integrated approach to understanding the object 
recognition pathway in the brain. This fundamental 
biological research will use methods intentionally 
geared toward computational and .modeling 
approaches that ate amenable to hardware- and 
so1\wue-.based implementatioos. If successful, Ibis 
effort would propel the field of visual neuroscience 
forward, wbjle laying the groundwork for syn:thetic 
visual systems with drastically improved speed and 
fidelity. 

The goal of the Ne•rotechnoJocy for latelliceac.e 
Analysfl (NIA) program is to understand bow early 
neural signals can be used to determine when lhe 
brain has seen 8. particular image of interest, and to 
develop approaches to non-invasively measure these 
signals. Successful development of a 
neurobiologically-based image triage system would 
inaeasc the speed and accuracy of image analysis in 
a conlex1 where the number of acquired images is 
e.xpecled to rise significantly. 

The Powenwi• prognm is using the highly effiCient 
way sea mimals swim to design a new swimming 
device. Ordinary swim fms push through lhe water 
and ue about t 0 percent efficient. The Powenwim 
program is developing a device lbat uses fm lift for 
pr-opulsion -- it besic.Jiy "fliea .. through the waeer -

~~~IJ!d+!·~;;~~AN~, 
The Moleallar Tarcell of Stress program will 
determine the precise biochemical mechanism that 
leeds to adverse consequences aaaoci8ted with 
physical and/or mental stress. ~er physical or 
mental, stress leads 10 the production of adrenaline 
and similll' hormones that affect diverse eehs in 
similll' ways. By pnx:.isety ideiltifymg the 
biochemical changes inlide the coli, the program will 
identify targets for new eountenneasurcs. Impacts of 
the program could span f1:010 muscle fatigue to post 
traumatic stress disorder. 

with an efficiency of 80 percent. This could double 
!he speed and range of U.S. Navy SEALS, allowing 
!hem to arrive on-shore much faster and much less 
fatigued. 

The RettlNose program will create JD exquisilety 
sensitive, but flexible olfactory system built from, 
and inspired by, the struclure and components of the 
mammalian olfactory system. 

The goal of the Stealtby Se•s•n program is to 
capitalize on unique capabilities in animal eodl.l.rallCe, 
mobility, and sensing to protect military personnel in 
bigb-'lhreat environments. Example applications 
include using a pigeon's natural homing behavior to 
redirect trained birds 10 investigate a remote tll'get, 
and a multifunctional elecuonics package for bigh~ 

performer improvised explosive device detection 
dogs. 

The goal of the Understanding Long Term 
Me1110ry prognm is to determine the precise 
bioch.emical basis for the induction and maintenance 
of long term memory, focusing on the neuron, not the 
synapse. The program will develop training md 
assessment leehniques that maximize long term 
memory. 

The Z-Man program is developing climbing aids that 
will enable an individual Sold1er to scale vertical 
walls construcied of typica1 building materials 
without the need for ropes or ladders. The inspiration 
for these climbing aids is the technique by which 
g-eckos, spiders, md small animals scale vertical 
surfaces. by using unique biolo.gical material systems 
!bat enable controllable adbesioo using vm der Waals 
forces, or by boolciQg surface asperities. This 
program seeks to build synthetic veraioos of those 
material systems and Wen use lbem in a novel 
climbing aid optimized for use by humus. 

The goal of:lbe Peak Soldier Perfor .. n~:e program 
is to develop novel strategies that exploit and control 
lbe mechanisms of energy production, metabolism, 
and use during short periods of deployment requiring 
hlgh levc:Js of physical demand.. The ultimate goal is 
to deploy the wartighter at peak physical condition 
and maintain lbat level of performance throughout 
the mission, providing the warfigbter widt dte ability 
for prolonged activity without the loss of strength, 
endurance, or mental acuity during mission critical 
periods. 
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The Cell Prosthetics program will develop 
therapeutics for diverse forms of battlefield injury by 
focusing on the cell as a wget for therapeutics. 
Specific technologies to embed enzymes or custom 
drug portals in the cell membrane will be 
investigated. The program offers the potential for 
universal cellular giafts that can be utilized for repair 
and restoration. 

The Clo_.Loop Bone Osteocenesis program will 
develop an implantable d.eviee useful for stimulating 
bone growth in cases of traumatic injUJY and 
lengthening of n:mnant limbs after amputation. The 
..smart implant" will facilicate- modification of 
lreabnent panuneters based on feedback (mechanical 
and biological) from the regenerate site. 

The Cranial Facial Rewnstruction (FACE) 
program will eo-develop a high-fidelity wound 
imaging and modeling system with advanced tissue 
engineering focused on correction of cranio-facial 
trauma.. The developed set of tools would allow in 
silico surgical planning/training and produce patient· 
specific facial tissue ready for surgical implantation. 

The goat of lhe Human-Assisted Ne•ral Devices 
(HAND) program is to develop the sc-ientific 
foundation for understanding the language of ihe 
brain for application 10 a variety of emerging DoD 
challen_ges, including improving performance on 'lhe 
badletieJd and n:tuming active duty military 10 their 
units. This will require an Wlderstanding of 
neuroscience, significant computational efforts, and 
new material design and implementation. Key 
advances ex.pecled from this research include lhe 
ability to improve decision malting in a variety of 
DoD applications, including imagery analys.is. This 
program will also provide an underscanding of how 

CORE TECHNOLOGlES 

the brain adapts as it learns, which can be translated 
into improved training approaches that allow 
transition tiom novice 10 expert in military tasks, e.g., 
marksmanship, with minimum effort and time. 

The Restorative Encodln& Me•ory latecrated 
Neural Device (REMIND) program 'Will restore 
memory function to warfi,glaters who have suffered a 
traumatic brain injury (TBij. These methods could 
be applied to the broader TBI patient population, as 
well as to those who have suffered from stroke. 

The rate and quality of wound hea1ing is a critical 
factor in recovering from battlefaeld injury, including 
loss of limb and burns. By developing an 
understanding of the behavior of cells as they recover 
from injury, 'lhe goal of the Restorative InJ•ry 
Repair/Phase II program is to reduce healing times 
by 50 percent, while significantly" reducing the scar 
tissue that leads to serious future complications. 

The goal of the Revol•tionizlnc Prosthedcs 
program is to radically improve the state of the art for 
upper limb prosthetics, moving them from crude 
devices with minimal capabilities to fully integrated, 
fuRy fWl.ctional limb replacements tbat are directly 
controlled by lhe brain, just like natural limbs. 
CUJTent prosthetic technology generally provides 
only gross motor functions with very crude 
approaches to control, which mak.cs it difficult for 
wounded soldiers to return to militacy service. The 
program is combining the lalents of scientists from 
diverse areas (including medicine, neuroscience, 
orthopedics, engineering, materials science, control 
and information theory, mathematics, power, 
manufacturing. rehabiljtatioo. psychology and 
training) to radically improve the ability of combat. 
amputees to return w normal function. 

The eiglat DARPA strategic thrusts described above are strongly driven by national security lbmats and 
opportunities. However, a major portion of DARPA's research emphasizes areas lwgety independent of current 
strategic circumstances. These con: technologies are the investments in furtdamenlally new technologies, 
particularly at the component level, that historically have been the technological feedstocks for new systems creating 
quantum leaps in U.S. military capabilities . 

In f-act, these' technologies often form enabling chains. Advanced mater.ials have enabled new generations of 
microelecttonics, which, in tum, have enabled new generations of information technology, the key technology for 
networ,k:-centric operations. DARPA's support of these tbundaiions naturally flows into its su.tegic thrusts with a 
fair amoWlt of productive overlap. For example, some of the work under the Bio-Revolution thrust is closely n:latcd 
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to the materials work, and the information tectinology work is being reabaped by ·the Increasing the Tooth to Tail 
thrust. 

Until recently, quantum effects in many electronic devices did not have overriding significance. However, with 
shrinking device sizes, quantum effects not only have to be taken into account but can dominate how devices 
perfonn. DARPA is conducting research aimed at technology built around ciploiling quantum effects to achieve 
revolutionary new capabilities. 

The Co&nktvely Au.paented Desigo for Quaatuna 
TechaolocY (CAD-QT) program is de¥eloping 
learning-based optimization tools to enable the 
design of radically new electronic, optical, and 
optOelectronic devices that exploit effects at the 
quantum level. This is in contrast to traditional 
microelectronic!photon.ic device design, which 
utilizes quantum effects only at the scale where the 
numbers of carriers or photons is large enough to 
apply s1atistical averages. CAD-QT is developing 
quantum models and advanced search and 
optimization algorithms to create an inaelligent search 
engine to gulde the d.esigner through the complex 
trade spaces of quantum devioe design. 

The G•ided BEC (Bose-oinst~in Condensate) 
program is developing improved navigation 
technol~gy for aircraft (including unmanned a,ir 
vehicles) and oaval vessels by demonstrafing Bose-
Einstein Condensato-based atom interferometers as a 
way 10 precisely measure device ro .. tion. Both 
magnetic 8Jid optically formed waveguides will be 
used to demonstrate rolatioo sensitivity. This 
program will also focus on improving BEC lifetime 
and atom Dux, which will allow devices 10 reach 
compelling sensitivity levels and enable atom 
interferometa--based inertial measurement units that 
otTer two orders-of-magnitude improvement over 
CWTeat navigation systems. 

The Hyperspectral Radiognpbk Source (HRS) 
program wiU develop a set of interoperable modules 
to convert ulira~short, ultnt-inlense laser pulses into 
high-brightness beams of either secondary photons 
(v~uum ultraviolet light, x-rays, etc.) or particles 
(protons, eleclrons, neutrons, or positrons). ~-Y 
interfacing with a common laser source, a single 
table-top apparatus will fonn a system by which one 
would duplicate many of lbe capabilities of several 
different National-Laboratory-scale facilities. 

The goal of the Nano1nled Architecture for 
Cobere.nt Byper-Optle Sou.-ces (NACHOS) 
program is to produce nanoscaled lasers with all three 
dimensions shorter than the wavelength of the light 

they produce. Nanoscaled lasers potentially offer a 
wide range of applications, including close 
integration with electronics, on-chip light sources, 
and single pho10n sources. 

The Quantum Entan&lemeat Science aad 
TechnolocY (QuESl) program is creating new 
quantum information science technologies, focusing 
on loss of information due to qu.antum dccoherence, 
limited communication distance due 10 signal 
attenuation, protocols, and larger numbers of 
quantum bi1s (Qubits) and their eniJinglement. Key 
among the program ' s challenges is integrating 
improved single- and entangled-photon and electron 
sources and detectors into quantum computation and 
communiC'ation network~. Defense applications 
inelude highly s~ure communications. algorithms 
for optimization in logistics, highly precise 
measurements .of time and position on the earlh and 
in space, and new image and signal processing 
methods for target tr.acking. 

The Quan.tum Joformation Science (QIS) program 
will ex.plore aU f~ets of 1he research necessa.ry to 
create new technologies based on quantum 
information science. Th.e goal of the program is to 
demonstrate the potentially significant advantages of 
quantum .mechanical effects in communication and 
computing. Expected applications inc.lude:' new, 
improved forms of highly secure communication; 
futer algorithms for optimization in logistics and 
wargaming; highly p~ise measW'CI11ents of time and 
position on the earth and in space; and .new image 
and signal processing me.thods for target tracking. 

The Quantum Sen1on program is developing 
approaches to exploit non-<:lassical effects called 
entanglement to improve the resolution and range of 
military sensors. Quantum sensors will retain (be 
geoerally better propagation characteristics of long 
wavelength light, while acbiev~ the better spatial 
resolution of short wavelength llldiation. Whereas 
coaventional. classical sensors rely on light with 
shorter wavelengths (e.g., blue li,gbt) to produce 
sharp images, quantum sensors will be abl& to use a 
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non-classical effect c:alled "enlanglement" to retain 
high resol~ttion u lhe wavelength increases. Two 
broad classes of sensor are uoder consideration: 
Type I quan.tum sensors propagate entangled photons 
to a tarset and bKk to a detector, where quantum 
effects may enhance resolution; Type II quaotum 
season propagate clusical radiation to the target. and 
entangled photons are used within lhe detector lo 
improve resolution. A third cliiiiS of approach, based 
on ghost imaging, is also being explored . 

._..,c c;•, • 
~ ----.. 
. ~- ~ . :;;:?~~<;~~ 

The goal of the Slow LJcbt program is to develop the 
fundamental physics and materials to enable the 
engineering and integration of "slow light" optical 
components for a broad variety of infonnation 
processing tasks. Key technical cbaOcogcs ~Jude 
developing new solid.~stale materials, detailed study 
of non..eqwlibrium effects and other physical 
limitations of slow light systems, md undei1tall.ding 
and exploiting few-photon interactions with slow 
light systems. 

For the past several years, DARPA bas beeo ex;ploiting md. develop.ing the synergies among biology, 
infomWion tecbnology,md micro-/nanotecb.nology. Advances in one area oftm benefit the otha- two, and DARPA 
has beco active in infonnation technology and microelectronics for many years. Bringing together the science and 
technology from these three areas produces new insights Bl'ld new capabilities. 

The Bio-Eiedrollics .and Plaotoaia program will 
demonstrate new capabilities in biolo.gically derived 
optical aod electronic media and devices. The 
program will Qplon: highly promising organic and 
biological materials, such as deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA), proteins, and novel nucleic acid-like 
ma&crials tluit have the potential to fundamenlally 
change the way tbat we develop and process 
electronics by producing the biological analog of 
band gap and he~erostructure engineering. The 
progrwn will develop tecbniques for inclusion of 
such biological malefials in a myriad of electrical 
devices ranging from diodes to batteries, the primary 
objcetive being improved pcrlonnance (e.g., reduced 
l.eakage current and fas~er swik:hing times in field 
effect transistors) and lower costs. 

The Brabl PIJstkity for Accelented Learnl111 
program will con-duct basic research to uncover and 
utilize lhe innate plasticity in the human bnain in 
order ID accelerate learning in the operational 
environment This effort will develop specific 
methods to track, facilitate and a«:elerate Learning in 
the operational environment through line sensitive 
elcctrocucephalognphy and functional magnetic 
resonance images 

The Coatrol of Protein Confor•ations program 
will enable the modulation of single protein a.ff'ani·ty, 
activity, and selectivity via real-time manipulation of 
single protein conformation. Real-time control of 
protein conformation will enable the development of 
biosensors with tunable properties and/or improved 
countermeasures for defcuse against chemical and 
biological attack . 

The Enrtneered Blo-Molecular Naa•Deviees .. d 
System.s p~ wiD develop and demonstrate 
engineered bio-molecular, aanoscale devices that 
enable reaJ-time observation an,d analysis of bio
molecular signals, enabling single-molecule 
sensitivity with the simultaneous exploitation of the 
tempural domaifl (i.e., stochastic scnaing). Arrays of 
sucb devices wiU enable an order-of-magnitude (tO
to 10-rimes) reduction in the time required to analyze 
and identify known and unknown (engineered) 
molecules . 

The goal of the Fuadamental Laws of Bioloc 
pr()-gtam is to discover the mathematical principles 
(j.e., fundamental laws) of biology. The first phase 
has idculified fundamenlal problems in malhematic:al 
biology that cross many orders-of-magnitude in 
spatiotemporal scales. The goal of the c:wrent phase 
is to translate the mathematical language developed 
in phase one into theories of biological phenomenon 
that can be used to make and verifY predictions. 

The goal of the Hybrid Insect MEMS (81-MEMS) 
program is to create technologies to reliably integrate 
microsystems payloads on insects. If successful, 
these payloads would extract power from the- insect, 
control insect locomotion, and also carry DoD
relevant sensors. The technology would use 
biological entry points in insect development, e.g., 
metamorphosis, to achieve reliable bio-electro
mecbanical interfaces to insect sensors and tissue. 
One of the program's objectives is to control insect 
locomotion to within five meters over a distance of 
100 meters, have the insect remain at the target, and 
transmit information from sensors, microphone, and, 
possibly, a camera . 
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The lntelllpat Multi-modal Volu•e Anp 
Computed TollDOCraphy (IM·V A C) program. will 
create a digital imaging system that is capable of 
performing a total body scaD of a person using the 
multiple scanning techniques of computed 
tomopaphy (Cf), posilrOn emission tomography 
(PET). and single positron emission tomography 
(SPECT) on a single detector. Such a capabiUty wiJI 
be able to produce a single image tbat presents bocb 
an110mic (CT scm) and functional (PET and SPECT 
scans) information in a single image. 

The goal of the Non-coatac:t EEG Tec:lllaololiet 
(NE1) program is to develop a non-contact 
electroenoephalograpb system based oo ne"IW electric 
field sensor designs. The sensors would have 
performance characteristics to measure the electric 
field due 10 brain activity (0 . .5-21 hertz (Hz) signal 
with 500 nanovoh per Hz~ sensitivity) and be 
oompad enough to mount oo a lightweight cap or 
inside • warfiptet' s helmet. The signal from the 
individual sensors would fhen be collected and salt 

wirelessly to a unit mounted oo the subject for further 
processing. 

The Plaateaaa prognun is investigating the potential 
for use of plants .u antennae. Applications include: 
(i) repeaters for low-power interior monitoring 
devices; (ii) covert cellular communication network; 
(iii) clandestine radio reception and broadcast; and 
(iv) spoofing enemy counte:rmeuures. 

The goal of tbe Proteia Detip Procaaa prognm is 
to radically transform the protein desip process by 
developing new mathematical and biochemical 
apprOKhes 10 lhe in silico design of proteins wiUI 
specific functions. This would be extremely 
iinportant to enhancing the di.!lcovery and design 
processes for therapeutics by dC'tennining tbe 

struct\lre of a spccifac protein that binds with a 
specific pathogen in days, not months. 

The RevolutloairJa& Elfttroales witb BioJockal 
Materiall program e.ims at two objectives: (i) 
develop new materials to replace silicon for ullra· 
dense and miniaturized eleclronic devices; and (ii) 
develop liquid-state electronics. Speciftcally, the 
prognun will explore higbty promising organic and 
biological material$, such as deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA), proteins, and novel nucleic acid-lilce 
materials that have the potential to fundamcotally 
change the way electronics are developed IJid 
processed. 

The Syste•• of Neuromorpbic: Adaptive Plastic 
Scalable Electr ... lcs (SyNAPSE) program will 
develop a brain.inspired electronic "chip" that 
mimics the function. capacity, size, 111d power 
consumption of a biological cortex. If successful, the 
program wil1 provide the foundJitions for functional 
machines to supplement bwnans in many of the most 
demanding situations faced by warfigbten today. A 
specific objective of the program is to process video 
images for information abstraction (e.g., annotation) 
and task initietion. The two maio technical 
challenges to achieving Ibis vision are developing an 
artifiCial electronic synapse and developing a neunal 
al,gorithm-arcbiteeture that exploits these synapses. 

The Youac Faeulty Award (YFA) program wil1 
identify rising raearcb stan in junior fiCUlty 
positions in academia and expose them to DoD needs 
and DARPA's program development process. The 
long-term aoal is to develop the oext geoentioo of 
academic scientists in key discipline~ (e.g., 
microsystems, mathematics, and nauo5cienc:e) who 
will focus a signi'ficant ponion of their career on DoD 
aDd national secwity issues. 

DARPA's mllhenwics program develops new madlcmatical tools for a broad continuum of DoD missions. 
The program is rooted in tbe IeDet !hat DoD needs arc best addressed by intqra1cd teams of matbematicians and 
subject matter experts. This enables Ule rapid exploitation of new mathematical techniques to create novel 
technologies, as well as lranslating tedloological needs into research problems for the mathematics community. 

The goal of the A••loe Lock proaram is to develop 
and dcmonstrale an:hiteclllres, designs, and 
development tools for implementing computational 
functions in analog circuitry to overcome 
perfonnaoce limitations inherent in digital designs. 
This program will apply lhe tecllnologies lO signal 
prOCC$Sing func:tioos typically pcrfonned in digilal 
form, which experience design complexity, high 

,powa consumption, thermal loads, ~imits to 
computational speeds, loss in dynamic range, and 
susceptibility to manufacturing variances. The 
Analog Logic program will build and demonsltl.te an 
analog-onJy signal processing capebility with no 
local oscillator, down--conversion, or analog-to
digital conversion. 
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The Co-.utatienal DttaHry program wilJ exploit 
deep dualities io theoretical mathematics, such as 
those liolcing facts between algebra and geometry, 
number theory and physics, as well as frequency and 
phase, to derive and develop fast computational 
algorithms. These compuiational advances will result 
in a set of robust tools co enable deeper understanding 
of multi·scaJe biological structures. quaoiUm level 
phenomena, neuroscience, network analysis, fluid 
flow, and tbe structure of physically based partial 
differential equations. These t.echniques will be 
fundamental ill understanding both stocba!lticity in 
nature and computation at scale - the two major 
computational challenges facing DoD in the coming 
century . 

The Discovery and Esplott.tioa of Struchlre In 
Alaoritll .. (DESA) program is aimed at developing 
mechanisms to provide simultaneous optimality and 
portability to algoridunic implementations. Curreot 
practice entails band-tuning. by experts. of aoftware 
kernels for optimal execution on specific hardware 
platforms. DESA seeks mechanisms co replace this 
expensive practice with auiOmated mechanisms for 
optimizing the implementation of crucial classes of 
algoridunic primitives (e.g., basic operations o( 
signal/image processing, lreJlis operations, graphics) 
for computing platforms of disparate characteristics. 

The goal of the Focus Arua Ia The«»retkal 
Mathenlatlcs (FA ThM) program is to develop oew 
mathematical foundations for cooformal field theory 
in physics. It is abo pioneering a new approech for 
conducting focused research collaborations in 
defense-relevant basic mathematics. 

The GeospatJal RepreMIItatioa ud Analysis 
program will develop mathematical methods that 
provide effiCient representations of geometric objects 
thllt, in tum, enable high compression nc.ios, while 
preserving end~user precision and accuracy 
requiremeots. This will address shortfalls in the 
ability to represent geometric objects for a number of 
defense applications, such as digital maps and terrain 
models. 

The Mathematics of the Bnin (MoB) program will 
leverage recent advances in neuro~ience and 
mathematics to consttuct Ill integrated mathematical 
model or the bniin chat is consistent and prc:dictive, 
rather dian merely biologically inspired. FUJ1her, 
MoB will seek to develop a tbeory that overcomes 
the difficulties present in tnditional approaches, such 
as artificial intelligence and attiftdal neural network, 
10 properly model complex human brain processes 

such as logical reasoning, language, menual 
computation, and context-dependent mmtal set. 

The principal goal of the Noa-Liaear Matb for 
Mhed Slcnal Mlcroayste• (NLMMSM) program, 
is co demonstrate a significant linearity enhancement 
capability based upon a djgital signal processing 
approach. implemented in a high-performance, very 
large scale integration (VLSI) chip, enabling 
wiclebaod, high-dynamic 1110ge sensor systems co be 
developed i.n a cost effective maoncr. Unlike 
conventional approaches that struggle to correct 
nonlinearities, NLMMSM exploits iobermt system 
nonlinearities to achieve unparal1eled performance. 

The goal of the Robust UncertaiDty Ma••&emeot 
(RUM) program is to create a new system-level 
design paradigm that is able to achieve performance 
and cost objectives, while managing the uooer1&inty 
that is inherent in larg~. mu1tiscale, highly 
ioeercoooected systems where dynamics are 
important This will enable large systems, such as 
those routinely found in defense, that are robust by 
design, fault-tolerant, with guarantees of performance. 
given uncertainty arising from noise and incomplete 
identification of the state. 

The Sensor Topology fer Mialmal Plaaaio& 
(SToMP) program wi'll develop and implement 
global topological and geometric tools to 
dramatically reduce the amount of sensing 
complexity needed to solve problems involving 
sensor oetworts, autooomous systems, and 
configunble sensor platforms. The propam will 
leverage high-dimensional matbematica.l insights to 
capitalize on miniahl.ri.zed, pervasive, and 
coordinated seosors. These fundamenbll 
mathematical and computational tools will bave a 
broad impact across several defense applications as 
sensor networks, autonomous syatems, and 
configurable seo.sor platforms reside throughout the 
military. 

The purpose of the Topolopcal Data ADalylts 
(TDA) progrun is 10 develop the mathematical 
concepts and techniques necessary 10 de1mnine the 
fundamental geom~tric structures ondcrlyina massive 
data sel3, and then develop further tools to exploit 
that knowledge. This program wi.ll produce cross
cutting, easy-to-use algorithms that exhibit and 
extntct hidden properties of massive data sets, and 
expon them to diverse groups of DoD prKtitioners 
investig•ting data sets of military significance. 
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Tbe importance of materials technology to Defense systems is critical and long-standing. Many fundamcntaJ 
cbanJes in warftghting capabilities have sprung from new or improved materials. The breadth of Ibis impact is 
large, ranging from stealth technology, which succeeds partly ·because materials c:an be designed with specir.c 
responses to eJectromagnetic r.diation, to information technology, which has been enabled by advances in materials 
for electronic devices. 

In keeping with this broad impact, DARPA maintains a robust and evolving materials program. DARPA's 
approach is to push new mlterials opponwuties and discoveries that might change bow tbe military operates. In the 
past. DARPA's work in matuia.ls has led to such technology revolutions as higb-te~ture structural matcrills for 
aircraft and aircraft engines, and the building blocks for tbe world's microelectronics industry. The materials work 
DARPA is supporting today builds on this heritage. 

DARPA's current work in materials includes the following areas: 

• Stnlmnl Materiall aad Compenentl includes low-cost and ultra-lightweight materials design¢d ror 
structures and lo accomplish rrwltiple performance objectives in a single system> 

• Fu~~etleaal Materiala are advanced materials ror non-structural applications sucb as eleclronics, 
photonics, mapetics, and sensors; and 

• Smart Materials 111d Stnc:tures involves materials that can sense and respond 10 their environment. 

StriiCtllral M11terillls11nd Colltpollt!nts 
The Acceleuttd Jnsertio• of Materiab program is 
developing computational 111d experimental 
approaches to shorten the time it lakes for a material 
to move from research to a defense application. Past 
efforts have focused on insenin& supera.noys ror 
wtbine di.sb and composites for aircraft struewres. 
The current thrust is a joint effort with che Office of 
NavaJ Research to develop a digital rC~~Carch tool to 
quantitatively describe and explore tbr~imensional 
microstructural evolution for che design. prediction 
and CODtrol of engineering materials. 

The promise of carbon naootubes has been thwarted 
by the inability to maintain the order-of-magnitude 
increase in properties wbco tbe nanotubes are made 
into oomposites. The Advanced Stract11nl Fiber 
program will demonstrate continuous, cost-effective 
processing of the nanowbes into fiben that have the 
58me properties as the nanotubes, but an: amenable to 
composite processing, leading directly to a 
commensURte increase in the strenglb and other 
functionality of defmse composite structures. 

DARPA's Armor Challenge is identifying 
revolutionary and promising new annor systems for 
military vehicles. The Annor O.allenge is aimed 
primarily at inventors and small oreanizations that do 
not have the resources to initiate full-scale armor 
development programs. New armor concepts are 

evaluated on a continuous basis to ensure that 
potentially valuable ideas arc not overlook.ed. 
Participants an: evalUAted based on bamstic 1eSt 
results generated at a qualifaed testing facility during 
periodic "sboot-offs," as well as cost effectivcne>ss of 
the annor design. Successful armor desi&ns are 
considered for follow-on testing or potentia] armor 
development programs. 

DARFA Tltu•• IDJtlaltn program, now in its 
second pbasc. aeeb to develop and establish 
revolutionary indus1rial production and processing 
meehodruogies md capabilities for titanium metal and 
its alloys. The overall goals of this program are lo: 
(i) establish a U.S,-based, high-volume, low-cost. 
enviroo.menta(ly bcnip production capability 
enabling widespread. use of titanium and its alloys; 
(ii) develop and demonstrale unique. previously 
unattainable titanium alloys, microstructures, and ' 
properties that enable new higb-perfonnance 
applications; and (iii) develop meltless consolidation 
techniques that will provide low-cost billet, rod. 
sheet, and plate products ~at match the properties of 
traditionaJ wrought tiWiium mill product. Current 
efforts are aimed to produce hiah~quaJity titanium at 
wget costs of less than four dollars per pound; scalo-
up of these methods is underway . 
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The Hiall Performaac:e, Corro.ion ltesiltaat 
Materiall program will develop a derivative class of 
high-petfonnancc structural amorphous metal 
ct».tings for long-term corrosion rcsislance in saline 
enviroomeots. Efforts are currently focused on 
demonstrating tbo efficacy of coatings on 688-class 
submarines, Naval surface combatants, and the new 
Littoral Combat Ship. 

The Lltllhweltllt Ceraatlc Ar810r (LCA) program 
will leverage rec:ent breakthroughs in novel ceramic 
fabrication processes to: (i) optimize the material 
composition and oanostruc:ture for maximum 
protection per unit weigbt and cost; (li) scale up the 
fabrication tc:dmology to the si'l:C of bod)' armor; and 
(iii) investigate the potential for the development of 
dnaoatically improved ballistic armored headgear 
along these same lines. 

The Naa ..Co•poslte Optical Ceramic {NCOC) 
program is developing the material and processes to 
make infrared windows and aerodynamically shaped 
domes with optical and mechanical capabilities that 
e"ceed lho~ of single crystal sapphire for mjdwave 
infrared (throe-to-five micron) operation. The 
program will achieve midwave infrared optical 
transmission comparable to that of spinel, with 
mechanical properties compuable to those of 
sapphire, and decrease optical scatter to increase 
ma:hanical and thermal shock capabilities to exceed 
thoee of sapphire. 

The Naval Adv~Aeed Amorphous Coatbtp 
program is developing a derivative class of bigh
perf()f'IMD()C slnlctural unorpbous metal coatings tbat 
provide outstanding corrosion resistance and damage 
tolerance in difficult marine enviroruneuts. The 
program objective is 10 have these coatings cenifleid 
for u.on:stricted usc on Naval ships. 

The Optical Lantce E..ulaton program is 
devdopiQg m unprccc:deoted capability to emulate 
computationally inuactable, strongly-conelatcd, 
mMy-body condensed matter materials or models for 
mlterials for which we have no verifiable lhcoretical 
solut.ion or experimental realization. This tool will 
enable profouod changes in our fundameolal 
understanding of advanced materials, such as high
ccmpcnnue superconductors. In addition, the tool 
developed under Ibis propam will permit tfle design 
and investigation of novel material systems. 

Existing methods for materials development rely on 
synthetic methods of either perturbing known 
mllcrials or substitu.ting atomic constituents in order 
to achieve desired properties. The goal of the 

Predlcdaa& Real Optholud Materials (PROM) 
program is to develop ab ittilla computational 
approaches to predict the composition and structure 
of a material based on the desired properties. 

The goal of the ProaraiJimable Matter program is 
to develop a new functional fonn of matter 
constructed from mesoscale particles that assemble 
into complex three-dimensional objects upon exccmal 
command. These objects will exhibit aU of the 
functionality of their conventional counterparts, 111d 
ultimately be able to reverse back to the original 
componcots . 

The Reactive Stnac:narn prognm wiD develop and 
demooSttate materialslmaterial systems that can serve 
both as higb stt'eogth stnlctural mt.ccrials, i.e .. be able 
to withs1aod high stnsses, and can also be 
coo1roUably stimulated to produce substantial blast 
energy. The new reactive structurea wiJI replace lbe 
inert slrucrural materials currently used in munition 
cases. This will provide both structural integrity and 
energy within the same material system and the 
ability to rapidly release the eocrgy upon demand. 

The Structural Amorphous Metal• program is 
developing a completely new class of calcium- and 
aluminum-based alloys. The calcium-based alloy 
will en.able ultralight hybrid structures for space 
applications with high struc:tural efficiency and 
thmnal managcmenl These structures promise 
50 percent reduction in launch weight of specific 
satcmte systems. The aluminum-based alloy will 
enable much lighter gas turbine fan blades for both 
advanced military and commercial engines. 

The Syatlletfe Evelvabl~ MateriaJJ objective of this 
effort is to design md demonstrate synthccic 
materials that exhibit respoosjvc and adaptive 
behaviol- typical of biological ayt~tems. o- eumple 
is synthetic mab:rials that change their pbysical, 
optical, ela:trical and chemical properties u a Jesuit 
of external slimuli such u 8pplicd stress, 
temperature, and chemical eovitonment. 

The Topologically Coatrolled tJchtwei&llt Armor 
(TCLA) program is seeking to develop new annor 
material and/or system designs that exploit the 
concept of topological arrangements of multiple 
malerials to achieve ballistic perfonnance beyond 
what can be achieved through material chemical or 
compositional changes alone. The goals of this 
program are to cut vehicle armor weight by two
thirds, while cuning oosts by 50 percent when 
compared to rolled homogeneous armor currently in 
usc . 
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J7uncdona/Alateriau 
The goal of the Diatonu-S.Itd Na.no Structures 
program is to develop the capability of mass 
producing and assembling customized 
naooelectromechaoical systems and biomimelic 
components for myriad applications. 
Microorganisms, such as fungi, diatoms, and 
bacteria, provide an unuppcd platfoon to produce 
unique, tbfee..dimensional structures. By leveraging 
diaroms' sell-assembly properties, while controlling 
their material properties, this program could discover 
ways to inexpensively mass-manufacture 
unprecedented designs of everyday microwave 
components. 

Effective, current revene osmosis desalination 
technologies consume large amounts of energy and 
require frequent maintenance. TJte Materials with 
Novel Transport Pnperdea program will develop 
revolutionary technologies that greatly reduce the 
energy consumption and maintenance of desalination 
systems, while at !he same time supPQrting high rates 
of desalination. Specifically, the goals of this 
program. 11re fO demonstrate a prototype seawater 
desalination system. that produces 75 gallons per hour 
of potable water from seawacer, while achieving two 
ordeB--Of-ma,gnitude reduction in size and weight, 
and o:ne order-of-magnitu.de reduction in power, 
compared to existing systems. 

The Multifunctional Surface Systems collection of 
programs will, in general, demonstrate atomic control 
and morphopological slnlctures on surfaces that 
enable superior perfonnaoce or state-of-the-art 
materials and processes. The MuldfuDctioaal 
Surface Sy.te.u: Canon Nanotahe (CNT) Cold 
Catbodes program focuses on carbon nano:tubes, 
which have been shown to generate field emission 
curTents of nearly 40 milliamperes per square 
centimeter. Large current density will allow (Or 

emitting surfaces to be smaU and ultimately reduoc 
the rcquin:d propellant weight budget in satellite 
sys.iems. 

The Multifunctional Swface Systems. collection of 
programs will, in general, demonstrate atomic control 
and morphopological struc:tures on surfaces that 
e.nable superior peJ(onnance of slate-of-the-art 
materials and processes. The goal of the 
Multlfuactio .. l Surface Syste•s: Low 
Te~aperature Colossal Supenaturadon (L TCSS) 
program is to provide effx:ient, low temperature, 
extreme surface chemical modifiCation of the crystal 
lattice and will provide increased fatigue resistance, 

hardness, and corrosion resistance in stainless steel 
alloys without any reduction in bulk fracture 
toughness. The L TCSS surface treatment processes 
for stainless steel metal components will enable new 
mission critical weapons, vehicle systems, and space 
components. 

The Multifunctional Surface Systems collection of 
programs will, in general, demonstrate atomic control 
and morpbopological structures on surfaces lhat 
enable superior perfonnaoce of state-of-the-an. 
materials and processes. The goal of the 
Mu.ltifuactioaal Surftct Systems~ Pulse Thenul 
Procenlag (PTP) program is lo provide an enabling 
capability to control diffusion-based processes ofthin 
films and material surfaces on the nanometer scale. 
PTP will enable new miao-elecbic devices and thin 
.film batteries to significantly increase platform 
perfonnance and usable service life. 

The Multifunctional Surl'ace Systems collection of 
programs will, in general, demonstrate atomic control 
and morphopological structures oo surfaces that 
enable superior performance of state-of-the-art 
materials and processes. The goal of tbe 
M•ltifundional Surfaee Systellll: Surface 
Control for Superhydrophoblca program is fO 
obta.in non-wettable surfaces through Q&noscaled 
topology. New methods will be developed that have 
more eonlrOI and reproducibility over long ranges 
than currently available. 

The Multifunctional Surface Systems CQilection of 
programs will, in general, demonstrate atomic control 
and. morphopological structures on surfaces that 
enable superior perfonnance or state-of-the-art 
materials and processes. The goat of the 
Maltifunctional Surface SysteMs: Surfa« Wave 
Commanicatioo and Power Tnasmlllioa 
(SWCP1) pro,griUJl is to guide surface waves- uo~rnd 
a free surface without le.aking power to free space, 
thereby eliminating the need for complicated 
communication buses and saving wiring harness 
weight in military platforms. SWCPT will enable 
rectenna, temperature sensing, pressure sensing. 
damage de1.ection, communications, and power 
transmission to be c·onlained on vehicle surface. 

The .Nqatlve Index Materials program is 
developing and demonstrating novel microwave 
negative refractiv·e index .materials that will enable 
novel anlerula and radar designs with reduced size 
and improved bandwidth and effiCiency. The 
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prognm is also extending the f~:Cquency of operation 
and/or opentiooal bandwidlh of "negative index" or 
••Je'ft-hand_ed" materials to demonstt1Ue novel radio 
f'requenoy and optical applications. 

The Smut Gils progwn will use novel approaches 
in materials scicace to create a system for underwater 
missions that: (i) el.imibates the need to carry a 
primary oxygen supply; (ii) safely eliminates carbon 
dioxide from the breathing gu stream; (iii) 

SMllrt Ma~rillls liiUI StructuTes 

The Cllemical Commu.akatloas program seeks to 
develop self-powered chemical systems !hat can 
encode an input a message, convert the message to a 
modulated oplical signal, and transmit it repe(itively 
to a receiver viii a small rcplicator device, with the 

incorporates the latest in technology for mcmitoting 
the physiological safety of users and minimizing 
decompression sickness risk; (iv) increases stealth by 
eliminating maaoscopic gas bubble ejections; and 
(v) is equa] to or less diffteult to cany, mainblin. and 
operate than current closed-circuit underwater 
breathing devices. The Smart Gills system wiU 
ensure that the supply of oxygeo and removal of 
carbon dioxide do not limit underwater mission 
duration. 

fonn factor of a personal digital assistant or cell 
phone. The replicator device will enable warflgbters 
to generate disposable optical tnutsmitten in J'CIII
time, eadl with a user--specified message, that can be 
powered by batteries, solar cells, or similar means . 

Portable sowx:e.s of electric power are critical to today's military. Developing portable, etrlCieat, and compact 
power supplies has important ramifications for increasing our military reach, decn:asiog our logjstics burden, and 
improving the ovenl I efficiency of our warfigbting forces - especially for distributed and net-centric: operations. 

The Aaomllold Effec:ta In Metal Deuterldes 
program seeks to investigate and replicate, if 
possible, recent reports of excess heat production and 
transmutation in palladium metal foils that have been 
loaded wilh deuterium (meral dcuieridcs). In 
particular, this program is addressing two questions 
in the f.~eld of low en.ergy nuclear reactions/low 
energy nuclear fusion: (i) the reproducible and 
con~rollilble demonstration of excess thermal energy 
(in quantities that exceed the "break even" point); 
and (ii) the corre.lation of quantitative excess thennal 
energy with nuclear byproducts. 

The goal of the At Sea Fu llng Station program is to 
develop the capability to harvest methane hydrates 
from Continental Shelves, using WJmanned drilling 
and energy recovery vehicles, and produce 
hydrocarbon fuels for use by maritime 1111d 
expeditionary forces without requiring a 
conventional logistics ship and underway 
replenishment (UNRE.P). If successful, this program 
will provide the enabling technology for providing 
hydrocarbon fuel production feedstocks for at-sea 
maritime fuel production, and reduce the need for 
long-distmce logistic fuel transport for maritime 
hased expeditionary forces . 

The BloFuelt program is exploring longer term, 
higher risk approaches to obtaining and using energy. 
A pathway to affordable self-sustaina'ble agriculture
sourced production of an alternative to pettoleum~ 

derived JP-8 that will meet all DoD needs will be 
investisated, as well as the development of man- and 
vehicle-portable technologies to produce substantial 
quantities of JP-8 and other useful liquid fuels from 
indigenously available or harvestable resources near 
desired locations worldwide,. 

The Broad Spec:tru111 Feedstock Blo.Fuda prognun 
will dramatically expand the production potential for 
Bio-JP-8 to a broad range of feedstocks, including 
cellulosic and algal materials. The Broad Spec1rum 
Feedstock BioFuels program wilt build on the 
BioFuels program and extend l.he feedstock potential 
to a set of much broader, diverse, and plentiful 
sources - sufficient w atronllibly address ·the entire 
DoD consumption within a sustainable commercial 
framework. 
The Direct Tller111al to Electric Conversion 
(DTEC) program seeks revolutionary advancements 
in the state-.of-the-art in DTEC technologies that 
would significantly reduce the gap between 
achievable conversion efficiencies and ideal therma.l 
cycle conversion efficiencies. This technology is key 
to developing high-efficiency, solid-state electric 
generators that could convert thermal energy to 
electricity for future ,electric and hybrid electric 
militllly platforms . 

The Fledble Fue.l Power Sources prognun will 
develop small fuel ·cells that are fuel-flexible, i.e., 
operable at useful efficiencies from almost any 
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indigenously available liquid fuel - from vodka to 
JP-8. The key tc:cbnicaJ innovation required for this 
type of smaller fuel-flexible power celllecbnoiOI)' is 
the ability to derive power by breakin& c:arbon-camon 
bonds at low temperature via innovative catalysis. 
Recent breakthroughs in the development of alkaliDe 
fuel cells strongly suggest tbe potential for this 
capability. The resulting capability will provide the 
Soldier in the field with the capability to derive 
power from any indigenous fuels with oo adjustment 
to the power generator itself. 

The goal of hnproved A.•odea for ~lu• 
Batteries is to explore a. variety of mixed-o~ide 
materials as anodes, which can replace the presently
used graphite in inday's lithium ion batteries. 
DetAiled pbysicalllld elcclrocbemical studies oo the 
novel anodes will ~ult in optimum compositions 
and techniques. The pr-ogram wiU demonstrate the 
proof-of-concept that lithium salts can J*Uc:ipate in 
the "conversion" reactions. analogous to the oxides 
and rnilled·OK.ides of metals to give rise to Li
recyclability and bigh capacity. 

The Inte,cnted Ric.. Enerc Dn•ity Capaciton 
(IHEDC) program will develop bigh power, high 
temperature capacitors (one kilovolt. gre.tcr than 
200 C, losaes below 0.001 percent) using 
environmentally safe materials to reduce the weight 
and votwne. This will provide reliable, compact 
capacitors tightly inlegratcd with a.ctive power 
electronic components to enable plOJDOsUcs, 
adaptabiljty, and tha-efore "smart" capecitors. The 
ability 10 integrate active and passive power 
electronic compoocnts will open tbe design space for 
high power electrical sys!ems. 

Tbe goal of the Micro botope Micro-Power 
Sources (MIPS) program is to demoostrate safe, 
affordable micro isotope power sources able to 
outpc:rfonn conve.nt.ional batteries in terms of energy 
and/or puwer density, and provide long-luting 
milliwatt-level power for m t.JT8)' of military 
applications. such as U.D.Uendcd sensors, perimeter 
defense, de1cction of weapons of mass destruction, 
and environmental protection. 

Compact portable power sources capable of 
generating power in the range of a few hundred 
milliwatts to one watt are critical to providing power 
for untethen:d sensors and other chip-scale 
microsystems. 1be Micro Power Gen.entlon 
program will replace today's technologies that rely 
on primary and recharge1ble batteries (wbic.h 
severely limit mission endurance and capabiJity) by 
e:dmding microelectronic machine tcchnoloJY 10 

develop micro-power genenlors bued on mechanical 
actuation and thermal-electric power gCDeRtion. 

The Micro Power Soares program is exploring 
innovative approaches to enable revolutionary 
advances in snull primary or secondaty energy 
storage devices. New bauery architectures, tbe use of 
new materials and their com:spooding chemistries, 
and the incorporliion of energy bwvesting 10 
maintain energy densities in substantially smaller 
volume~ will result in new capabilities. 1bese 
devices arc envisioned as the prime power source for 
very small sensors, robotic devices, and electronic 
systems. 

Tbe goal of the Micropower EDcine program is to 
significantly improve the oost, weight,. md overall 
capability of man~portable- power systems by 
developing • small power system built around a fuel
breathing. bydroc::arbon-fuclcd, recuperated. 
expander-cycle mictro-scale turbine engine - which 
could be substituted for a studanl battety in military 
man-portable power applications. Tbe proposed 
engine in this progrun is "fuel~brcathing" rather chao 
"air~brcalhing." using liquid hydrocarbon fue~ rather 
than .;r, as tbe working fluid of its thermodynamic 
cycle, thu.s enabling compression at much lower 
rotational speeds. 

The Mobile l•tecnted SDital .. ble E•eraY 
Recovery (MISEil) program is developing 
te<:hnologies that can process miliwy waste into 
logistics fuels for boCb fuel cells and military 
gmenton. The technology focuses on methods. 
sucb as super-criUcal water, that dissolve waste into 
gueous-phase hydrocarbons. 

The goal of the Nanoltructured Materiail for 
Power program i1 to improve battery energy den.~~ity, 
the energy product of magnets, and the efficiency of 
current thermoelectric devices by developing primary 
aod secoodary baheries from tbe "ground up" 
(oaooscale electto-cbemical sources) and 
JliJIOSU\Ietured thermoelectric mererials lhlt will 
Khieve 30% or pater thcrmal-to-elcx:tric conversion 
efficiencies (thcrmoelectrics). Once deployed, this 
higher energy and powcz will significantly reduce the 
weight and volume burden of power devices. This 
will greatly reduce the logistics trail, provide higher 
torque for pemwu:ot magnet motors, and 
revolutionize the method of providing refrigeration in 
the field. 

The Nest Geaention Fttel Cell C bealltries 
program is investigating lhm: primary areas -
electrochemical sources., tbermoelecttonics, and 
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permanent magne.ts - focusing in each area on 
nanoscale development 1o achieve revolutionary 
improvements in battery materials and chemistries, 
achieve 30 percent or greater thermal 1o electric 
conversion efftciencies, and provide magnels with 
energy products tWice that of currently available 
magnets. 

The Pyrorusloa program is building on the 
demonstration of a compact deuterium-deuterium (D
O) neutron source where the temperature change of a 
lithium tantalate pyroelectric crystal is used 1o 
produce a change in polarization. The resulting 
voltages are sufficient to power an electrostatic D-D 
fusion reaction. Applications for this technology 
include compact portable neutron sources for analysis 
and detection ·Of highly enriched uranil11ll, compact Jt

ray sources for medical field use, and compact 
scanning probe electron microscopes. 

The Radlol10tope Micro-Power Sources (RIMS) 
program will develop the technologies and system 
concepts required to safely produce electrical power 
from radioisotope materials for portable and mobile 
applications, using materials that can provide passive 
power generation. The goaJ is ID provide electrical 
power to macro-scale systems such as mWlitions, 
UN~ttended sensors, weapon systems, radio frcqueo~ 
identification tags, and other applications requiring 
relatively low (up to tens of milliwatts) average 
power. 

The RobuJt Portable Power program is further 
optimizing and ruggedizing fuel cell an:d Stirling 
engine generators for specific military applicatious. 
Twenty 1o thirty watt Soldier power applications 
include laser designators, mine swcepen, chemical 
detectors, heavy thermal weapons sigh!S, and 
toughbooks. Soldier power applications in the 150 

M ICROS\ 'STEMS 

watt range include providing power for robots and 
unmanned air vehicles, e.g., Pack:Bot, Raven, and 
Puma. 

As the Services move to increasing relian:ce on 
electric systems for propulsion and weapons, the 
need for compact, efficient power systems is 
becoming critical. The SupercoaductiD& Hybrid 
Power Electronics (SuperHyPE) program will 
develop the low-altemating...cunent-loss, high
critica 1-current-densiry, second-generation 
superconducting tape and very high bn:akdown field 
cryogenic capacitors lhat, wgether, promise to make 
cryogenic power conversion a realiry. 

The Surface Wan Energy Harveating program wiiJ 
develop and demonstrate unique generator 
1ecbnologies ,to extract and convert energy from 
ocean wa¥e and other object motions. The successful 
development of new. very low friction electrical 
generalors that convert ocean wave power 1o 
electric.al energy will enable new concepts of 
operations for Wlmanned and manned vehicles, 
unattended sensors, communications, weapons, and 
other maritime devices. Tactical ud oceanographic 
surveillance systems requiring extended life 
operations will also benefit from these renewable and 
scalable energy sources. 

The goal of the Very KIIJa Effidency Solar Cell 
(VHESC) program is to develop solar cells that 
demonstrate at least 50 percent efficiency in an 
affordable, :manufacturable photovoltaic device that 
provides Soldiers wilh ponable power for electronic 
devices, while dramatically reducing lhe complex 
logistics associated with delivering batteries to troops 
in the field and improvmg mission ~durance and 
individual Soldier agility. 

DARPA is shrinking ever-mor~complex systems inlo chip-scale packages, integrating microelectronics, 
photonics, and microele<:tromechanical systems (MEMS) into .. systems-on--a-chip" that have new capabilities. It is 
at the intersectio.n of these three core hardware te<:hnologies of the information age !hat some of the greatest 
challenges and opportunities for DoD ari.se. Examples include integrating MEMS with radio frequency electronics 
and photonics; integrating photonics with digital and analog circuits; and integrating radio frequency and digital 
electronics to create mixed signal circuits. The model for thi.s integration is the spectacular r.educ::tion in transiator 
circuit size under Moore's Law: electronics t!lat once occupied entire racks now fit onto a single chip conlaining 
millions oftransiswrs . 

DARPA' s cwrent work in microsystems includes lhe following areas: 
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• Micro~lectro,aics - manipulate electrons in digital, analog, and mixed signal circuits for sensing, 
processing, and communications; 

• Photonics - gena-ate, detect. and modulate photons for imaging, conununications, and sensing: . 
• Mkroelectromechaalc:al Systems (MEMS) - exploit the processing tools and materials from 

semiconductor technology to build electro-mechanical structures at the nticro· and nano-scale; and 

• Coaabiaed System .... a-a-Chlp - integnllc microelectronics, pholonics, aad MHMS lcChnologies into 
systems on • single chip. 

Microelectronics 
The Advaaced MkrosysteJDS Tec:.bao1ogy program 
will explore a range of advanced mic:rosystem 
concepts well beyond existing technologies, focusing 
on ledlnologies that exploit ~imcnsional 
structun:s, new materials for Geiger mode detectors, 
advance patterning, and extreme scaling in silicon 
devices. 

The Alrplaoe.-on~a.-ChJp (AOC) - Chip Scale 
Avionics program seeks to exploit continued 
advances in integrated microsysiems technology to 
remake the stovepipe/legacy avionics architecture 
present in modem aircraft. The t'ilndamenJal goal of 
the p.rogram is to deliver an avionics system 
approaching one cubic centimeter in volume and 
dissipating tens of milliwatts of power, compared 

• with tens of cubic centime~ (best case) and tens of 
watts of power in contemporary syslen1s. It is 
expected that such advances will revolutionize 
airframe design and capability by delivering more 
functionality at lower power in a smaller volume, 
enabling distributed av10nu::s for enhanced 
survivability and increase autonomous operation. 

The AuJo&-to-lnformatloa .Receiver Developmeat 
(A-to-1) program will develop uJtra ... wideband digital 
radio frequency receivers based on analog·t.o
infonnation convene.r (Aiq technology, AlCs 
loosen the traditionally rigid tradeoff of frequency 
coverage against dynamic range in digiJal receiver 
applications using a family of novel mathematical 
algorithms and representations known as compressive 
sampling. AIC-ba.sed designs wiJI increase receiver 
dynamic range and fyequency band of regard, while 
reducing power conswnption and size. AIC-des.lgns 
will also reduce or eliminate the need for post• 
sensing digital compression, reducing da.ta gh.n IDd 
minimizing bandwidth for lmlSIDission downlinks 
and/or data storage. 

The Carboa Elertroaics ror RF Applkatloas 
(CERA) (fonnerly Co-integration of Cvbort-Based 
RF (Radio Frequency) Electronics with Silicon 
Technology (CrEST)) progl'8lll seeks to develop 

metal oxide silicon field effect transistors based on 
the planar carbon monolayer (graphene) system, 
which has most of the desirable properties of carbon 
nanotubes, but is found in a planar geometry that is 
much more compatible with standard complementary 
metal-oxide semicooductOr (CMOS) processing. 
Grapbcne field effect transistor devices arc 
envisioned tn be an enhancement of, not a 
replacement for sHieoo CMOS for critical radio 
frequency or mixed signal circuit clements. So a 
primary goal of this prognun is to demonstrate 
integration of grapbene devices into standard siUcon 
CMOS processing. 

The Chi,..Scale DJred SampUnt Receil'er 
(CSDSR) program aims to realize inle software
deftned radio front-ends that feed radio frequency 
input signals directly to analog-to-digital converters 
(ADC's). allowing the rest of the radio to be tulized 
digjtally and, completely recQrUigU111blc via software. 
The key to malcing this possible is the u.se of 
technologies capable of isolating channels (not bands. 
but channels with less than 0.05 percent bandwidth) 
directly after the antenna. removing all out-of
channel interferers beCorc they arrive at the low noise 
amplifier (LNA)/ADC inpuL The CSDSR program 
would ultimately make possible universal receivers 
capable of operating under conceivably any 
communication standard by ma-ely reconfigwing 
themselves. 

The goaJ of the Chip-Scale Hi&h EneJ'&} Atomic 
Beams program is to pursue chip~scale high-energy 
atomic beam technology. by deve!Qping high
efficiency radio frequency accelerators, either linear 
or cilcular, that can achieve energies of protons and 
other ions up to a few million cl.cctron volts. Chip
sca:le integration ofren precise, micro aetuaton and 
high electric field genention at modest power levels, 
which would enable several orders-of-magnitude 
decreases in die volume needed to aecelerate the ions. 
Furthermore, thermal isolation techniques will enable 
high-efficiency beam 10 power converten, perhaps 
making chip-scale self-sustained fusion possible, 
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The Cbtp..to-CIIip Optical Iaterconaeeb (ClOT) 
program is dev,eloping optical tcclmology for chip-to
chip iolefCOruteCts at the board and backplane level to 
belp close the performance gap betweco on-chip and 
between-chip inten:oMection technology. The goal 
.is to mitigate data lhrougbput bottlenecks affecting 
military-critical sensor signal processing systems. 

The goal of the Compound Semleoeduetor 
Materiab On Silicoa (COSMOS) program is to 
develop new medlods for tightly inl:egratiog 
compound semiconductor technologies within silicon 
CMOS circu.its in order to achieve unpreeedenied. 
circuit performance levels. COSMOS will focus on .a 
snlca:y seeking to optimize performance, size, and 
cost that wiD involve sub-circuit integration jn whic:b 
111-V materials devices are placed onto a processed 
CMOSwafet. 

The Compvtatioul Im.actnc (CI) program seeks to 
develop new imaging constructs ihat exploit the full 
information content (intensity, phase, and frequen<:y) 
at the detection plane to perform reaJ..time image 
prO<:essing in the analog domain. This imagery will 
be combined with advanced digital image processing 
algorithms to leverage the unique image plane 
information for more rapid image analysis and target 
identification. 

The goal of the ContJguo•• Muhi-Mega...pl1el 
lnfured lmagiag Arrays program is to develop 
large arrays for persistent surveillance, with the 
objective of developing technology for multi
megapixel arrays with integral signal and image 
processing. Since contiguous coverage over large 
areas is essential, approaches will be developed 1o 
construct extremely large array assemblies from 
smaller arrays without loss of lines at the intersection 
between amtys. A new amy architecrure will be 
desi.gncd to integ;ralc eleclronic overhe.d functions m 
a three-dimensional structure directly WJdemClllh the 
active pixel array to: (i) leverage and extend 
emerging. three-dimensional signal processing 
ttchnology; and (u) establish a technology base for 
large contiguous array assembles not possible with 
cum:rat infrared arrays. 

Low light level imaging has proven its value by 
providing the individual warftgbter with the tactical 
advantage to see fiJ"St in crucial night imaging 
scenarios. With widespread use of low light level 
technology, a new paradigm in low light level 
imaging is necessary to maintain these distinct 
advantages and provide new capability beyond 
cWTent imaging technology. The DayiNi&bt 
Adaptive Imacer program will incorporate noiseless 

detection and proceSsing of .individual photon events 
to leverage the benefits of solid state imagiag and 
iake advantage of th~imeosional signal 
processing architecture at th.e detector. By detecling 
an image formed from individual photon events 
without tbc addition of excess noise, tbe image can 
be proce.ssed and manipulated to provide the user 
image infonnation not possible with curn=nt semors . 

The Design-space Esplontloa u d Syatllesil 
Tecbnolol)' for lntqnda& Nentn.didon•1 
Micr.,yste .. at Yield (DES11NY) program wiJl 
introduce a rational methodOlogy for the co-design of 
mixed-signaJ s)'SI:ems. These systems are widely 
emplofcd in military radar, communications, SIOINT 
and ELJNT electronics. By simplifying tbe design 
process through .automated tools, DESTINY will 
enable complete system optimization at an 
unprecedented level. This will result in new mixed
signal electronic systems that have greater capability 
and improved reliability, wbile ~ing size, weight, 
power, md system cost. Furthermore, DESTINY 
will sbor\en the design cycle, · increase tbe 
manufacturing yield, and reduce suppon burdens for 
mixed-signal electronics. 

The goal of the Eledromqnetk Pube Tolenat 
Mk:rowne Receinr Front End (EM:PJRE) 
program is to create a wide bandwidth, tunable radio 
ftequeaey (RF) front-eud technology that is immune 
10 electromagnetic pulse attack. This program will 
seek iVI entirely new approach to RF front-end 
rcehnology, in which all metal and front-end 
electronic circuitry· are eliminated. Of particular 
interest will be an all-dielectric, elettronics-free radio 
frequency front-end with sensitivity and dynamic 
range consistent with today's wireles.~ 

communication and radar systems. By eliminating 
the metallic antenna, a secondary goal is to 
significantly reduce detectable radar cross section. 

Modem military platfonns requ.ire increased dynamic 
range receivers for both radar and electronic warf~~re 
aolenna systems.. The goal of the Feedback
Unearized Microwave Am.plillen (FL.A.RE) 
program is to develop radio frequency amplifiers 
with a revolutionary increase in dywwnic range 
~eivers through the use of linear negative feedback. 

The overall goal of the Foc:ut Ceoter Researcb 
Proanm (FCRP) - a collaborative effort between 
the Department of Defense and industry - is to 
sustain the unprecedented, uninterrupted pe.rformaoce 
improvement in information processing power over 
the past four decades. There are five such focus 
centers at U.S. institutions of higher education: the 
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Gigucale Science Research Centt~r, Circuits and 
Systems Center, lnten::onnec:t Focus Center, 
Materials, Sttucnues and Devices, llld Functionally 
Engineered Nano-Arcbitectonics. The focus centers 
help promote radical innovation in semiconductor 
lechnoloar. 

Th.e Gntlll11 of Replar Arrays and Tria 
Exposara (GRATE) program will · develop 
revolut.ionwy one-dimensiooal cimtit design 
mechodologiea, combined with inlerfereace gratinJ· 
based lithography methods, to aaable cost-effective 
low-volume nanofabrication for DoD applications. 
Military electronics capebilitics ue CUJTeUdy limiled 
by the high cOlt of nanofabricltion. The <1RA TE 
program seeks to provide a solution to cost-dfective, 
low-voJume patterning n:qui.remcots foUDd in 
military application-specific inlegJ*d circuit chips. 

The goal of tbe Rich Pewer Wiele Baed Gep 
Semla•d•cter Eleetrollict Tedl .. lou progwn is 
to develop oomponml.s od electronic intc:gBtion 
technologies for higb-power, biah-frequency 
mi.crosyslem applications based on wide band gap 
semiconduc~rs. 

The obje<:tive of the Hllh Raolatloa Sbort Wave 
lnfrared/HIJb Denlky lnfnred Red•• (Bro1'1'nout 
Vision) program is to cultivate emqiq material 
grow1h and deposition tecbnol~ having the 
potential to produce extremely high-resolution, high
densiry, short wave detector am.ys. The progtam 
wiU pursue material aroW1b approecbes that include 
infrared quantum dots, molecular beam epitaxy, and 
epitaxial grow1h onto selected areas of the silicon 
radout. The growth te<:bniques must be optimized to 
produce films with hip opti~l absorptioo. and 
uoifotm r.tm chanlcteristics coui.slent with 
deposition over large areas. 

The goal of lbe Ki&II-Freque•ey l•tecnted 
Vaca•• Eledn•la (JH.FIVE) program is to 
demonstrate microfabriclltc:d, integrated vacuum 
l\lbes operating at 220 giaahertz (GHz) with a 
m.inimum of SO WillS of output power and five GHz 
bandwidth. The Hi-FlVE proaram ligu~ of merit 
will be the power-bandwidth product, and lbe goal is 
1o achieve 500 power-bandwidlb (W-GRz). The 
ultimate goal is to develop a micro-fabricated, high
bandwidth, high-power "upper" millimeter-wave 
(220 GHz) amplifier consisting of a solid-state 
millimeter-wave monolithic integrated circuit driver, 
an integrated cathode, compRISSion optics, 
micromachined interaction structure, and beam 
collector. 

The go.l of the Jde.l Radlo-Freqaeaey Miser 
(IRM) program ia to develop ultra-high-linearity 
electronic mixers to support the needs of wideband 
high-dynamic-range n~ceiven. To tully realize the 
capabilities of the ultra-high-linearity, low-noise 
amplifiers (LNAs) and ultra-hjgh-dynamic-raage 
analog-to-digital converten (ADCa) currently being 
developed under other DARPA programs, the 
dynamic 111111e requirements through the n~ceiver 
cbaia will need to be llrger - IDd the mixer is c:ritic:al 
pat of the receiver (locl&ed between the LNA and the 
ADC). This project wiU focus on developing the 
necessary tccbnolotics for a mixer without an 
additional power pcnaky . 

The J-Bead Adv ... ced DlcJUl Reeeinr (JADR) 
program w11 exploit the pioqeerina architiedural 
breakthroughs of tbe Advanced Digital Receiver 
program 1o create the next gcncntion of enalog-to
cfiBital ooavcr11:n in &ow-power (four witt) stlicoo 
germanium (SiGe) cbip/colt1)1emcntaty metal-oxide
semiconductor decoder ebip integrated into a 
compact nip-chip package. JADR will extend 
AdvUlc:ed Digital Receiver's impact into the J-band 
(l 0 to 20 gigahertz) by aggressive inlegration into 
5Clllable SiGe tecbnoloJy. 

The Low Power Mlero Cryereliic: Cooler program 
will attain superior perfonnance in micro-scale 
devices (e.g., low noise amplifiers, intnred delectors, 
radio frequency front--endt, and superconducting 
circuits) by cooling selected portions to cryogenic 
temperaiUrcs. The key approach !hat should allow 
orders-of-mapil\ldc power savings is to selectively 
cool only the needed volume/device via 
microelectromec:hanical syatema-cnabled isolation 
b:chnologies. 

The Matkins DI~-Wr1te N .. oltt .. ocraplilly for 
Defe.w Applludo•• prosnun wiU develop a 
maskless, direct-write lithography tool that will 
address both the DoD' s need for affordable, bigb
perfonnmce, low-volume integrated circuiiS and the 
commercial market's need for highly cUStomized, 
application-specific integntc:d cireuits. This program 
will also provide a cost-effective manllfa.cturing 
~ecbnology for low-volume nanoeleclromechanical 
systems and nanophotonics initiatives within the 
DoD. Maskless lithography tools, installed in the 
Trusted Foundry and in commercial foundries, would 
enable incorporation of state·of-lbe-art 
semicorutucior devices in new military systems, and 
allow for tbc cost·effe<:tive upgrade of legacy 
military systems . 
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The goal of the Mleroantenna Array Teehnolo&y &t 
Applkatloas (MIATA) program is to develop low
cost amtys that can simullaneously sense both 
millimeterwave and infrared scenes, along with 
compact millimeterwave designator sources for 
passive and active imagjng applications in. the 
spectral ~gion from W·band (94 gigahertz) to the 
long-wave infrued optical region. The tnilil&ry 
utiJity of this technology includes conventional 
passive imaging with compact devices at elevated 
temperatures, passive or acti'Ye ballistic imaging 
through elUr'eme weather and obscurant&, polArization 
discrimination o.f man-made objects, rapid electronic 
spectral tuning for clutter discrimination, and 
ullrawideband response. It may also include 
synthetic apertures, phased anays, true-lime, and 
steered receiver beams. 

The Mkrosenson for hnaglng (MISI) program is 
developing technology for exlremely small, 
lightwe~ht cameras sensitive in the sbort wave 
infrared for 8 wide range of applications. MISI is 
initially focusing on two important areas: micro air 
vehicles, and 8 head-mounted system. The camera 
componenl<l comprise a micro-system, including 
optics, focal plane array and elecl.tonics, with display. 
energy source IJld iiiuminator included as the head
mounted sys~ with a weight goal of 350 grams. 
The weight goal for the micro air vehicle application 
is ten grams . 

The goal of tbe Miniature, Room Temperatur.e, 
Ultra-senaftve Magaetie Sensor (MRUMS) 
progJUD is to develop a micron-scale, room 
temperature magnetic sensor witb detection 
sensiti'Yity at least compiU1lble to that of a 
supcrconducting quantum interference device. The 
device would aJso require low power and be 
produced with s&andard microfabrication processes. 

The goat of the Nane-Eiectro-Meebaaical 
Cemputen (NEMS) program is to integrate 
n.anoscale mechanical switches !llld gain elements 
integrated intimately with compleme~rtary metal
oxide semicon.ductor switches. One mechanical 
switch per transistor would enable the transistor 10 
operate at near-zero leakage powers, enabling pic:o
or femtowatt sWidby operation. Using mechamcal 
power suppUes and mechanical vibrating clocks 
could enable electronics tha.t are less suseeptible to 
electromagnetic pulse attacks, and enabling 
nanomechanical elements in direct band gap 
materials would circumvent problems of gate oxide 
stability, allowing fast logic with optics functionality. 

The Novel Topological Materiall aod 
Nanoelectro•ies program wiU produce topological 
lllnllgements of molecular ensembles and reduce the 
number of physical circuit elements required in 
nanostructured electronics. This wi.ll significantly 
reduce the cost, mass, and power required for self
usembled nanoelectronic systems. The developed 
methods will also be cruciaJ in improving lbe defect 
tolerance and robustness of self-assembled 
nanostructure construction. 

Nanotechnology research in optics witl develop lbe 
ability to create structures of the slllllC scale as 
inddent light wavelengths and. therefo~, can interact 
with and affect lhe incident lighl The goal of lbe 
Optical Aatenna Baaed on Nanowtrea program is lo 
create nanometer-scale structures ttlat act as optical 
antenna 8ll11YS that can respond coherently to 
eleclromagnetic fields at optical wavelengths. A 
system based on tbis technology would potentially be 
smaller, lighter in weight, and able to move from the 
sub-optimal method of intensity-only measurements 
into the infonnation,-ricb domain of complex 
imagjng. 

The goal of tbe Proeeula1 AlprithlllS wttb Co
design of Electronic. (PACE) program i.s t.o provide 
tbe DoD with an architecture and algorithm co-design 
capability for graph-strucrured signaJ processing. 
Graph algorithms are the key to post-detection signal 
processing, helping to "co.nne<:t the dots" in a huge 
variety of emerging chaUenges such as change 
detection in massi'Ye data trans.actions or forensic and 
predictive analyses of activities from. video data over 
wide areas and eJuended times. Solutions avallable 
today that migbt meet these mission requirements are 
limited by prohibitively long and costly manual 
design times. PACE seeks to enable the co-design of 
me next generatioo of embedded signal processing 
algoritbm:s and a.rchiiCCtun:a capllble of processing 
large sparse mab'ix data structures associated with 
graph-s1ructured signal· processing algorithms, 
providing signal processing c.tpabilities not possible 
today, while achieving· dramatically reduced design 
time and cost. 

Frequency-bopping raclios greatly iDterfen: with co
located ultra-sensitive receivers, a situation that will 
get worse as the "boppers" prolifente - even 
interfering within the receive channels of one 
anolber. The Semicond•ctor-Tuaed HTS Filten 
for Ultn..SCnsitive RF Recelven (SURF) program 
would increase the tuning speed of b.igh•iemper8ture 
superconducting filters from about a second. using 
cum:nt mechanical methods, to tbe microsecond 
speeds required for systems such as the Joint Tactical 
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Information Distribution System. In addition to 
interference--rejection at microsecond speeds, these 
filters would make it possible 1o perform wide 
spectral searches with unprecedented freq~cy 
resolution, enabling detection of very weak 
signatures characteristic of threat systems. 

Cunent, com~I~CCCial graphics processor units (GPUs, 
e.g., hardware and software of !he type CllllCiltly used 
for fast geometry computations in hand-held 
electronic games sucb as Nintcndo's GAME BOY®) 
offer several advanlages ov~ more lrlditional 
embedded processors, including enhanced memory 
access bandwidth, hardwwe-acc:elented floating
point vector geomeoy func:tions. low power 
cooSUJnption, and open source programming 
language support. The Space, Tl•e Adaptive 
Procettlftl (STAP) Boy program will research, 
develop, and demonstrate miniature, low-power, low
cost, teraflop-level signal processjog solutio.ns 
derived from commercial GPUs to allow the DoD to 
ex:ploit the continuing phenomenal growth in both 
performance and programmability of GPUs. 

The goal of the Steep-,eubtllretbold-slope 
Tr•nsillon ror Electronics wftll EJ:tremeb'-low 
Power (STEEP) program is 10 develop field 
emission (tunneling)-based metal oxide silicon field 
effect transistors. Such devices would lower supply 
voltages by a factor of five, which would result in a 
25-fold savings in aolive power and a s1andby power 
sa\'ings of at least a fllctor of one--hundred. Prototype 
circuits will be developed &bowing such power 
savings with little to no impact on performance. 
These field emission devices will be integrated iniO 
standard silicon complementary metal oxide 
semiconduclor (CMOS)-based processing methods, 
and potmtialty offer significant CMOS power 
reduction with no performance penalty. 

The goal of the Structured ASIC Desil• (StASD) 
program is to provide the performance advantages of 
a customized application specific integrated cin;uit, 
but without lhe high overhead costs of prognmunable 
or fine-grain reprogrammable devices. The program 
will develop bisJtly novel, customizable ASICs that 
will dramatically enhance DoD applications in terms 
of cost, time to design, and performance. 

The Surface Enhaactd R.a~naa Scatterinc (SERS) 
-Science •nd Tedanolocy program seeks to identify 
and overcom.e the key scientific and technical 
challenges necessary for replacing existing chemical 
and biological warfare agent sensors wilb SERS
based sensing approaches. SERS nanopat1icles have 
considerable potential for both chemical and 

biochemical sensing due to: (i) their potentially huge 
spectral enhancement factors; (ii) the n&ture of 
SP.CCtral fmgcrprints that can be expected to yield low 
false alarm rates; iiQd (iii) lhe capability fo.r detec::ting 
targeted molecules at useful standoff niDJCS. The 
progrun will focus on the fundamental technical 
ctwlenges facing potential scoaor performance, 
including tell8itivity, selectivity, and enhancement 
factors. 

The Thermal Ground Plaae (TG.P) program will 
develop new approaches to removing local hot-spola 
that limit the pcrfotma~~ce of high-speed signal 
processing elearonics, 1W1ar imaging systems, 
optoelectronic devices, and other sys~ms 
dwacterm,d by above--ambient thermal issues. This 
program will complement the Low PoV~er Micro 
Cryogenic: Coolers program by addressing the 
pcdoJlDIIDU-criticaJ issue of excessive beat removal. 
The p~ will consider both tnonolitbie and 
heterogeneous thermal management approaches 
baed on a variety of thermal materials and heat 
removal mechods. Examples include: self•powered 
liquid spray cooling, integral copper heal pipes, 
microfluidic channels, and diamond interposer layers. 

The Three-dhneasional iatep"atloft (JDIC) 
program will develop a new geoeralion of computer
aided design tools iogether with fabrication 
techniques to design i_ntcgrated lhree-dimensiooal 
electronic circuits. The program will focus on: (i) 
methodologies to place and route lhree-dimcns.ional 
circuits; (ii) analy.zing and assessing coupled 
electrical and lbcnnal performance or electronic 
circuits; md (iii) tools for the synthesis and coupled 
optimization of p•ametecs such as intearation 
density, cross-talk, inten;onnect latency, and thermal 
IJlBO&getnen.l The program seeks to develop a robust 
three-dimensional circuit tcchno.logy through the 
development of advanced proc:ess c~bilities, aod 
the design tools needed to fully ex.ploit a true three-
dimensional technology for producing high
performance digital circuits. 

The Tltree-DimeaJional Mleroelectnnnaaaetie 
Radio Frequency Systems (J-D MERFS) prog111111 
is building UPQD technology developed under the 
Vertically lnterconoeaed Sensor Array program to 
develop complete mimmeter wave (.MMW) active 
arrays on a single wafer, or a very small number of 
wafers. The program will exploit new technologies 
being developed commercially that allow galliu.m 
anenide active components 10 be placed on silicon 
waters, and advances in indi\U'n phosphide and 
silicon germanium that may allow ao enlire MMW 
electronically scanned amy to become very hjghly 
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integrated on a sandwich of wafers, which would 
make them very cheap, compact, lightweight, and 
reliable. If successful, 3-D MERFS would en.able 
development of new, silt-inch (or less) diameter 
MMW electronically steerable arrays for seekel'll, 
communication urays for point-to-point 
communications, ad sensors for smart munitions, 
robotics, a.nd small remotely piloted vehicles . 

The THz Tnnsiston (TT) program will develop the 
technologies for terabertz (TI-Iz) lransistors by 
following recently-established scaling laws for 
indium phosphide (lnP) heterojunction bipolar 
transistors. This program will focus on developing 
lranSistors with cutoff frequency s igpificantly greater 
than one lllz. The program will also address lhe 
novel research areas of testing, calibration, and 
modeling ofTHz lnnsistors and circuits. 

The· Trult ia Integrated Circuit• (TRUS1) 
program will enhance the trustwo.rlhiness of IC's 
regardless of wbere they are manufactured. The 
TRUST program will focus on: (i) devc'loping new 
tools and techniques for determining if unuosted 
d.esign tools have added additional functionality not 
defined in the uriginaJ specification; (ii) developing 
new tools and te<:hniqaes to rapidly reverse-engineer 
integrated circui!B to determine if there bas been any 
modifications of lhe IC at the untrusred foundry; and 
(iii) developing a new class of verification tools to 
secure the design and loading process of field 
programmable ga:te arrays . 

The goal of the Ultra-Low Power S11btbretbold 
Eleetroalc:~ (UPSE) program is to develop 
technology for circuit operation at the physical limits 
of power supply voltages in order to achieve over a 
ten-fold reduction m energy consumption for 
integrated circuits. UPSE seeks to develop a circuit 
~hnology that will e.llow opera tion of d evices in ihc 
sublhresbold regime (less than or equal to 0.3 volts), 
in contrast to the liYJiical superthreshold regime 
(approxi.tt~AU!Iy one volt). tJPSE avoids the need for 
specialized. custom device fabricati.on by emphasizing 
use of slalldard commen:iaJ complementary metaJ
oxidc-semicooductor technology. The program will 
build a demonslration sensor or communication 
integraled circuit of significant military interest 

Photonics 

The goal of the Adaptive Photonk Phased Locked.· 
Elements (APPI..E) program is to demonstrate a 
.fully scalable and modular architecture of phased 
sub-apertures capable of prodac.ing ao arbitrarily 
large optical aperture ihat can be rapidly and non-

showing compelling low-power performance and 
new mission capabilities . 

The VuticaDy latereonneded Sensor Arny• 
(VISA) program will develop and demonstrate 
vertically interconnected, focal plane array readout 
ll:cboology capable of more than 20 bits of dynamic 
range - over an order-of-magnitude higher than 
current state of the art - enabling s ignificant 
advances in the functionality of infrared systems. 
Vertical interconnections between the detectors and 
die readouts that avoid fmt going through row
column multiplexers will aJiow for 'high frame rilles 
concum:ot with bigh-resolution images. 'fbe, 
progpm will expand lltCbitecturcs for three
dimensional focal plane UTays, where mul~le levels 
of signal processing are integrated into each pixel in 
the array, to include· multiple processing layers, 
higher densily vias (smaU openings in an insulating 
oxide layer that enable electrical connections, e.g .. , 
between layers) at the pixel, and CO'Verage of a broad 
spectral band. from the visible to the infrared. This 
increased. on-chip processing power will enable new 
capability for smart sensors. such as high-speed 
imaging, oo-cbip threat discrimination, and anti
jamming. Defense applications include mid/long 
wavelength target acquisition systems for air and 
ground.; smart miasile seekers; anti-jamming; and 
imaging through high-intensity sources. 

The goal of the WIFI-EYEPOD program is to 
transform the dismounted Soldier into e. semi
autonomous direct-current-to--ten-gigahertz sensor/ 
communications/signals intelligcoce platform using a 
personal digital assis1ant mod.ified with a broadband 
multifunctional radio frequency (RF) sensor plugged 
inlb its universal serial bus port. Combined wiih 
DARPA's STAP-BOY program or even a, sWidard 
~aptop, the RF EYEJ>OD enhancement wiJJ enable 
rcal-timco local procCNinS for coxU'Omcly time
sensitive and perishable data requiring immediate 
processing and response. The WlFJ-EYEPOO RF 
sensor may be used to conttol and or bunt noa.r--1Jeld 
communications networks, allowing the Soldier to 
virtuaUy see enemy combatants communicating and 
setting up aetacks, hiding behind walls, and in 
buildings mixed with non-combatants. 

mechaoicaUy steered over a wide field of regard witb 
high precision. 

The objective o( the Advanced Pboton:it Switcb 
(APS) program is to develop on-chip, pbotonic 
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switching devices whicb are fabricated in a CMOS
compatible process and which maximize switching 
speed while simultaneously minimize device power 
dissipation. tn~.~~smissioo losses, area, and sensitivity 
to ambient temperature variations. The pho10nic 
switches developed in this program will be spectrally 
broadband, capable of simultaneously switching 
multiple, high bit-rate wavelengt.b channels, and 
scalable to complex, multiple-input and multiple
output port switches. 

The Advanced Precision Optical Osdllater 
(APROPOS) program wiJ) enJiaoc;e the performance 
of radars in detecting slow moving targets, electronic 
wllfare systems in identifying specific emitters, and 
communications systems in weak signal detection 
and clutter suppression at increased standoff ranges. 
The program will leverage advances in materials and 
lasers to develop new, precision, microwave-stable 
local oscillators with extrem,ely low phase noise (up 
to 50 decibels better than the current state of the art) 
at small offsets from microwave carrier frequencie.s. 

The Deep UltravJolet Avalanche Pbotedetecton 
(DUV AP) program seeks to develop high-sensitivity, 
compact ultraviolet detectots specifically, 
avalanche pbotodiodes that can detect single photons. 
These ultraviolet detectors will dramatically improve 
me performance and reduce the size and weight of 
tbe biological w~~ming detectors developed in tbe 
DUV AP prognun, and will incn:ase lbe range and 
data rate of covert ultraviolet commW!ications 
systems. 

The goal of the Efficient Mid-Wan lnfrar~ 
Las.en (EMIL) program is &o develop efficient, 
solid-slate coherent sources to cover tbe atmospheric 
transmission bands ill the mid-wave infrared (three
to-five micron) at 10 watts power with wall plug 
effM;ic:nci.:s of at least 1 0 perce11t. since infrared 
countermeasure (IRCM) systems. ill ,particular, 
depend on intense sources at tbese bands, EMlL 
lasers promise 10 require enormously less volume 
(100-1000 times) and power (factor of 10), while 
providing superior pul.se format (continuous wave 
operation). These Jasen will euable new 
archilectures and approaches that will permit IRCM 
systems to be dep.loyed on platforms (e.g .• rokircraft) 
that are highly vulnerable to man-portable air defense 
systems and other threats, but for which current 
IRCM systems are prohibitive or are inadequate. 

The Electronic & Photonic Integrated Clrcaib on 
Silicon (EPIC) program will develop two critical 
aleemative pbotonic technologies bued on silicon 
substrates. The fust addresses active photonic 

components, based on silicon, that do not rely on 
generating light within the material. The second will 
address optical tr~UU~istor action, or switching, in 
silicon. Taken together, these two capabilities will 
create a new paradigm in which silicon will provide a 
platfonn for monolithic integration of pbotonic and 
electronic functions. 

The goal of the Frequency Domain Analog OptJeal 
Slpal Procestor program is 10 de~elop an analog 
signal processor capable of processing the equivalent 
of one teraflop per watt in the frequency domain. 
This program will require the development of large 
photonic int~ated circuit-hued filter arrays and. 
associated pbotonic compone11ts, which arc many 
times more complex iban, the current state of the art 

The goal of the Integrated Photonic Delay (iPboD) 
program is 10 develop a chip-scale, inteatated 
photonic platform with "fiber~like'' losses for optical 
buffering and high-resolution, m.ulti-tap microwJve 
and millimeter-wave frequency processing 
applications. 

The goal of the Linear Pbotonlc RF Front End 
TechnoloiD' (PHOR·FKONT) program is to develop 
pbotonic transmitt« modules that can ldapt their 
frequency response and dynlllllie range characteristics 
1o ma.te with the full spectrum. of narrow-band and 
broadband microwave transmission applications 
covering the two megahertl. - 20 gig~ertz range. 
These field-prog[UilJDable, real-time adaptive 
pbotonic interface modules will fmd application in 
high dynamic range communications, radar. and 
electronic wmarc antennas. 

The Omn.l-Dinctlonal F .. sh & Launcb"Detedton, 
PoddonJac, Clasdflcadon and Obtervadon 
System (M.EGA) program will develop a low-cost. 
omni·di.n:ctiooal, slaring infram15.ensor th.at provides 
circumferential imagery of its surroundings. Tbe 
MEGA sensor and algorithms wiU be used to detect 
weapon discharges in its fidd of regard,, loeatc and 
classify them. and convey fhe infonnation, 10 olher 
units or systems connected to it. 

To provide an W!pn:cedented levet of performance 
for optical systems and enable numerous high-level 
applications, including sub-diffraction-limittd 
Imaging and ultra-wide band optical 
communications. the Optical Arbitrary Waveform 
Gcaeration (OA WG) program seeks to demonstrate 
a compact, robust. pnctical, stable octavo-spanning 
optical o!lCillator integrated with an enooder/decoder 
capable of addressing individual frequeucy 
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components with an update rate equal to the mode
locked repetition rate . 

The Panmetric Optical Proc:.ases and Systems 
(POPS) program aims to direct terabits per second 
optical switching to move ultra-short optical bits in 
time and wavelength to accomplish "wavelength 
grooming," in which data packds are captured and 
manipulated. POPS will develop disruptive 
manufacturing processes to reduce the cost and 
delivery time for fucure DoD systems . 

The goal of the Photonic: Analog Slg .. al Processlnc 
EncJDeS witb ReconfigurabWty (Pb.ASER) 
program is the creation of new pbotooic integrated 
circuit (PJC) elements and associated programmable 
filter uray concepts lhat will enable high-throughput, 
low-power signal processors. The program is 
focused on the development of novel "unit cells, •• 
wbicb may be used as building blocks to synthesize 
arbitrarily complex filters within a PIC platform for 
ultra-high-bandwidth signal processing applications. 

The g~al of the Photonlc S.:ndwidth Co•pressioA 
for ln.1ta.ntaneeus Wideband AID Coavenloa 
(fonnerly Ultra-WideBand Analog-to-Digital (AID) 
Conversion (UWB-ADC)) program is to develop 
revolutionary technologies to enable analog-to-digital 
conver1eB (ADCs) with high-resolution and large 
instantaneous bandwidth, while maintaining power 
consumption that is commensurate with user 
commi.Ulity requirements. Such ADCs would have a 
dramatic impact on signals intelligence capabilities, 
and would alleviate the current ADC bottleneck in 
high~apacity digilal radio frequency 
communications l}nks by enabling more speccrally
efficient wideband. waveforms . 

Tht'! goal of the Semkoadoctor AIGaN I•Jectloo 
Luen (SAIL) program is to demonstrate lllllers 
based oo heteroscructures of aluminum gallium 
nilride with ultraviolet emission in the wavelength 
n~ng,e of 340 to 270 nanometcn. Potential 
applications of SAIL devices include stand-off 
biodcfense, such as point detection of aerosolized bio 
agents. 

The Super~nolecular Photonics Eogineerinc 
(MORPH) program wiU develop novel organic 
moJecules utd polymers with much higher electro
optic (EO) activity than can be achieved with 
lradit.ional materials by exploiting new theoretical 
patadigms. The~ new malcrials will be 
demonscra~ed .in high-performance EO modulators 
with drive voltage less than one volt, and I 00 
gigahertz bandwidth. In a re.Jated thrust area, new 

third-onkr optical non-linear materials will be 
developed and exploited for sensor protection against 
laser threats in the near infrared region. 

Secure, high-capacity, free-space communications is 
essential for the cr~nsformational communications 
architecture to be realized. The goal of the 
Ted1.nology for Agile Coherent Optkal 
Transmission & Sigllal Proee:nlac (TACOTA) 
program is to develop optoelectronic component 
technologies that enable increased physical layer 
security in optical transmission systems through the 
synergistic use of c~berent optical technologies and 
high-speed electronics. Both digilal and analog 
transmission will be considered. 

The goal <!f the Uhnperfor mance Nanophotonlc 
lntrachlp Com~nuak:ation (UNIC) program is to 
demonstrate nanophotooic technology for (i) access 
to on-chip uUradense systems, and (ii) input/output 
to/from a chip containing such uUradeose systems. 
UNIC technology could be applied to development of 
ever faster and more complex processing such as 
real-time Jllltlern matching, target recognition, image 
processing and terahertz-class com.mand-and·coocrol 
networks. 

The Ualnnlty Photoalc Research (UPR) Centen 
program is dedicated to coupling university-based 
engineering research ceotcn of excellence with 
indus.tty to conduct research leadins to advanced 
optoelectronic components critical to providing 
warfighters oomprehensive awareness and precision. 

The goal of the Univenity Phot•nlc:s .Raearch 
(UPR) U program is to use university-based teams of 
interdisciplinary researchers to develop photonic 
intelligent microsyslems that lead to new ·paradigms 
for higher performance, lower energy requirements, 
greater environmemal stability, and adaptive 
behavior. Th.ese university-based research projects 
wiU be coupled with industrial participants 10 

transition the intennediate results of long term 
research into products. 

Recent innovations in solid state imaging devices can 
contribute to a new class of sensors that can create an 
image with only a few photons per pixel, exceeding 
the performance of cum:nt low-light-level imagen. 
The Visible/Short W•vt lafrared • Pbotoa 
Coundng program will apply these inno'lal.ions 1o 

develop imaging over a broad spectral band at 
extremely low levels of ambient illumination, 
enabling a unique capability for remote sensing, 
unanended sensors, aod payloads for autonomous 
ground and air platfonns. 
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Microel«trolll~cltt~nlclll SysteMs (MEMS) 
The goal of the Aaaloc Spectnl Proeeuon (ASP) 
program is to leverage microelec:tromec:baoical 
capabilities to make precision radio frequency (RF) 
components and to perform low-insertion
losslbetcrogeneoua component integtation. ASP will 
demoMtrate integBted analog spectral processors 
that greatly reduce the dynamie DOge and bandwidth 
requirement on analog~to-digital converters and other 
front-end c:ompooents. The resulting dramatic 
reduction in size, weight, and power af RF systems 
will help make advanced RF capabilities available to 
the individual ·warfigbter. 

The Rania Euvlren~~~ent Robust Micremedtallieal 
Teell•olol)' (HERM11) program is 'developing 
micrornechanic:al devices lbat can operate UDder 
harsh conditions (e.g .• large tempenture ellcursions, 

large power throughputs, bjgh g-forces, and 
corrosive substances), while maintaining 
unprecedented performance, stability, and lifetimes. 
Applications of interest inclUde micromechanical 
radio frequency switches. vibrating resonator 
reference 'ianks, gyroscopes, and accelerometco. 

Recent breakdtroughs in lhree-dimmsional 
fabrication. including work on DARPA's Three
Dimensional Microelecttomagnetic Radio Frequency 
Systems (3-D MERFS) program, and development 
of photo-pattemable glasses, patteroable ceramics, 
and other lechnologies, bave now opened up new 
possibilities. The Macnede MEMS prognun will 
explore the potential of using lleW fabrication 
technologies to capture magnetic pbertomenology and 
effect miniaturizat ion, and improved perl'ormance for 
a range of critical miliiary systems. 

The MEMS E:x(:baace program seeks to provide 
flexible access to complex mi«oelec:lro.mec.banical 
systems (MEMS) fabrication technology in a wide 
variety of materials and to a. broad multi~disciplinary 
user base via lhe MEMS Exchange service. A major 
goal of the effort is to ensure self-sustained operation 
of MEMS ExcbBnge after lhe end of the program by 
adding several process modules tD th.e existing 
repertoire and increasing the number of processes run 
per year to raise revenues to the point of self
sufficiency. 

The goal of the Mic:ropumps program is to provide 
improvements in microS(<ale pumpio} capabilities 
and performance (of the order of 10' ton and less 

than one cubic centimeter in volume) to facilitate and. 
greatly eohaoc:e QP«ation of a variety of 
mic:rosystems for DoD appJic:arions. Pumping is 
c:rucw for distributing fluids through a mi.crosystem 
and for providing a vacuum for various technologies 
(including micro mass speclrollleters, nanoacale 
detectors, ndio frequency resonators, and a variety of 
other n.anoelec:ttomec:hanical devices). However, 
many mic:rosyatems still employ off-chip pumping 
because available microacale pumps do not meet 
application requirements, and, iD many cases. are the 
limiting factor in developing an integrated, low
power, micro total anaJysis system or electronic 
device. 

The goal of the NIMEMS Seienee .. d Focus 
Centers program is to support an enhanced 
fundamental uoderstanding of a number of important 
technical issues critical 10 the continuing advance of 
nanoeleclromec:banical systems {NEMS) and 
microelectromecbanical syslems (MEMS) 
technologies and their tn.nsitioo into military 
systems. 

The long development time for 
nanoelectromechanical system (NEMS) and 
microelcctromcchanical systems (MEMS) 
components is oilen due to the many number of 
iicrations needed to make devices, which involve 
multiple physics donu,ins. The goal of the 
Na•oCAD program is to reduce tbe time to market 
for MEMS and NEMS components by, for example, 
developing: (i) natural graphie modeling techniques 
to take mechanical and electrical concepts and tum 
them into process flows; and (ii) reduced variable 
models that connect the nanoscal.e physics (e.g., 
conlact physics. thennal and elec1rical conduction) to 
micro-scale to macroscale physics on a PC 
workstation. 

The goal of Noa-Ubnr Dynamics is to identify 
unique and unexpected benefits that can emerge from 
lbe nonl:inearities and otheT Ullllsual dynamics seen in 
nanoelec:tromecbaoical systems. Nanomechanical 
sensors, resonators. oseillato.rs and other devices are 
presently fabricated to operate solely in their linear 
domain. but exploiting the nonlinear responses of 
these devices can II*! to improved performance in 
multiple applications, including: sensing. 
telecommunications, signal processing, and data 
storage. 
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Combined Syste~~U-on-a-Chp 
The goal of the COmpact Ultra-stable Gyro for 
Ablolute Reference (COUGAR) program is to 
develop a compact, ultra-stable gyro for absolute 
reference applications by combining lhe performance 
potential of the resonant fiber optic gyro with 
bandgap optical fiber, uln-stable compact lasers, 
phase conjugate elements, and silicon optical 
bencbes. The COUGAR gyro will have a practica.l 
and typical size (approximately four incb diameter) 
featuring bias stability and sensitivity (or angle 
rudom walk), which is more than I 00 times better 
than state-of-the-art gyroscopes. 

The Mkr01yltem Intecnted Navtcadon 
Ttc:lanoloCY (MINl) (formerly Chip-Scale Atomic 
Sensors) program is developing technology for 
precision inertial navigation coupled wilh micro 
navigation aiding seoson. MINT will develop 
universally reconfigurable microscoson (e.g., for 
magnetic fields, temperature, pressure) with 
unmatclted resolution and sensitivity. These devices 
will use the latest in microelectromechanical systems 
and photooic technologies to harness perturbations in 
atomic transitions as the sensing and measuring 
mechanisms for various parameters . 

The Mlc:rnteeuoloales for Alr.Cooled Esc:bancen 
(MACE) Beat Siak Eabanctment program will 
explore emerging concepts for enhancement of the 
.p«fonnance of heat rejection systems for lhe DoD . 
Specific program goals include th.e reduction of lhe 
thermal resistance by a factor of four and reducing 
lbe power conswnption. of the cooling system by a 
factor of three. Successful projeccts will apply MACE 
technologies to a customer-specified application. 

The Nnlptfon--Grade MEMS l.llertial 
Mealurement Unit' (IMU) program will develop 
micro-scale accelerometers and gyros with 
navigation-grade perfonnance that use onJy 
miUiwatts of power. The program will tnm.scend 
ttaditional single mass-spring methods for navigation 
sensing and wiJI explore alternative approaches, such 
as multiple, intercon.nected mass-spring systems, 
micro-levitated spinning structures, micro-optical 
readout mechanisms, atomic interferometric readout 
mechanisms, and fluidic contortions. 

The Pttdsion Opto-Mec:huks - Mechanical 
Properties of Licht p-rogram will develop new 
optomecbanical devices that utilize enhanced optical 
gradient forces within resonant nano-optical cavities 
for all-optical actuation and sensing. Poteatial 

applications for Ibis technology include optic:ally 
conirolled nano-mechanical resonaton and optically 
tunable filters. Radio frequency (RF) filters and 
reference oscillators based on on-chip resonators 
offer a sollllion to the increasing count of RF 
componeniS needed in mi.niaturized wireless systems. 

The soal of the Slaort-nage Wide-fllkl-of-regard 
Extremely-a&De Electronkally-steered Pbotonic 
Emitter •ad Receiver (SWEEPER) program is to 
develop chip-scale dense waveguide modular 
technology fO achieve true embedded phased amy 
control for beams of approximately 10 watts average 
power, less than 0.1 degree instantaneous f~eld of 
view, greater thao 45 degree total field of view, and 
frame ra~ of greater than I 00 hertz in packages that 
are "chip-scale." This performance would represent 
a three orders-of-magnitude increase in speed, while 
also achieving a greater than two order-{)f-magnitude 
reduction in size. Moreover, the integrated phase 
control will provide the Unprecedented ability lo 
rapidly change the number of simultaneous beams, 
beam pro.file, ud power-per-~ thus opening up 
whole new directions in operational capability. 

The Submilimeter Wave lmagiag Foe~~l Pblae • 
Amy (FP A) TechnolocY (SWIFT) program will 
develop revolutionary component and integration 
technologies to enable exploitation of the 
submillimeter region of the specb'Um. A specific 
program goal is developing a new class of sensors 
capable of low-power, video-rate, background and 
diffraction-limited submillimetCJ imaging. 

The TecbnoloCY for Frequency AJlle DiPtally 
Syntllaized TraatmJtten (TFAST) program will 
develop super-scaled indium pb.ospbide 
heterojunction bipolar transistor technology for a 

10-fold increase in transistor integration for complex 
mixed-signal circuits. The program bas established 
the core. transistor and circujt technology to enable 
demonstration of critical, smaU-scale circuit building 
blocks suitable for complex ·mixed signal circuits 
operating three times faster 1han current technology, 
at ooe·tenth lbe power. TF AST js now ex~ndiog lhe 
technology lo the demonstration of complex mixed 
signal circuits, wilh an emphasis on direct digital 
synthesizers for frequency agile transmitters. 

The Tnnspareat Dilplayt program will develop 
and refsne technologies for lhe next generation of 
displays 1hat are transparent, low-power, lightweight, 
and high-speed by leveraging new developments in 
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electrically switcbable Bragg gratings, silicon bued 
micro-lasel'l, solid state laser do-speckling 
technology, 1111d embedded n1111oeaale optics. The 
new displays would replace aistina diaplaya in a 
host of applications such u canopy-, windshield-, 

,.ift...~nOf'h~_.z- . - ;,vN· ~i~ 
~rr-~.._ _,. .... ""'~:~ 

and window-int.earated displays, and new liabtweigbt 
avionics displaya. The technology will enable 
innovative appro~~cbes to information sbuing, aucb as 
integnted bclmet display viJors, bringing the digilal 
battle apace to the individual warfighter. 

lnfonnalioo Tecboology is ooe of DARPA's most importllllt, lq..unding core tccooology foundations. 
DARPA's information tcclmology proJI'ID1S ..e building oo bocb traditiooal and revolutionary computing 
enviruunents to provide the kind of ~eCUre, robust, efficient. and vcnatile computing fou.ndation that our network
centric future requires. DARPA a aeatioa ndical new computinJ capabilities to make the command« md the 
warfighter more effective in tbc r~eld. 

DARPA's work in infollllation tcclulology is closely intertWined with the strategic thrust .. lnaeasiog the Tooth 
to Tail Ratio." It is a core technology that suppons m even broader set of problems and opportunities. 

The Applladoa Co•n•••ltMI prosram is 
developing technologies to protect DoD information 
systems tbat use commercial software agailllt cyber 
attack and J)'stem failure by developing 
collaboration-based defenses that detect, respond, 1111d 
beal with litOe or DO human assistance. This 
capability will bring intelligent security adaptation to 
widely-deployed DoD syatema and make security 
properties and status more .apparent to decision
makers, lbus increasing the speed and confidence 
with wlrich military systems caa ~ securely and 
dynamically reconfigured, ·particularly under siRsaful 
conditions. 

The co...,ater Esplolndo• a Dd HUIUD 

Collaltontto• program suppons n::search in brolld 
areas of computational science having the potential 
for revolutionary adVIUices in performance and other 
meuics. The goal of the rescarcb is to yield 
stgnilicant advances in networking, software, 
hardware a:nd computational sySICms that would 
allow warfighters and commanders to interact in a 
natural way with computers, enable a new generation 
of collaboration methods and information acquisition, 
and provide seamless exchange of information. 

The Co .. •ter Sde•~ St11dy Group (CSSG) 
prosram supports emerging ideas from the computer 
science academic community to address DoD's need 
for innovative computer and information science 
Ccchoologies. CSSG introduces a generation of 
junior researchers to the needs and priorit1es ()f the 
DoD, and enables the transition of those ideas IUid 
applications by promoting joint university, industry, 
and government projects. 

The DlJjtal Network Archive (DNA) program is 
pursuing 1 network-based approach to information 

storage and management thu will enable a network
based RpOSitory 1o hold all di!ital information. DNA 
provides 1 mechanism for the rirtuaJ (i.e., logical, not 
physical) cenlriJiution of all enterprise intonnation, 
making it possible for the warfigblel' to tab lUll 
advantage of all available pertinent information in a 
rapid and flexible manner. 

Ensuring dnun.atic advances in processing 
performance is critical as lbe amount and type of raw 
data needing to be twned into actionable information 
rapidly etcalates. Furore COTS processors are ill
suited for developing military requirements because 
they are increasmgly less productive for military 
applications, are power-hungry, and limit the 
perfomwace available to the wufigbt.er. To support 
escalating processing needs both at the embedded and 
supcrromputer level, completely n.cw ardlil.ectures at 
the processor/memory/dala movement and system 
level are needed to enable aireme computing. The 
EJ:trellle Conaputi•l program will enable ExaScale 
computing systems in the post-2010 timeframe. witb 
processing that will exceed one quintillion (I 01

') 

opcnti001 (noating point. roted poiot or data 
movement) per second. 

The future of DoD research depends on the 
eonlinuing enaaaement of bigh school-age students 
in science- aod tecbnology· :related fields. The HJ&b 
School Sdence Sbldy Group/CS F•turn program, 
an offsbool of the Computer Science Study Group 
program, will fund eff'Orts to identify the computer 
scicu.ce incercsts of local high school stlldents. The 
profesaon wiD then work with the students on 
advanced-level resean:h ideas. 

Mrmes are infonnation (or ideas} wbicb propagate, 
pcnisc. and influence individual and social behavior 
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for good or iO. The Information PIP (Propa.gation, 
Impact, Perslsteace) program will establish an 
underlying science and understanding of information 
propaplion (infectious ideas, memes) 10 identify 
ideas/memes u distinguishable entities and be able lo 
predict !heir effects. The longer-term goal is to 
develop a comprehensive lbeory of memctics and to 
make new discoveries cooceming the human brain, 
cognition, and social networks. 

The lafor•adoa Deory for Mobile Ad Hoc 
Networks (ITMANET) program is exploring the 
fundamental science of interconnected systems 10 
provide powerful mathematicaJ tools for 
uodcrsiBDding the intnnstc properties and 
complexities of large-scale networks and other 
di,mibuted systems. Research is focused on the 
development of an ovenrcbing "'Information Theory 
for Wireless Mobile Ad Hoc Networks" to c:oable the 
nC'ltt generation of DoD's wireless networks and 

provide insight concemin1 the acquisition and 
deployment of nearer-term systems. 

Today, production-quality compilers are developed at 
significant cost for a defUlcd clus of systems -
regardless of the actual system resources available to 
and/or nccdcd by an application. The Software 
ProchtdbiUty program will reduce ·the cost, time, and 
expertise required to build large complex software 
systems by developing new techniques for npidly 
developing adaptive software that CIO be easily 
changed to confonn to new software design ud 
developmcot tools, can readily comply with new 
requirements, and can readjust dynamicaiJy to 
covironmcotal perturbation. A combination of 
fuodamental software analysis and tool assistance cao 
cn.ble aof\ware developers to fuDetion effectively at 
the expert level in multi-framework environments but 
wilhout the excessive investments oftime ntqUired by 
current techniques. 

The DoD requires a continuous supply of critical, defense-specific matCI'icl aod systems. To ensure ~liable, 
robust, and cost-effective access to lhese items, manufacturing technologies that can meet DoD's needs must be 
available in the DoD industrial base . 

The Adn•c:ecl FleJible Manuracturia& program 
fu.ods for the Robert C. Byrd Institute for Advanced 
Flexible Manufacturing at Marshall University and 
the Defense Tccblink Rural Teclulology Transfer 
Project. The Byrd Institute provides both a teaching 
facility aod initiatives to local area industries to 
utilize oomputer·intc:sratcd mmufacturing 
technologies and managerial techniques to improve 
manufacturing productivity and competitivc:oess . 
Training eiJ1)baaizes technologies to significantly 
reduce unit producttoo and life cycle costs and to 
improve produc:t quality 

The Dllrupdve M•••faehlrlaa Tedl•olo&in 
(DM1) program is focused on reducing the 
fabrication time and cost of materials and/or 
components. Particular emphasis include self-curing 
composites for airctall applications, direct digital 
manufacturin,g of tedlnologies, and replacing 
!raveling wave tube unplifiers with lower cost solid~ 
state componcots . 

The goal of the Novel Tecbnoloaiet for 
Optoelectroaia Materlall Maa•fadwrl•l 
(NTOMM) program is to reduce lh.e cost of imaging 
and emissive device fabrieation to one to 1 0 percent 
of CUJTc:nl costs by developing and demonstrating 
new technologies for Group ll· VI (e.g., cadmium 
seleoide) and (1(. V (e.g., gallium nitride) materials 
and device manufacturing. Cost reductions of this 
size would dramatically expand the uses for devices 
such u large area inftan:d imacioa systems, ~
plmar devices aod systems, aod thin film llld flexible 
device11 and systems. 

The Tip-Baud Nanofabrkado• (TBN) program 
will develop methods for pn:cisc, ~table, 

manufacruring at the nanoscale, using atomic force 
mioroscope tips as tools. Confmemcnt of extn:me 
conditions (temperatures, Ouxcs, fields &: fon:cs) to 
·the region within a few microns of the tip will cubic 
hctcrogau:ous integration of nonDally incompatible 
materials. 

Lasers have been important to the DoD for OVCI' 40 yean. They have multiple military uses, from sensing to 
communication to electronic warfare to target designasion. And since the technology wu fii'St demonstrated, DoD 
has maintained a steady interest in developing. evaluating, and deploying lasers for a wide range of speed-of-light 
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weapon applications. DARPA has been involved in lasers and laser technology development for the DoD since the 
early 1960s, and continues its work today in this crucial area. 

The goal of the Aero-Adaptin/Aero-Optk Beam 
Control (ABC) program is to improve the 
performance of high-energy lascn on tactical aircraft 
agaiost targets in lbe aft field of regard. lliis 
program will optimize flow c:onD'OI sntegies for 
pointing angles in the an Geld of reprd, and will 
explore the ability of the now control system to be 
synchronized with the adaptive optics. 

The Air Luer program is investigating the potential 
for an efficient high energy laser (H.EL) concept that 
combines the advantages of chemical and solid state 
lasen while minimizing the disadvanta.ges. The 
initial concept used ctyogenic solid~state laser Raman 
pumping of c:ryogens, and aehieved the one "kilowatt 
output Phase I goals. The current concept will 
investigate t&e potential of a Discharge Excited 
Catalytic Oxygen Iodine Laser (DECOIL) to make 
maximum use or air in lhe laser device. The 
DECOIL devlce is an aJtemative to the well known 
chemical oxygen iodine laser (COIL) developed in 
1977 ud scaled to megawatt levels. DECOIL offers 
the po1ential or an open or closed cycle, electrically 
power!:d. system with minimal stored consumables, 
no IOXic, complex, and massive chemical storage and 
handling, and all ihe advantages of COIL such as 
excellent beam quality, operation in an abnospheric 
window, and high power operation. 

The Architecture for Diode High Eaergy lAser 
Systems (ADHELS) program will develop all-solid
state laser diode drivers with integrated fault mode 
p.roteclion that w ill decrease the size and weight of 
these laser systems by a factor of four by allowing 
the l115er diode IITliY lo opcnte at elevated 
temperature, increase the diode a.rray lifetime tenfold, 
and decrease lifecycle costs fivefold. The goal is to 
at1ain ihcse improvements for diode laser anays 
operating in the infrared, visible, and ultrav[olet 
Rgioos oflhe spectrum. 

The goal of the ColilereDtly CombiDed Hi&b-Power 
Sincle-Mede Emitters (COCHISE) program is to 
develop new, breakthrough teehnologies to improve 
diode bac lifetime and bea.m q1111lity, and, ultimately, 
lead to coherent combination of individual emitters in 
laser diode bars and amays. Coherent combination of 
laser diode mays would provide h.igb-power laser 
architectures that are up to three times .more efficient 
than existing diode-pumped solid-state laser 
technology, wbile improving beam quality and 
increasing far-field, on-uis intensity'. 

The goal of the GORGON - Hiell Power Mid-IR 
Laser program is to develop and integrate advanced 
laser and detector technologies to provide proactive 
infi"BI'"ed countermea!Wfe capabilities for a variety of 
airborne platfonns as required by th.e Multi-function 
Electro-optical Defense of U.S. Aircraft (MEDUSA) 
program. 

The goal of the Hf&h Ener:o Liquid Laser Area 
Defcase Systea (BELLA.DS) program is to develop 
a high-energy l~tSCt weapon system (- 150 kilowatt) 
with an order-of-magnitude reduction in weight 
compared to mdsting laser systems. With a weight 
goal of less than five .kilograms per kilowa"-, 
HELLADS will enable high-energy lasers to be 
integrated onto tactical aircraft and will significantly 
increase engllgement ranges compared to ground
based systems. 

The goal of the Rnolutioo io Fiber Lasers (RIFL) 
program is to develop mu.Jti-Jdlowatt, s ingle-mode, 
narrow linewidth fiber luer arnpUfier:s using 
diffraction-limited diode pump arrays to achieve the 
requisite power and coherence for future multi
kilowatt directed energy arehitec:tures. 

The goal of the Super HJab Ellicieocy Diode 
Sources (SHEDS) program is to develop IL'!er diodes 
that are 80 percent efftcient in converting electrical 
power to optical power. These will be used to 
optically pump ytterbium and neodymium solid state 
lasers openlli.ng near 1060 nanometers for high
power laser systems. Such b igh.-effieiency laser 
pumps for these solid state lasers will lead 10 

dramatic reductions in the size and weight of l 00 
kilowatt-class diode pumped solid. state lasers. 

The gael of the Ultra Fait Lasen wltb Response > 
100 GHz program is tn develop ultra-fast lasers with 
modulation respoose greeter than I 00 gigabc:rlz 
(OHz) resonance .frequency. The capability to 
engineer the reson-oce frequency and to design 
monolithically integrated laser stru.otures with a 
tailored radio frequency response would lead to more 
efficient. bigber power, millimeter-wave 
optoelectronic sources with the resonance ftequcncy 
scaleable to the terahc:rtz regime. 

The UlttaBnm program involves conversion or 
femJOsecood-durat.ion ultraviolet laser light pulses to 

x-rays, and the study of intense x-ray pulse 
propagation in various media. 
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The goal of the Visible laGaN lajedioa Lasers 
(VlGLL) program is to demooslrate green (SOO 
omometers) injection lasers operaling continuous 
wave at room temperature with power oueput up to 
one watt, wallplug efficiency of 30 pcrce111, md 
stable output during a time period longer lhan I ,000 
boun. These lasers will be fabricllted wilh a yield of 

20 percent VIGIL lasers will enable applications 
requiring a close match between the light source md 
the peak response wavelenglh of lhe human f:YC· 
Otber applications include taking advmtage of lhc 
minimum absorption of sea water in the blue-green 
spectral region and miniaturized displays . 
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Index of DARPA .Programs Cross-Referenced by Program Element 
and Project Number 

(President's FY 2009 Budget*) 

Program Title 
Fact File De.terlptive S••••ry PE Project 
Page II Reference 

Al60 12 A160 0603286E AIR-01 

Accelerated Insertion of 
46 

Materials Processing and 
06027\SE MBT-01 

Materials Manufacturing 

Accelerated Learning 33 
Human Assisted Neural 0601101E BLS-01 

Devices 
Accelerated Leuning: 

39 Neuroscience Technologies 0602715E MBT-02 
Operational Systems 

Accelerated Manufacturing 
36 Unconventional Therapeutics 0602383E BW-01 

of Pharmaceuticals 
Acoustic Arrays for Torpedo 

l3 
Acoustic Amlys for Torpedo 

0602702E IT-03 
Defense Defense 

Active Electro-Optical Active Electro-Optical i 
Mapping and Navigation 14 Mapping and Navigation 0603768E I GT-01 
System (AONS) System (AONS) 

Active Rotor 23 Active Rotor 0602702E IT-07 
Adaptive Focal Plane Arrays 

7 !Adaptive Focal Plane Anays 0602Tl6E ELT-01 (AFPA) (AFPA) 
Adaptive Mo~pbing Super- Adaptive Morpbing Super-

Maneuver Aircraft lJ Maneuver Aircraft 0602702E TI-07 
(AMSMAl (AMSMA) 

Adaptive Pbotonic Phased ' 
57 

Adaptive Photonic Phased 
0603739E MT-15 Locked Elements (APPLE) I Locked Elements (APPLE) 

Adaptive Reflective 

I 
Adaptive ReOective 

Middleware Systems 4 Middleware Systems 0602702E lT-13 
(ARMS) I (ARMS) 

Advanced Aerospa.ce System ZJ Advanced Aerospace System 
0603286E AIR-01 

Conceots Concepts 
Advanced Flexible 

63 
Advanced FleXible 

06037398 MT-07 Manufacturing Manufacturing 
Advanced Ground Tactical 

1l 
Advanced Ground Tactical 

060l760E CCC-01 Battle .Manager Battle Manager 
AdvancedHF 

I 
AdvancedHF 

0603760E CCC-02 
CommWlicatioos CommWlications 

Advanced Microsystems 
52 Advanced Microsystems 

0602716E ELT-01 ._Technology Technology Program 

• Some programs described in Ibis Fact File do not appear explicitly in lhe, Descriptive Summaries, 'but are activities 
wilhin items formally refereuccd in the Descriptive Summaries. Therefore, we have listed both Project Titles and 
the Descriptive Summary References. 
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Prognm Title 

Advanced Photonic Switch 
(APS) 

Advanced Precision Optical 
OscillaiOr (APROPOS) 

Advanced Sensing 
Tu:bnologies 

Advanced Soldier Sensor 
Information System and 
~o1~ (ASSISD 
Advanced Speech Encoding 

(ASE) 

Advanced Structural Fiber I 
Aero-Adaptive/ Aero-Optic I 

Beam Control (ABC) I 
Air Laser 

A>t>ome T-hy uoU.a i 
Aciive Electromagnetics 
(AT.AEM) 

Airplane-on-a-Chip (AOq -
Chip Scale Avionics 

All Things RcposiiOry 

All Weather Sniper Scope 
{_AWSS) 

All-Source Target 
Cbaracecrization 

Aluminum Combustor 

Analog Logic 

Analog Spectral Processors 
(ASP) 

Analog-to-lnfonnation 
Receiver Development (A-
to-l) 

Anomalous Effects in Metal 
Dcuteridcs 

Application Communities 
An:ltitecwre for Diode High 

Energy Laser Systems 
(ADHELS) 

Armor Challenge 

Asymmetric Maierials for thel 
Urban Battlespace 

At Sea Fueling Station 
AudiVis 

I ®It ®I I IS£& SSE 814!11 

Fact File Descriptive Summary 
PE Project 

Pa.ge # Reference 
-

Ultradense Nanopholonic 
57 lntrachip Communication 0603739E MT-15 

' (UNIC) 

58 
Advanced Precision Optical 

0602716E ELT-01 Oscillator (APROPOS) 

7 
Advanced Airborne Optical 

0603767E SEN-02 Sensing 

J4 Collaborative C-agniti.on 0602304E C00-03 

~-~-- . 
4 

Advanced Speech Encoding 
0603760E CCC-02 

(ASE) 

46 Materials Processing and 
0602715E MBT..Ol Manufacturing 

Aero-Adaptive/ Aero-Optic 
64 Beam Control (ABC) 0602702E lT-06 

64 Air Laser 0602702E TI-06 
Airborne Tomography using 

19 Active Electromagnetics 0603767E SEN-0.1 
(ATAEM) 

~l 
Airplane on a Chip (AOC) -

0603739E MT-IS Chip Scale Avionics 

11 
Federated Object-level 

0603766E NET-01 Exploitation (FOX) 
Soldier-borne Sensor 

l 

17 Technology 0603767E l SEN-02 

Jl 
Target Identification 

0603767E SEN-02 Technology 
13 Aluminum Com'buster 0603766E NET-02 

Scalable MMW 

44 
Archil.ec:tures for 

0603760E CCC02 RJ:configu.rable 
Trausceivers (SMARl) 

60 Analog Spectral Processors 
0603739E MT-15 (ASP) 

Analog-to-Information (A-to-52 0602716E ELT-01 1) 

49 Alternate Power Sources 060271SE MBT..Ol 

6l Security-Aware Systems 0602303E IT-03 
ArchiteciUre for Diode High 

64 Energy Laser Systems 0602702E TT·06 
(ADHELS) 

46 Materials for Force 
0602715E MBT-01 

Protection 

18 
Asymmetric Materials for ·the 

06Q3764.E LNW-01 Urban Battles-pace 
49 Alternate Power Sources 060271SE MBT-01 
II AudiVis 0603767E SEN-01 
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Pace I# Reference --- • Auto Metada&a Extractions 14 
Federated Object-level 0603766E NET-01 

EJtploitation (FOX) - • Autonomous Real-time 
Ground Ubiquitous 7 

Advanced Airborne Optical 
0603767E SEN-02 

SurveilJaoce - Imaging Sensing 
~ystcm (ARGUS-IS) . I 

• • Baalelield Helicopter 13 Battlefield Helicopter 0602702E TT-07 
Emulator (ORE) Emulator (BHE) 

Diodcmiliwization of 39 
IOiodcmilitariz.ation of 

0602715E MBT-02 
Munitions - Munitions --

Dio-Eicclronics and 43 
Bio-Electronics and 0602716E I ELT-01 

Photonics Pbo10nics 
Biof'uels 49 Biofucls 0602715E MBT..OI 

• • • 
Dioloaical Sensory Slructure 39 BioRobotics and 0602715E MBT-02 Emulation (BioSenS.E) 1 BioMechanics • 
Bioloaically Inspired Sensor I Bioinspired Sensors 

I 
MBT-02 39 06027 15E Arrays I • 

Bi-S1atic Shield I 31 Bi-StaticShield 06032878 SPC-01 
Blacllswift Test Bed 3G Blackswift Test Bed 0603287E SPC01 • 

Biological Adaptation, 
Blood Pbarm.ing 36 Assembly and 0601101E BLS-01 • 

Manufacturing 
Bootstrapped Learning 33 Bootstrapped Learning 0602304E C00-02 • 
Boreal 11 

Advanced Radar Sensor 0603767E SEN-02 Technology • 
Brain Pl~ticity for 

4J 
'Human Assisted Neunl 0601101E BLS-01 Accelcntcd uaming Devices • 

Broad Ocean Demining 27 Broad Ocean Demining 0602702E TT-03 
Broad Spectrum Feedstock 49 Biofuels 0602715E MBT-01 BioFuels 
Brood of Spectrum 

1! 
1eo · · N It· 0602304E C00-()3 Supremacy (BOSS) 1 g01bve ctwor ang 

Cubon Electtonics for RF 
52 

Cubon Electronics for RF 
0602716E ELT-01 Applications (CERA) Aoolications (CERA) 

Biological Adaplation, 

• • • • Cell Proslbetics 41 Assembly and 0601101E BLS-01 
Manufacturina • 

Chemical Communications .. , Materials for Initiation ll1d 
0602715£ MBT..01 

ActuatiOfl • Olemical Robots 23 Reconfigurab1e Sttuctures 060271SE MBT-01 
Olip Sule Atomic Clock I ... Chip Scale Atomic Clock 

0602716E ELT-01 (CSAC} (CSAC) ·-
Chip-Scale Direct Sampling I 52 

Chip-Scale Direct Sampling 
0603739E MT-12 Receiver (CSDSR) Receivers (CSDSR) 

Chip-Scale Higlt Ene1"gy 

f 
Sl Chip-Scale High Energy 

0603739E MT-12 A\Omic Beams Atomic Beams 
Cbip-Scale Micro Gas 36 Chip-Scale Micro Gas 0603739E MT-12 Analyzer Analyzers 

Cbip-IO-OJip Optical I 53 O.ip-to-Cbip Optical 0602716E ELT-01 
lnten:onnects (C201) 

1 
lnten:onnec:ts 

• • • • • • 
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Close Air Support !Close Air Support 
Technology for Loitering 7 Technology for Loitering 
Engagement (CASTLE} I Engagement (CASTLE} 

Close Combat Lelhal Reoon [ 
17 

!confirmatory Hunter Killer 
.(CCLR) System - CCLR 

Closed-Loop Bone 41 Biological Interfaces 
Osteoaenesis I 

Cognitive Technology Threatj 39 Cognitive Technology Threat 
Wamin.&_System (CT2WS) --- Warn~ S):stem (CT2WS) 

C.ognitively Augmented Cognitively Augmented 
Design for Quantum I 42 Design for Quantum 
Technology (CAD-QT) Technology (CAD-QT) 

Coben:olly Combined High· Coherently Combined High-
Powa- Single-Mode 64 

I 
Power Single-Mode 

Emitters (COCHISE) Emitters (COCHlSE) 
Collaborative Networked 

Automated Battle 
Autonomous Vehicles 28 
(CNAV) Management 

CoU~Ioo Avo"'- & 4 11ls;on Avoldan<e & 
Dynamic Airspace Control Dyoamic Airspace Control 

Combat Laser Infrared Combat Laser Infrared 
Countermeasure (IRCM} 

7 
Cuuntermeasurc (lRCM) 

Proactive Survivability .Proactive Survivability 
System (CLIPSS) System 

Combat Zones That See 
15 

Combat Zones That See 
(CZTS} (CZTS) 

Compact Directional Neutron 
Sensors 

18 N'ovel Sensors for Force 
Source/Phase II 

Protection 
COmpact Ultra-stable Gyro COmpact Ultra-stable Gyro 

for Absolute Reference 61 for Absolute Reference 
(COUGAR) (COUGAR) 

Compound Semicondu.ctor Compound Semiconductor 
Materials On Silicon 53 Materials On Silicon 

l__@SMOS) (COSMOS} 

Computational Duality 45 High Performanee Algorithm 
Development 

Computational Imaging (CI) 53 Computationallmaginll(9l 
Computer Exploitation utd 

62 Computer Exploitation and 
Human Collaboration Human Collaboration 

Computer Science Study 62 Computer ScienCe Study 
Group (CSSG) Group(CSSGJ 

Concealed Weapons I 18 
Concealed Weapans 

Detection Detection 
Conflict Modeling, Planning, Conllict Modeling, Planning, 

and Outcomes 20 and Outcomes 
Experimentation Experimentation 
(COMPO EX) .{COMPO EX} · -

C-entiguous Multi-Mega- Contiguous Multi-Mega-
pixel Infrared Imaging 53 pixel lnfrared Imaging 
Arrays Arrays 

PE Project 

0603286E 
I 

AfR-01 

0603766E l NET-01 

0602715E I MBT-02 

060271SE MBT-02 

0602716E ELT-01 

0602702E Tf-06 

0602702E TI-13 

0603760E CCC-01 

0603767E SEN'-Ol 

0602702E TT-13 

0602383E BW-Ol 
0602702E TI-04 

0603768E GT-01 

060.2716E ELT-01 

0602702£ TI-06 

0602716E ELT-UI 

0601101E CCS-02 

0601101E CCS-02 

0603764E LNW-01 

0603760E CCC-02 

- -
0603739E MT-15 
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- • Control of Protein 

43 Advanced Diagnostics 06023838 BW-01 
Conformations • Control Plane 3 Control Plane 06023038 IT-03 

Control-Based Mobile Ad Control-Based Mobile Ad • Hoc Networks 4 Hoc Networks 0602303E IT-OJ 
(CBMANET) (CBMANETI • Coordination Decision-
Support Assistants .ZJ Collaborative Cognition 
(COORDINATORs) 

06023048 C00·03 • 
Counler Improvised Counter Improvised 

Explosive& Laboratories 18 Explosives Laboratories 06027028 TT-04 • 
(OEL) (CIEL) 

p.ial Facial Recooatructiol 
Biological Adaptation, 

41 Assembly and 0601101E BLS-01 (FACE) 
Manufactwin& 

• • 
Cross-Border Tunnel (CST) 19 Cross--Border Tunnel <can 0603767E SEN-01 
Crouhairs 18 Cross hairs 06027028 TI-04 • 
Croeswiud Sensor Syltem for 

17 
Soldier-borne Sensor 0603767E SEN-02 Snipers (C. WINS) Technology • 

C-Sniper II tC.Sniper 06027028 TI-04 
DARPA Future Information 

4 
DARPA Future Information 06023038 IT-03 

Assurance l!!iriatives Assurance lnitialives 
DARPA Hardwire Armor 

19 
Materials for Force 0602715E MBT-01 Dc.welopment Protection 

DARPA Interference DARPA lnterlerence 

• • • Multiple Access (DIMA) 1 Multiple Access (DIMA) 0603760E CCC-02 
Communications Communications • 

DARPA Titanium Initiative 46 
Structural Materials lftd 

06027lSE MBT-01 
- Coatings • Data in Optical Domain 

3 
Data in Optical Domain 

0603739E MT-15 Network (DoD-Network) NetWork (DoD-NetWork) • Datalntegratioo and Integnl£d Collective Exploiuation SystEm lhat 33 0602304E COO-OJ 
Leems (DIESEL) Systems 

Day/Night Adlptive Imager !3 !Day/Night Adaptive Imager 0603739E MT-15 
• • Deep Bleeder Acoustic 

36 
Tactical Biomedical 

060271SE MBT-02 Coagulation (D BA~l Technologies - ·--- • 
Deep Green I ll 

Advanced Ground T11:tical 0603760E CCC-OJ Battle Manager • !Deep Speak ll !Deep Speak ~03764E LNW-01 
Deep Ultraviolet A valanchc 

~· 
Deep Ultraviolet Avalanche 

0603739E MT-15 Pbotoddcclors {DUV AP) Pbotodetcc10rs (DUV AP) 
Oefe1tt of Explosively 

19 
Defeat of Explosively 

06027028 TT-04 Fonned Projectiles (DEFP) Fonned Projectiles (DEFP) 
Defense Against Cyber 

• • • Attacks on Mobile Ad Hoc 
4 

Dynamic Quarantine of 0602303E IT-03 Network Systems Computer-Based Worms • (DCAMANETS) 
Defensive Autooomous 

~ 
Defensive Autonomous 

0602303E IT-03 
~~terns Systems - --- • • 
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Design-space Exploration 
and Synthesis Technology 
for Integrating 

53 DESTINY Nontraditional 
Microsystcms at Yield 
(DESTINY) 

DetcctUAY 27 Target Identification 

' 
Technology 

Diatoms-Based Nano 48 INanoscale/Biomolecufar and 
Siructures MetaMaterills 

Dielectric Detection of !Dielectric Detection of 
Explosives 19 Explosives 

Digital Media Exploitation 
15 

Digjtal Media Exploitation 
(MEDEX) (MEDEX) 

Digital Network Archive 
62 

Integrated Collective 
(DNA) Systems 

Direct Thermal to Electric 49 Novel Power Sources Conversion (DTEC) 
Discovery and Exploitation 

High Performance Algorithm ofSinlcture in Algorithms 45 
(DESA) Development 

Disc-Rotor Compound 
23 

Disc-Rotor Compound 
Helicopter Helicopter 

Disruption Tolerant 5 Disruption Tolc:nnt 
Networking (DTN) Networking (DTN) 

Disruptive Manufacturing 
tDisruptive Manufacturing 

63 
Technologies (DMT) 

Technologies (DMT) Materials Processing and 
.Manufacturins 

Distortion-free Seeing Distortion-free Seeing 
Through the Air/Water 13 Through the Air/Watt:r 
Interface Interface 

Distributed, Embedded 
23 

Distributed Embedded 
Propulsion Propulsion 

Dual Beam Lynx 8 
Advanced .Radar Sensor 

TcchnoloKY 
Dynamic Quarantine of s Dynamic Quarantine of 

Computer-Based Worms _fomp_uter-Based Worms 

l Pattem Analysis Technology Dynamic T'Betical Targeting 
11 

(OTT) 

Education Dominance I 34 Training Superiority 
Effects Based Network I Effects Based Network 

Targeting 19 
Targeting 

Efficient Mid-Wave Infrared 
58 !Efficient Mid-Wave lnfr'iiRd 

Lasers (EMIL) , Lasers (EMlL) 
Electromagnetic Pulse Electromagnetic Pulse 

Tolerant Microwave 53 Tolerant Microwave 
Receiver Front End Receiver Front End 
(EMPIRE) (EMPIRE} 

PE I Project 

0602716E ELT-01 

0603767E SEN-02 

060llOIE MS-01 

' 
0603767E SEN-01 

0602702E TT-13 

0602304E COG-03 

0602715E MBT-01 

0602702E TT-06 

0602702E TT-07 

0603760E CCC-02 

0603739E MT-15 
0602715E MBT-01 

0602702E TI-03 

0602702E TT-07 

0603767E SEN-02 

0602303E IT-03 
~· - .. ~ 

0603767E SEN-02 

0602702E 'IT-06 

0603766E NET-01 

0602702E 'IT-06 

0603739E MT-15 
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Elecii'Onic & PboCooic Elecii'Onic & Photonic 

Integrated Circuits on 58 Integrated Circuits on 0603739E MT-lS 
• • Silicon (EPIC) Silicon (EPIC) 

Enabling Stress Resiscance 39 1Neuroscience T echoologics 06027\SE MBT-02 • En&iocercd BiD-Molec:ular 43 Engineered BiD-Molecular 0601101E MS-01 
Nano-Devices and Systems Nuu~Devices and Systems • Evaporative Cooling Turbine 24 !Multifunctional Materials 060271SE MBT-01 
Blades _ --t and Structures -

Expeditionary Distributed 
Common Group System 

'Network Ceotric Sensing aod (DCGS) Global 
l 0603767E SEN-02 

lnfonnation Grid (GIG) for I Engagement 
Exploitation Services 
(EDGES) I 

Exploitation Language 35 
!Federated Object-level 0603766E NET-OJ 

Technology for GeoiNT i Exploitation ~OX) 
Exploitation of3-D Data 12 'Target Identification 0603767E SEN~ 

(IDD) Technology 
Exploiting Vibrations to Precision Urban Combat 

Monitor Activities in 15 Systems (PUCS) 0603766E NET-01 
Buildings 

• • • • • • • Ex.plosively Fonned 19 Materials for Force 060271SE MDT-OJ Projectile Armor (EFPA) Protection • EXtreme AQ::uracy Tukcd 17 Laser Guided Bullet 0601702E TT-13 Ordnance (EXACJ'O) - - ·- • Extreme Ou:mical Clothing 36 External Protection 0602383E BW-01 
Ex.1reme Computiog 61 Extreme Computing 0602303E lT-02 • Extremely Long Endurance EJttremely Long &durance 

UIIIMilDed Surface Vehicle 24 Unmmned Surface Vehicle 0602702E TT-03 • (ELEUSV) (ELEUSV) 
Falcon 31 Falcon 0603287£ SPC-01 • Fast Access Spacecraft 

31 
Fast Access Spacecraft 0603287E SPC-01 · Testbed (FAST) Testbed (FAST) • Fast-Sc~n Cross-Border 

19 Cross-Border Tunnel (CBT) 0603767E SEN-01 Tunnel Detection • Feedback Regulated Tactical Biomedical Automatic Molecular 36 Technologies 0602715£ MBT~ 
Release (FRAMR) 

feedback-Linearized ! --
Miccowave Amplifien ~ 

Feedback-Linearized 0602716£ ELT-01 
(FLARE) 

Microwave Amplifiers 

• • • Femtosecond Adaptive 
Specii'OSCOpy Techniques 37 Sensors 0602383E BW-01 for Remote Agent • 
Detection (F ASTREAD) • Fiber-Optical Network for 14 Fiber-Optical Network for 

0603760E CCC-02 Aerospace Platforms Aerospace Platforms ·-Fleltible Fuel Power Sources 49 Novel Power Sources 060271SE MBT-01 • - r Focus Areas in Theoretical 45 High Performance Algorithm 
0602702E TT-06 Malhematics (fA ThM) Development • • 
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Procram Ttt.le 

Pocus Center Research 
Pronam (FCRP) 

Forensic Target Motion 
Analysis 

Foundational Learning I Technology 
Frequency Domain Analog I Optical Sianal Processor 
Front-end Robotics Enabling ! 

Near-term Demonstration 1 

(FRENO) 

Fundamental Laws of 
Biology 

Geiger Mode Avalanche I 
Photodiode (GmAPD) 

I 

I 
Gcospatial Representation I and Analysis 
Global Autonomous 

Language Exploitation 
(GALE) 

Glowing Path 
-GORGON -High Power 

Mid-IR Laser 
Gratings of Regular Arrays 

and Trim Exposures 
(GRATE) I 

GuidedBEC 

Guided Projectiles I 
Handheld Throug'b-Wall I Synthetic Aperture Radar 
!-,(SAR) 
H111'11h Environment Robust 

Micromechanical 
Tecbno'loaY (HERMin 

Heavy Fuel Engine/Low 
Friction Engine 

Helicopter ALert and Threat 
Tennina.tioo (HAL TO 

Helicopter Quieting (HQP) 
Heliplane 
Hemispherical Array 

Detector for Imaging 
(HARD I) 

Heterogeneous Urban 
Reconnaissance Team 
(HURT) 

High Bandwidth Maritime 
Communications 

IOI!OIFI81Y&11811 OHtn 

Fac:t File Descriptive Summary PE I Project 
Pagel Refereace -------

53 
Semiconductor Technology 060JIOIE ES-01 

Focus Centers 

8 Pattern AnaJysis Technology 0603767E SEN-02 

34 Foundational Learning 0602304E COG-02 
Technology 

58 Frequency Domain Analog 
oPtical Signal Processor 

0602716E ELT-01 I 
Front-end Robotics Enabling 

31 Near-term Demonstration 0603l87E SPC>OI 
(fREND) 

43 Bio lolerfaces 0601101E BLS-01 

8 
Advanced Airborne Optical 0603767E SEN-02 

Sensing 

45 
ln~graled Sensing and 0602702E TT-06 

ProcessinR 
Global Autonomous 

35 Language Exploitation 0602303E IT-04 
(GALE) 

8 
Lntegnted Sensing 1111d 060l702E TT-06 

ProoessinR 

64 
GORGON • High Power 060270lE TT-06 

Mid-IR Laser 

Cost Effective Low Volume 
54 Nanofabrication 

0603739E MT-15 

41 Atomic Scale Materials and 060lJOlE MS-01 
Devices 

17 Guided Projectiles 0602702E TT-04 
Handheld Through-Wall 

16 Synthetic Aperture Radar . 0603767E SEN-01 
(SAR) 

Harsh JEnvironment Robust 
60 Micromechanical 06037396 MT-12 

Technology (H.ERMITl 

24 
Heavy Fuel EngineiLow 0603l86E AIR-OJ Friction Engine 

27 
'Helicopter Alert and Threat 0602702E TT-04 Termination (HAL TT) 

24 tHelicopter Quieting 06027026 TT-07 
24 Heliplane 06032866 AJR-01 

IHeoUspbericalJUTay 
8 Detector for Imaging 0603739E MT-15 

(HARD I) 
Heterogeneous Urban 

27 Reconnaissance Team 0603760E CCC-OJ 
(HURn 

2 
[High Bandwidth Maritime 

0602702E I TT-03 
Communications 
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I OU 51 I ICE ill ltOII 811a I • • Proanm Title 

FactFlle Dacrtpttve S••••ry PE Project 
Pqell Rerereace • -High Delta-V Experiment 

31 
High Delta-V Experimc:ot 0603287E SPC-01 (HIDVE) (1-HDVE) • Higb Energy Liquid Laser High Energy Liquid Luer 

Area Defense System 64 Area Defense System 0602702E TT-06 • (HELLADS) (HELI .AOS) 
Hip Operating Tempcnture High Opentiag Tempenture • - Mid-Wave lafnlred (HOT 15 ·Mid~ Wave lafrwed (HOT 0603739E MT-1 5 

MWIR) MWDt)_ • High Performance, Corrosioo 
47 

Structural Materials and 0602715E MBT~l Resia1ant Materials Coatings 
Hisb Power Wide Band Oap High Power Wide Band Gap • 

Semiconductor Electrooica 54 Semiconductor Electronics 0602716E ELT~l 
Tocboology Techno loRY • 

High Precision Loog Ran.gc Soldier-borne Sensor Luer Desigoator/Locator 17 Tccboology 
0603767E SEN-02 

(HPLO) 
High RC!Oiutioo Short Wave High ResolutioD Short Wave 

Infrared/Hip .Deusiry 
lDfnrcd Retina (Brownout 54 lnfrarcd/High DeMit)' 0603739E MT- 15 

Vision) lnftan:d Rdina 

High School Scieoce Study 
62 

High School Science Study 
060llOIE CCS-02 Oroup/CS Futures Oroup/CS Futwa 

High-Frequency lnlegrated 
COmpact Vacuum Elt:ctronic 

Radio-frequency Vacuum Electronics (Hi- 54 Technology (COVERT) 0602716E ELT-01 
FIVE) (HiFIVE) 

Higb-Productiviry . -
Computing Systems 35 

High-Productivity 
0602303E IT-Q2 

(HPCS) Computing Systems 

• • • • • • • • Humao-Assisted Neuntl 
41 

Hunum As11isted Neural 0601 101E BLS-01 lkvic:c:s (HAND) Devices • Human~carried Explosive Human--carTied Explosive 
Detection Stand-off 19 Detection Stand-ofT System 0603766E NET .OJ 
S~ystem (HEDSS) .(HEDSS} - • 

Hybrid ln!ICct MEMS (HI-
43 Nanoslructure in Biology 0601101E BLS-01 MEMS) 

Hyperadsorptive 
I· 

I 
·-

Almospheric SampliDg 37 Sensors 0602383E BW-01 
Technology (HAsn 

Hypmpcctral Framing ll Advanced Airborne Optical 0603767E SEN-02 Sensing 
Hyperspeclnl Radiographic I 42 

Nanoscalc/Biornolecular and 
0601101E I MS-01 Sources (HRS) MetaMateria1s 

Ideal Radio-Frequency Mixer 
54 

Technology for Ultra-High- 0603739E MT-15 (IRM) Lineari'1 Mixers 
Improved Anodes for 

50 Power Components 0602715E MBT-01 Lithium Batteries 
Increased Conunand and increased Command and 

• • • • • • • Control Effectiveness 13 Control Efl'ectivcness 0603760E CCC-01 
ICE 

~ 
(ICE) -- • • 
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I Cit OJ I 16££ tJ8B OlfiYL 

Procr•m Title 
F1ct File Detc:rlpctve Su•m•ry 
Paae## Referen~ 

·-
Information PIP High Peri'onnance Algorilb.m (Propagation, Impact, 63 

Persistence) 
Development 

Information Theory for Computer Ellplo11alioo and 
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 63 
(ITMANET) 

Hwnan Collaboration 
-

lntqn~ted Compact Engine I 1.4 
Integrated C.ompact Engioe 

Flow Path I Flow Path 
Integrated Crisis Early 

11 
lotegrated Crisis Euly 

WamiJ!g_System (ICEWS) j Warning System (!CE~ 
~. 
Integrated Htgb Energy 

Density C!lpacitors 50 Power Components 
(lHEI>C) 

lntcgnated Learning 34 Integrated Learning 

Integrated Pbotonic Delay 
Ultra Low Loss Pbotonic 

58 In1egrated Circuits end 
(iPhoD) 

Processors 
lntegr•ted Smsiog and 

Jl 
lntegJated Scm ina aod 

Processing Processing 
Integrated Sensor is Structure 

8 
Integrated Sensor is Structure 

(ISIS) (ISIS) 
lnlelli&ent Multi-modal 

Volume Angio Computed 44 Trauma Pod 
Tomognphy (IM-VAC) 

Intrinsically Assured 5 Dynamic Quarantine of 
MANETs Computer•bued Worms 

Iron Curtain I 19 Crossbairs 

J·S.U.d Advaoced Digital I 54 
J-Band Advanced Digital 

Receiver (JADR) Receiver (JADR) 
Joint Air/Ground Operations: 1 Joint Air/Ground Operations: 

Unified, Adaptive , IJ Unified, Adaptive 
Replanning (JAGUAR) Replan.nins {JAGUAR} 

Joint Mission Rehearsal lJ Network Comma.od -
Know What Is to Know 34 Advaooed Ground T~etical 

Subsystem (K WIKS) Battle Manager 

Know..,ge ._,_bon ~ 34 Knowledge Representation 
and Reasonins Technolon and Reasoning T echnolo&t 

Laminar Flow Flight 14 Laminar Flow Flight 
Demoostration _ j Demonstration 

Large Area Coverage Search-
while.. Track and Enpge 8 IAdvaoced Anome Optical 

(LACOSTE) Sensing 

Laser Geospatial Referencing 
8 

ISoldier-bomc Sensor 
(LGRl Technology 

Lasers Through Clouds 9 Ground Targeting Sensors 
Learning Applied kl Ground 17 

1
Robust Robotics 

Robots (LAGR} -
Learning Locomotion (L2) 17 Robust Robotics 
Legged Squad Suppon 

I 17 
1Legged Squid Suppon 

Sy~m(l.S3) I S,rstcm (LS3) -

PE I Project 

0602702E rr-06 

060ll01E 

I 
CCS-02 

0602702E IT-07 

I 
0602702E IT-13 
-- - --
0602715E MBT-01 

0602J04E COG-02 

0602716E ELT-01 

0602702E IT-06 

0603287E SPC-01 

0602715E MBT-02 

0602303E IT-03 

0602702E IT-04 

0602716E ELT-01 

0603760E CCC-OJ 

---
0603766E NET-01 

0603760E CCC-01 

0602304E C00.02 

0602702E 'IT-()7 

0603767E I SEN-02 

0603767E SEN-02 

0603767E SEN-02 

0602304E COG-02 

0602304E COG-02 

0603766E NET-OJ 
- -
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P T
itle Fad Ji'lle Descriptive S•llliDAI'Y PE Project rocram r.ce t1 Reference 

!--·- -· .--·--·------f----- +-·--·---···-
Ligbtweigbt Ceramic Armor 47 !Lightweight Ceramic Armor 
(~A) (~N 

0602702E TT-04 

Lightweight Hi&h Efficiency 14 Lightweight High Effx:ic.ncy 
A.irctaft Power Generatioa Aircraft Power Geaeratioa 

0602702E TT-07 

Linear Pbotonic RF Front Linear Photonic RF Front 
End Technology (PHOR- 58 End Tech1tology (PHOR· 0602716E ELT-lll 
FRONl) . FRONl) 

1 Cognitive Networking 0602304E COG-03 Local Area Network droid 
(LANdroid) 
~~~~~--------+------4--- -------r-----~-----~ 
LongTcr-mStorageofBlood 

37 
TacticalBiomedic:al 0602715E MBT-02 

Products Technologies 
Long View 31 Long View 0603287E SPC-Qt 

Low Power- Micro Cryogenic 
54 

Low Power Micro Cryogenic 0603739E MT-12 
1_Coo~~ler~---·-----~------+-Coo~~~aB~-------+-------·~--------
Low-Aititude Airborne Low-Altitude Airborne 

Sensor System (LAASS) 29 Sensor System (LAASS) 0603767E SEN-Ot 

Low-Altitude Airborne 
Sensor System (LAASS) 
Active EM Payload 

19 Low-Aitirude Airborne 
Sensor System (LAASS) 

Low-Altitude Airborne Low-Altitude Airborne 
Sensor System (LAA~S) 19 Scn$or System (LAASS) 
Gravity Gradient Payload 

Magnetic MEMS 60 Maanetic MEMS. 
Magneto Hydrodynamic Magneto Hydrodynamic 

Explosive Munition 18 Explosive Munition 
(M}\HEM) (MAHEM) 

Malicious Network 
5 

Defensive Autonomous 
Mitigation Systems 

Maneuver md Conirol on the 
19 

Maneuver and Control on lhe 
Urban Battlefield Urban Battlefield 

Mask.less Direct-Write Muk1C5S Direct-Write 
Nanolilhography for 54 Nanolithography for 
Defense Applications Defense Applications 

Materials with Novel 
48 

Engineered Bio-Molecular 
TranSJ)On Properties Nano-Devices and Systems 

Mathematics of lhe Brain Human Assisted Neural 
" " ... 5 tMoBJ Devices 

MEMS Exchange 60 MEMS Exchange 
fMEo Synthetic Aperture 

31 
MBO Synthetic Apertw'e 

Radar (MEOSA1l) Radar (MEOSAil) 
Micro Isotope Micro-Power ll!n Mi-cro Isotope Micro-Power 

Sow-ces (MIPS) ""' Sources (MIPS) 
Micro Power Generation 50 Micro Power Generation 
Micro 'Power Sources 50 Alternate Power Sources 
Microantenna Anay MJcroantenna Array 

Tedanology & 55 Technology & 
t--=-A.;.o~P=Plli;:.;:ca;;;;;ti=-.on:::s'-'• (.:;.;.JM=IA~T A:;.:•.__) -t-----t-~Applications (MIA T A) 
Micro-Beam Clock 5 !Micro-Beam Clocks 

0603767E SEN-01 

0603767E SEN-OJ 

0602304E COG-02 

06037391: MT-12 

0602702E 

0602303E IT-03 

0602702E TT-04 

0603739E MT-15 

0601101E MS-01 

0601101E BLS-01 

0603739E MT-12 

0603287E S.PC-01 

0602716E ELT-01 

• 0603739E MT-12 

0602715E MBf-01 

0603739E MT-15 

0603739E MT-12 
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I OllOZI ZOE& 851§ Cit£ I 

Program Title Fact File Descriptive Su•m•ry 
Pa1e II Reference 

¥icrop_ower Engine -- so Micropower Engine 
Micropumps 60 Micropumps 
Microsatetlile Demonstration Mjcrosatellite Demonstration 

Science and Technology 31 Science and Technology 
Experiment Program Experiment Program 
(MiDSTEP) ' (MiD STEP) 

Microsenson for Imaging Microsensors for Imaging 
(MISO 55 (MIS I) 

Mia'osyslem Integrated 

I 
Microsyst.em Integrated 

Navigation Teclmology 61 Navigation Technology 
(MIN!) L (MJNT) _ 

Microtcchnologies for Air-

I 
Microtechnologies for Air· 

Cooled Exchangers 
61 

Cooled Exchangers 
(MACE) Heat Sink (MACE) Heat Sink 
Enbancemc:n t Enhancement 

Military Medical Imaging 37 Military Medical Imaging 
Miniature, Room I Miniature, Room 

Tempenlure, Ultra-
55 

Temperature, Ultra-
~ensilive Magnetic Sc:o501' sensitive Magnetic Sensor 
(MRUMS) (MRUMS) 

Mission-Adaptable Chemica1 1 

37 Mission-Adaptable Chemical 
Sensors(MACS} Sensors (MACS) 

Mobile Integrated 
Sus&ainable Energy so Alternate Power SoW'Ces 
Recovery (MISER) 

Mobile Networked Multiple- Mobile Networked Multiple-
lo.puiiMuJtiple-Output ll loput/MultipJe.Output 
(MIMO) (MNM) j (MIMO) (MNM) 

Molecular Targets of Stress 40 Maintaining Combat 

l Perfomance 
Multi Dimcnsiooal Mobiliry I 17 Multi Dimensional Mobiliry 

RobOI (MDMR) Robot (MDMR) 
Multifunction Electro-Optics I Multifun~tionaJ Electro-

for Defense of U.S. , 9 Optics for Defense of U.S. 
Aircrafl (MEDUSA) Aircraft (MEDUSA) 

Multifunctional Sw-face I Systems: Carbon 48 !Muhifuoctional Materials 
Naootubc: (CNT) Cold and StruelllreS 
Catbodcs .1 .. 

Multifunctional Surface I Systems: Low 48 Multifunctional Materials 
Tempera~ Colossal I and Structures 
Supersaturation (L TCSS) - I 

Muhifunctional Surface 1
,Multifunctional Materials Systems: Pulse Thermal 48 

Processing (PTP) and Structures 

Multifuoctiooal Surface Multifunctional Materials Systems: Surface Control 48 and Structures 
for Superb:k:droehobics 

PE Project 

----
0602702E TT-04 
0603739E MT-12 

0603287E SPC-01 

! 

0603739E MT- 15 
-

0603739E MT-12 

0603739E .MT-12 

060271SE MBT-02 

0603739E MT-15 

0602383E BW-01 

060271SE MBT-01 

0603760E CCC-02 

060271SE MBT-02 

I 
-

0603766E NET-01 

0603768E GT-01 

0602715E MBT-01 

060271SE MBT-01 

0602715E MBT-01 

0602715E MBT-01 
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• • 
I 8ft 8I I 2861£688 8Uiii • • Program Title •'aet File DftcrtpdYe Summary 

PE Project 
Paget Refereace 

>---· -....... - - • Multifimctional Surface I 
Systems: Surface Wave 

48 
'Multifuactional Materials 0602715E MBT-01 

Communication IDd Power and Structures 
Transmission (SWCPT) 

• • Multilingual Automatic Multilingual Auiomatic 
Document Classification, 

21 Document Classification, 0602303E IT--04 
Analysis and Translation Analysis and Translation (MADCAT) 

Multi-Modal Missile 14 Multi-Modal Missile 0603286E AIR-01 
0603764E LNW-01 

Multipath Exploitation Radar 
9 

Multipath Exploitation Radar 0603766E NET-01 (MER) (MER) 
Multispectral Adaptive 

• • • • 
Networked Tactical 15 Urban Commander 0603760E CCC-Ol 
Imaging System • (MANTIS) 

NIMEMS Science and Focus 
60 

NIMEMS Science and Focus 060ll01E ES-01 
Centers Centers 

NanoCAD 60 NanoCAD 0603739E MT-12 

• • Nano-Composite Optical 
I 47 Nanoscale/Biomoleclllar 811d 

0601101E MS-01 Ceramic (NCOC) Meta Materials • Nano-Electro-Mechanical 55 Nano-Eiec:tro-Mechanical 0603739E MT-12 Computen (NEMS) Computers (NEMS) • Nano-FiappingAir Vehicles 25 Nano-Flapping Air Vehicles 0602702E TT..()7 
NanoPayload Delivery 

Jl 
NanoPayload Delivery 0603287E SPC-01 

(NPD) (NPD) 

Nanoscaled Architecture for Nanoscaled Architecture for 

• • Coherent Hyper-Optic 42 Coherent Hyper-optic 0601l01E ES-01 
Sources (NACHOS) Sources ~ACHOS) • Nanosttuctun::d Materials for so Multifunctional Materials 0602715E MiBT-01 
Power and Structures • 

Nastic Materials 40 
Materials for Initiation and 0602715E MiBT-01 Actuation •• National Cy~ Range (NCR 5 :Cyber Security Initiative 0305103B CYB-01 

Naval Advanced Amorphous 47 Structural Ma&erials and 0602715E MBT-01 Coatings Coatings 
Navigation-Grade MEMS Navigation-Grade MEMS 

• • Inertial Measurement Unit 61 Inertial Measurement 'Unit 0603768E GT..OI 
(IMU) ( IMU) • Negative Index Materials 48 r unctional Materials and 0602715E MBT-01 Devices 

Ncovision2/Neovision .. , 1Neovision2 0602715E MBT-02 
Nanostrucrure in Biology 060llOIE BLS-01 

• • NetT rack 12 
Advanced Radar Sel150r 

0603767E SEN-02 Technology • Network-Centric Situation 
ll Network Command 0603766E NET-01 Assessment 

Networked Bionic Sensors Networked Bionic Sensors • 
for Language/Speaker 9 for Language/Speaker 0603760£ CCC-02 
Detection Detection • • 
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F Gil 611 SOli & w• Of taU 

Ptocr•• Title 
I Fact File Dncrtpcive SuDUDary 

I 
Paae# Reference 

--
Networked Embedded Networked Embedded 

Systems Technology 16 Systems Technology 
<NESn (NBSn 

Networkin& in Extreme 1 ll !Networking Extreme 
Enviroruneats (NetExj Environments_ (}lletEx) 

Neuro~hnology for I 
Intdligence Analysta I 40 Newoscience Technologies 
(NlA) 

Next Ocneutioo (X G) l l Next Generation (XQ) 
Next Ocnet"ation Core Next Generation Core 

()plical Networks J Optical Networks 
(CORONET) (CORONEn 

Next Generation Fuel Cell so Novel Power Sources Chemistries 
Next Generation RF Antenna 1 

9 
Advanced RJidar Sensor 

System Technology 
Next Oaleration Routing and' 12 Next Generation Routing and 

Addressin.& f A¥ressing 
Nighi.iogale -- 37 Nightingale 
Noo-cootad EEO 

44 
Non-conlllct EEO 

Ted:mologies_{}I/ET} Technok>gies (NEl) 
Non-Line• Dynamics I 60 Micromocbanical Amplifiers 

[Non-line• Matb for Mixed I Non-linear Math for Mixed Signal Microsystems 4S 
Signal Microsystems (:lll_lMMSM)_ 

Novel Sllellite 
31 

Novel Satellite 
Communications (NSC) CommWiications (NSC) 

Novel Technologies for !Novel Technologies for 
Optoelectronics Materials I 63 Optoelectrooics Materials 
Manufac:IUrina (NTOMM} Manufac:turina_(tiTOMM) 

Novel Topological Materials 
55 

Engineered Bio-Molecular 
and Nanoelectronics Nano-Dcviecs and Systems 

~lique Flying Wing (OFW) 15 Obtigue Flying Wing {OFW) 
Omni-Directional Flash & I 

launch Detection, 
Soldier-borne Sensor 

Positioning, ClusifJCarion I 5I Technology' 
and Observation System 

_{MEGAl --
Optical & Radio Frequency 

~Optical & RF Combioed Combined Link 3 
Experiment_(ORClE) link Experiment (ORCLE) 

Optical Alltaula Based on I 55 
Optical Alllenna Based oo 

Nanowm Nanowm 
Optical Arbitrary Wavc:fonn 

5I ~Optical A.rbitruy W avefoon 
Oene,.tion (OA WO) I Oeneration{OAWG) 

Optica1lattice Emulators I 47 
Atomic Scale Materials and 

Devices 
PACMAN-V 37 .Unconventional Therapeutics 
P1ll1111letric Optical Processc:s 59 IParametric Optical Processes 

and Systems (POPS} 1 and Systems (POPS) 

PE ~ject 
---

0602702E 
I TT-13 

0602702E IT-04 
-

0602715E MBT-02 

0603760E CCC-02 

0602303E IT-03 

0602715£ MBT-01 

0603767E 
I 

SEN-02 

0603760E I CCC-02 

0602702E I TT-07 -

0602716E ELT-01 

0603739E I MT-12 

0602716E ELT-01 

0603287E SPC-01 

0602716E ElT-01 

060llOIE MS-01 

0603286E AIR-OJ 

0603767E SEN-02 

I -----... 

0603760E CCC-02 

0602716E ELT-01 

0602716E ElT-0~ 

0601101E MS...OI 

0602383E BW-01 

0602716E ELT-01 
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• • 
ton ott team tfSM OlliS a • • Procn• Title 

FIICtFUe Deartpdve S••mary PE Project ..... , Refereaee • Pe.Jc Soldier Performance 40 Maintaining Combat 0602715E MBT-02 Pc;rfonnance • Persistent Ocean Surveill~r~cc 
Persiatent Occm Surveillanec 18 (includes Surface Wave 

Harvesting) 
0603766E NET-02 • 

Persistc:ot Opentjonal 
SwfKC Swveillmce llld ., Pcn.istmt Exploitation 0603767E SEN-02 • Eopg_ement (POSSE) 

Personalized Assistant that 
34 

Penooalized Assistant that 
06013048 COG-02 t.e.ma (PAL) Leama(PAL) 

Photonic Analog Signal Pbotonic Analog Sisnal 

• • Processing Engines with !9 .Processing Engines with 06027l6E ELT-01 
Reconfigurability Reconfigurabi l:lty • (PhASE~) (Ph.ASER) 

Pbotonic Bandwidth rPboionic Bmdwidth • Compression for 
59 

Compression for 0602716E ELT-01 Ioatut.mcous Wideband Instantaneous Widc:btnd • AID Conversioo AID Conversion 
Plaotmna 44 Bioinspired Sensors 0602715E MBT-02 • Plasma Self Sterilization 37 Biolo~llo~aces 060271SE MBT-02 Medical Devices • PolarBeu 9 Ground Targeting Senson 0603767E SEN-02 
Polarized Rotation Polarized Rotation • Moduliltion (PZI,tM) l Modulation (PZ.RM) 0603760E CCC-02 

Communications Communications • Polymer Ice (TracUon 
!Non-Lethal Alternatives for Control for Mobili ty 19 0603764E LNW-01 

ASSURDCC) 
Urban Operations • 

Powmwim .. BioRobotics and 0602715E MBT-02 BioMechanics • 
Precision Inertial Navigation 15 Precision Inertial Navigation 0603768E GT-01 

Svstems (PlNS) Systems (PINS) • 
Precision Opto-Mech~r~ics - Precision Opto-Mecbanica-

Mechanical Properties of ,. Mechanical Pro.perties of 0602716E BLT-01 • 
Light Light 

Predicting Health and 37 Advanced Diagnostics 0602383E BW-0.1 Disease_ (PHD) 
Predicting Pathogen 37 Uoconventional ~apeutics 0602J8JE BW-01 ence -
Predicting Real Optimized 47 Nanoscale/Biomolecular and 0601 tOlE MS-01 Materials (PROM)_ MetaMatcrials I 
Predictive Analysis for Naval Predictive Analysis for Naval I 

• • • • Deployment Activities 13 Deployment Activities 0603760E I CCC.OI 
(PANDA) (PANDA) • Predictive Battlespace 

13 Prrdil;tive Battlespace 
0603760E CCC-OJ Awareness Awareuess • Preventing Violent Explosive 

Neurological Trauma 38 Bio Interfaces 0601101E BLS-01 • (PREVENT) • • 
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JOlt OJ I!@£115 US£ 61111 I 

Procram Title 
I Fut Flle I Descrlpdve Suamauy 

L 
PaceM Reference 

Processing Algoriduns with ' ' Processing Algorithms wilb 
Co-design of Electronics ss Co-design of Electronics 
(PACEl (PACE) 

Prognosis 15 Prognosis 
Pro2t'1llllmable Matter 47 Programmable Matter 
Protein Desill!! Processes 44 Nanostructure io_BiologL_ 
Pyrofusion T 51 Alternl1e Power Sources 
Quantum F.ntanglemc:ut Quantum Entanglement 

Science and Technology 42 Science and Technology 
(QuEST) (QuEST) 

Quantum Jnformation 42 Quantum Information 
Science (QIS) Science (QJS) 

Quantum Key Distribution I Quantum Key Distributioo 
over Wide~Area Fiber 5 over Wid~ Area Fiber 
Ontic Networks I Optic Networks 

.Quantum Sensors 41 !Quantum Senaors 
Quarantine Toxic UA V 

19 
Quarantine Toxic UAV 

Payloads Payloads 
Quint Networking 

3 
Network Centric Sensing and 

Technology (QNT) Engagement 
RAD Hard by Design 31 RAD Hard by Design 
Radar Scope 16 Visibuilding 
Radiation Biodosimetry 

38 Advaoced Diagnostics 
(RaBiD) 

R.dioisolope Micro-Power 
SJ 

Radio lsoiope Miao-Powc:r 
Sources (RIMS) Sources (iUMS) 

Rapid Eve I 9 iRapid Eye 

Rapid. Vaa:ine Assessment-+- 38 Unconventional Therapeutics 

47 Materials for Initiation and 
Reacttve Structures I Actuation 
RealNose I 40 Bioinspired Sensors 

IRni-IDn• Adv....nol I Advaoced Ground Tactical l Intelligence and Decision- lJ 
makinJr:(RAID) . 

Battle Manager 

RcalWorld :n 'ReaiWorld 
Recognize Improvised 

I 
Recognize Improvised 

Explosive Devices and 20 Explosive Devices and 
Reoort fRlEDAR} Report {RIEDAR) 

Remote Detection of !Precision Urban Combat 
Suspicious Vehicles 9 
(RDSV) Systems (PUCS) 

Rescue Transponder (RT) 16 ~cue Transponder (RT) 
-

Restorative Encoding ' 
Memory Integrated Neu.ral 41 !Human Assisted Neural 

Device -(REMIND) Dev~ 

l Biological Adaptation, 

Restorative Injury 
Assembly and 

41 Manufacturing 
Repair/Phase II Tactical Biomedjcal 

T ecltnologies 

PE Project 
-

0602716E ELT-01 

0602715E I MBT-01 
0601101E CCS-02 
0601 101E BLS-01 
0602715E MBT-01 

0601101E ES-01 

0602716E ELT-01 

0602303E IT-03 

0602716E ELT-01 

0603766E NET-01 

0603767E SEN-02 

0603287E SPC-01 
0603767E SEN-OJ 

0602383E BW-01 

0602716E ELT-01 

0603286E AlR-01 
0602383E BW·Ol 

0602715E MBT-01 

060271SE MBT-02 

0603760E CCC-01 

0602702E TT-06 

0602702E lT-04 

0603766E NET-01 

0603767E SEN-O J 

060JIOIE BLS-01 

0601J01E BLS-01 
0602715E MBT-02 
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• • 
I OR Oil 162115 IJR 81115\ • • Pro1ram Title 

Pact File Dac:riptive S•-ary PE Project 
Papt# Refertnet _, __ • Retro-dircctivc Ultra-Fast Retro-direc:tivc Ultra-Past 

Acquisition Sensor JO Acquisition Sensor 0603760E CCC-02 • (RUFAS) (RUFAS} 
Reversible Barriers (ReBar) lt R.econflgurable Structures 0602715E MBT-01 • Revolutioa in Fiber Lascn 

64 
Revolution in Fiber Luen 0602702E 1T.()6 

(RJFL) (RIFL) • Revolutionizm& EJectron ica lr.. • .... Bio-Molec:ular 
with Biological Materials ... Nano-Deviccs and Systema 0601101E MS-01 • Revolutionizing Prosthetics 41 Revolutionizing Prosthetics 0602715E MBT-02 

River Eye 11 River Eye 0603766E NET-02 • Riverine Crawler Underwater 
l~ 

Riverine Crawler Underwater 
0602702E 1T..03 

~d!!.C?Ie Vehicle 
Robust Automatic Robust Automatic: • 

Translation of Speech 3! Translation of Speech 0602303E IT-04 • (RATS) (RATS) 

Robust Podable Power ~I Novel Power Sources 0602715E MBT-01 • RobuatSumcellldSub- Robust Surface and Sub-
Surf.ce Navigation l! Surface Navigation 0603768E OT-01 
(RSN/SSN) {R.SN/SSN) • 

Robust Twmel Mapping and 
30 

Robust Tunnel M.apping and 0603167E SEN-01 ~ .• Operations • 
Robust Uncertainty 4! 

High Perfonnaoce Algorithm 
0602702E lT-06 Management (RUM) Develol!ment • 

Rocket Propelled Grenade Rocket Propelled Grenade 
(RPG) Pre-lauocb 20 (RPG) Pre-launch 0602702E TI-04 • Detection aad Cueing Dc:tection and Cueing 

Roolkit Detection 5 Rootkit Detection 0602303E IT-OJ ----r lo--;RPGNets - -
RPONeiS 0601702E lT-04 
SandBlasler lS Ground Targeting Sensors 0603761E SEN-02 

• • 
SAVe: Portable Ventilator I 38 

T~etical Biomedical 
0607715E MBT-02 

- -- Technolog_i.~ • 
Scalable MMW Scalable MMW 

An:b.itcc:tures for 
10 

Architectures for 
0603760E CCC-02 

Re~ofigu.rable Reconftgurable . 
Transceivers (SMART} Transceivers (SMART) 

• • Scalable Network Monitorinu 
6 Trustworthy Systems 0602303E IT-03 (SNM) • Scalable Precision Strike 
II Guided Projectiles 0602702E 1T41 (SPS) • Sea Sbield Zl SnShjefd 0603766E NET-02 

Seismic:IA~ustic Vibration 
I J! Seismicl AOOil!tic Vibration 0603766E NET-01 Imaging (SA VI} Imaging (SA VI) 

Sclf-Dcx:ootaminating 
38 ExteroalPro~tion 0602383E I BW-01 Surfac:cs 

Self-Regenerative Systems 6 Security-Aware Sysmms 0602303E IT-03 
(SRS) 

Semiconductor AJGaN !Semiconductor AlGIN 
---

loje<:lion lasers (SAIL) 59 Injection Lascn (SAIL) 0601101E ES·OI 

• • 
• • • • 
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I Sit 51 I !@]§ill l!f811 01115 I 

Proan.• Title 
1 Fact Ftk Dac.rlptive Summ~ry 
I Pqe# Refcreace 

-
Semiconductor-Tuned HTS Semiconductor-Tuned HTS 

Filters for Ultra-Sensitive 55 Filters for Ultra-Sensitive 
RF Receivers (SURF) RF Receivers (SURf) 

Sensing and Exploitation of 
10 

Advanced Radar Sensor 
Urban Movcn (S&-UM) Technolog}' -

Sensor Tape I 38 
Soldier-borne Sensor 

Tedmology 
Sensor Topology for I Integrated Sensing and 

MinimAl Planning 45 
(SToMP) Processing 

Shon Wave Infrared through f 
fog (SWIF) 111d Clouds 10 Ground Targeting Sensors 

Shon-range Wide--f~eld-of-
regard Elltremely-agile 
Electronically-steered 61 SWEEPER 
Pbo&onic Emjrter 111d 
Reociv« (SWEEPER) I 

Situatiou-Awue Protocols in 
Edge Nctwod. ' 6 Cognitive Networking 
Technologies (SAPIENT) 

Sleight of HAND ~SOH) I 32 Sleight of HAND (SOH) 

Slow Light 0 
Functional Materials 111d 

Devices 
SmaU Combat Vehicle with j :zs Small Combat Vehicle with 

Robocic AuiOmation Robotic Automation 
Small UAV Strike Munition I 15 Small UA V Sirilce Munition 
Smart Dust Sensor Networks I 

IS 
Precision Urban Combat 

Applied 1.o Urban Area 
Systems (PUCS) 

~)ons - ,...--. --
Smart Gills <49 

Functional Materials and 
Devices 

Software Producibility 63 Software Producibility 
Sonic Projector 20 Sonic Projector 
Space Situational Awareness 

Space Situational Awareness 
(SSA) & Countcrspace 
Operations Response 31 & Countcnpacc Operations 

Environment (SCORE) 
Re5ponse Environment 

Space Surveillance Telescope JZ IS pace Surveillance Telescope 
(SST) (SST) 

Space, Time Adaptive 
56 

Space, Time Adaptive 
Processing (ST AP) Boy Process.ing (ST AP) Boy 

S!*iaUy Processed Image I Advaoced Airborne Optical 
Detection and Ranging JO 
(SPIDAR) Sensing 

-
Speckle Exploitation for Speckle Exploitation for 

Enhanced Reconnaissance JO Enhanced Reconnaissance 
(SEER) (SEER) 

PE Project 
- ----

0602716E ELT-01 

0603767E SEN-02 

0603767E SEN-02 

0602702E TT-06 

-
0603767E SEN-02 

0602716E ELT~Ol 

0602304E COG-03 
I 

0603287E SPC-01 

0602715E MBT-01 

0602702E lT-04 

0603286E AIR-01 

0603766E 
I 

NET-OJ 

-
0602715E MBT-01 

0602303E IT..02 
0602702E 11'-06 

0603287E SPC-01 

0603287E SPC-01 

0603739E MT-15 

0603767E SEN-02 

r-

0603767E SEN-OJ 
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I Cit 51 I ICE 115 8811 8 1 1151 • • Pt-osn• Title 

Fact Ji1Je Dftcripdve s ..... ry PE PT'ojeet Pap #I Refenace • Spoken Language 
Spoken Laoguage 

Communication ud 
Trmslation System for 35 

Communication 10d 
0602303E IT -04 

Tactical Use 
Translation System for 

(I'RANSTAC) 
Tactical Use 

• • 
Sprad Sv-...... , Network.in1 6 !Spread Spectrum Networking 0602303E IT-03 • StandoffPnx:isioo ID in 3-D It IAdvaac:ed Ai.rbome Optical 

0603767E SEN-02 
(SPJ 3-D) Seuiag • Stand-off Solid Penetrating 21 Stand-off Solid Penetrating 

0603739E MT-15 
Imaging Imaaina • Standoff Triage 38 StalldotT Triage 0603767E SEN-01 

Stealthy Sensors 40 Biodcrived Materials 0602715E MBT-02 • Stealthy, Persistent, Perch 
15 

Stealthy, Persistent., Perch 
0603286E AlR-01 IDd Stare (SP2S) and Stare (SP2S) • Steep-subthreshold-slope 

Steep.subthrcshold-alope 
Tl'VI&isrors for Electronics 
with Extremely-low Power 56 Tn.nsislors for Electrooics 0602716E ELT-01 

(STEEP) with &1remely-low Power • • Strategic Communication Strategic Communication 
Assessment md Analysis .. Assessmeot and Analysis 0602702E TT-13 
System (SCAAS) System (SCAAS) • 

Strategically Hardened 
30 Sttategjcally Hudmed 

0603767E SEN-01 Pacilitv Defeat Facili!Y Defeat • 
SaucturaJ Amorphous Metals .. , Scructural Materials and 

0602715E MBT-01 
Coatings • 

Saucr.ured ASIC Design 
56 

Scruciured ASIC Design 
0602716E ELT-01 l-JstAso _ _ 

f -
(StASD) - ·-

Submarine Shaftless Stem 26 Tango Bravo 0603766E NET-02 Dcmoos1raror I 

• • Submillimeter Wa11e Imaging Submillimeter Wave lmaging 
Focal Plane Array (F.PA) 61 Focal Plane Array (FPA) 0602716E ELT-01 • Technology (SWIFT} Technology (SWlFT) 

Super High Efficiency Diode 
64 

Super High Efficiency Diode 
0602702E TT-06 Sources (SHEDS) Sources (SHEDS) 

Superconducting Hybrid 

• • Power Electronics !J Power Components 0602715E MBT-01 
~Y-PE) ,_ • Super·Fut Submerged 26 Super-Fast Submerged 

0602702E TT-03 Transport Transport • Supermolcc:ular Photonics 
S9 

Molecular Photonics 
0601101E ES-01 En . . (MORPH} (MORPH) • Super-Resolution Vision 

18 Ground Targeting Sensors 0603767E SEN-02 System (SR VS) • -
Surface Enhanced R11n111 Surface Enhanced .Raman 

Scattering {SERS) - 56 Scattering (SERS)- 060110JE MS-01 • Science and Technology Science and Technology 

Surface Wave Energy 
Persistent Ocean Surveillance 

51 (includes Surface Wave 0603766E NET-02 Harvesting 
Harvesting) 

• • • 
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IOU 51 IICL& UOJ!!I 011151 

Pncr•m Title 
Fact File I Delcriptlve Summ.,.)' 

Pa1et1 1 Refere•~ 
- . - --
Survedlance and Threat Surveillance and Threat 

Neutralization in Urban lO Neutralization in Urban 
Environments Environments 

Surviving Blood Loss 38 !Tactical Biomedical 
Technologies 

Symbetic Apertare Ladar for l lsyntbetic Aperture l...adar for 
TacticAl . , (SALTI) I 11 

I TacticaJII.JJagin_g{SAL TI)_ 
Syndleric Evolvable 

47 Reconfigurable Structures 
Materials 

System F6 31 System F6 
System for Planning System for Planning 

lnfonMtion Operations 6 
Information Operations and 

and Nonkinetic Nonkinetic Effectiveness 
Effectiveness(SPUNE) (SPINE) 

Systems of Neuromcxphic Sys1ems ofNeuromotphic 
Adaptive Plastic Scalable " Adaptive Plastic Scalable 
Electronics (SyNAPSE) Electronics (SyNAPSE) 

Tactical Combined Fiber- !Tactical Combined Fiber-
Opcjcal & Frci>-Space Edge 3 Optical & Free-Space Edge 

-~ ~ Network -
Tactical Sensor Network 1l Target IdentifiCation 

Technologies(fSNT) Technology 
Tactical Underwater Precision Inertial Navigation 

Navigation System 16 
(TUNS) 

. Systems (PINS) . 
TaoaoBravo 26 ITmgo Bravo 
Tc:dmology for Agile Tccboology for Agile 

Cobcrcot Optical 
59 

Coherent Optical 
Transmission & Signal Transmission & Signal 
Proc:asing (T A COT A) Proccasing (T A COT A) 

frcclmo)ogy for Frequency [Technology for Frequency 
Agile Digitally 

61 Agile Digitally Syntbtsized 
Synthesized Transmitters 
(l'FAST) . Transmit ten (TF AST) 

Tcrahertt Imaging Focal-
16 

lferahertz Imaging Focal-
Pleoc TccbDology (TIFT) Plane Tecbnolugy (TifT) 

Tbennal Ground Plane 
56 Thermal GroWld Pluto (TOP) 

{TQP) 
'Ibreat Agcot Cloud Tactical 

!Threat Agcot Cloud TKticaJ 
Intercept and 

38 Intercept Countenneuu~ 
CoUIIblneuu.re 
(TACTIC) 

(TACTIC) 

Tbreo-dimenaional 
Design Tools for 3-

integrllhon (3DIC) 
56 Dimensional Electronic 

Circuit Integration 
TJu:-ec..Dimeosiooal 

Microeleclromagnetic 
56 

3-D Microelectromagnetic 
Radio Fn:quency Systems RF Systems (3-D MERFS) 
(3-DMERFS) 

1lh Transistors (TT) S7 rnz Transistors (TT) 

PE l Pnject 

-
0603767E I SEN..OI 

060271SE I MBT-02 
-

0603767E SEN-02 

06027156 MBT..Ol 

0603287E SPC-0 1 

0602303E IT-03 

0602716E ELT-01 

0603760E CCC-02 

0603767E SEN-02 
J 

0603768E I GT-01 

0603766E NET..Q2 

0602716E ELT-01 

0602716E ELT-01 

0602716E ELT·Ol 

060l739E MT-12 

0602383E ·sw-Ot 

0602716E ELT-01 

0602716E ELT-01 

0602716E ELT-01 
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I Oil Oil 162115 CSB 8HI!Jt • • Program Title 

Fact File Dftcr'lptive Summary 
PE Project 

Pap# RefereDce • 
Time Revenal Methods 11 

High Performance Algorithm 0602702E IT-06 Development • Tip-Based Nanofabrication 
63 

Tip-Based Nanofabrication 0601101E ES-01 
~ (TBN) (TBN) 
Topological Data A111lysis 45 High Perfonnance Algorithm 0602702E IT-06 

(TDA) DevelOJ)ment 
• • Topologically Controlled Materials for Force 

Lightweight Annor 47 Protection 
0602715E MBT-01 

(TCLA} ·--
Ttainin~ority 21 Training Su~- 0602702E TI-06 

~ 

• • Tnmsfer Learning 34 
Foundatiooall..eaming 0602304E COG-02 

Technology • Transmission. Switching and Next Generation Core 
Applications for Next-

4 Optical Networb 0602303E IT-03 
Generation Core Optical (CORONET) 
Networks 

T tDisplaya 61 Tnmsparent Displays 0602716E ELT..Ol 

• • 
Tnosportable Mqnetic: 

38 
Tactical Biomedical 060271SE MBT-02 

Resonance Imaging (MRI) Technologies • 
Trauma Pod 39 Trauma Pod 0602715E . MBT..02 

Trust in Integrated Circuits 
Trusted. Uocompromised 

57 Semiconductor Technology 0602716E ELT-01 
(TRUST) (TrUST) · 

• • 
Trustworthy Systems 6 Trustworthy Systems 0602303E IT-03 
ULF Wave Study 3l Sleight of HAND (SOH) 06032.87E SPC-01 • 
Ultra Fast Lasers with 

64 
Ultra Fast Lasers Willi 0602716E ELT-01 

Respo~~Se > 100OHz Response> 100 GHz • 
UltraBeam 64 UltraBeam 0602716E ELT-01 
Ultra-Low Power Ultra-Low Power • 

Subthreshold Electronics 57 Subthn:shold Electronics 0602716E ELT-Ol 
(UPSE) (UPSE) • 

Ultraperfonnance Ultradense Nanopboionic 
Nanopbotooic Intrachip 59 lntracbip Communication 0603719E MT-15 
Communication (UNIQ (UN I C) 

ULTRA-VIS 22 Urban Commander 0603760E CCC.Ol 

• • Ultra-Wide Bmd Multi-
Function PboiOnic 

11 Ultra-Wide Band Technology 0603739E MT-15 
Transmit and Receive 
(ULTRA T/R) Modules 

• • Understanding Long Term 40 Neuroscience Technologies 0602715E M.BT-02 Memory • Unique Propulsion 16 Unique Propulsion 0602702E Tr-03 
Techniques Techniq"!,~ 

Unique Signature Detection 17 Novel Sensors for Force 0602702E 1 TT-04 
Protection 

• • University Pbolonic Research 59 University Pbotonic Research 0601 JOIE ES-01 
(UPR) Centers (UPR) Centers • !University Photonics 59 

University Pbotonic Research 
0601101E ES-01 

Research (UPR) rJ (UPR)Centm • • 
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I Sit Gill&& SSE 51421 

Program Title Fact File I Detc:rlpdve Summary 
Paae t# Reference 

Unmanned. Persistmt Parafoi 16 
Unmanned Persistent Parafoil 

System (UPPS) System (UPPS) 

l Information Sciences 
Urban Challenge 23 Cognitive Computing 

Futun: Combat Systems 
Urban Ops Hopper 28 Urban ()ps Hopper 

Urban Phoronic Sandtable 
12 Home Field 

Display (UPSD) 
Urban Reasoning Uld I jFederated Object-level 

Geospatial Exploitlllion 16 ' Exploitation (FOX) 
Technology (URGENT) 

UUV Power Technologies 16 Long Duration Power 
Concepts 

Vehicle and Dismount I .Advanced Radar Sensor 
Exploitation Radar 11 
(VADER) I Technology 

~ly IDteroo.........t _::._jVort~olly ln...,_, s-, 
eo~r Arra>;s (Yl§~--- -· Arra_xs (VISA) 

High Efficiency Solar 
51 

Very High Efficiency Solar 
11 (VHESC) Cell (VHESC) 

Very High Speed Torpedo 26 
Very High Speed Torpedo 

Defense 

' 
Defense 

Video Verifation and 
17 J Pattem Analysis Technology lCientifu:ation (VIVID) 

Virtual AulOJ)sy 39 Military Medical Imaging 
Visible lnGan Injection I 'Visible loGan lojectioo 

Lasers (VIGIL) 65 Lasers (VIGIL) 
Visible/Short Wave Infra.red 

59 
Visible/Short Wave IR • 

-Photon Counting .Pboloo Counting 
VisibuiJdiog I 16 Visibuilding 
Visualizing the lofo Ops Visualizing the Info Ops 

Common Operating Picture 3 Common Operating Picture 
(VIOCOP) (VIOCOP) 

VPN for ad hoe Networks 2 VPN for ADHOC Networks 
Vulture 16 Vulrun: 
WDM LAN for Aerospace 16 Fiber~ptical Network for 

Platforms Aeros~ace Pllltforms 
Wide Area Network (WAN) 

6 
Wide Area Net-worlt (WAN) 

Monitoring Monitoring 
Wide Band Gap 

High Frequency Wide Band 
Semiconductor Electronics 
for RF Applications 

II Gap SemiconduclOr 

_{\\'BGS-Rfl 
Electronics Technology 

Wideview 27 Wideview 
WlFI-EYEPOD 57 WIFI-EYEPOD 

Wireless Network after Next I 2 !Wireless Network after Next 
(WNaN) {WNaN) 

I Tactical Biomedical 
Wound Stasis Spray 

1 
39 

Tecbnologies 
Young Faculty Award (YFA)J .... YoungFacul!l Award 

PE Project 

0602702E IT~07 

0601101E CCS-02 
0602304E C00-02 
0603764E LNW-03 
0603766E NET-01 

0602702E IT·l3 

0603766E NET-01 

0602715E MBT-01 

0603767E SEN-02 

0603739E MT-15 

0602715E MBT·Ol 

0602702E IT-13 

0603767E SEN-02 

0602715E MBT-02 

0602716E ELT-01 

0603739E MT-15 

0603767E SEN-01 

0602702E 'IT-13 

0603760E CCC-02 
0603286E AIR-01 

0603760E CCC-02 

0602303E IT-03 

0602716E ELT-01 

0602702E TT-03 · 

0603739E I MT-15 

0603760E CCC-02 

0602715E MBT-02 

0601101E I CCS-02 
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• 
r&R as 22111• ••• arr•v • • Pncra•Title 

FaetFIIe DacrlptiYe S•-•ry PE Project 
Pa1ef Referoce • ~¥- 40 R.econflgUnble Structures 0602715E MBT-01 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

88 • • 


